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_ABS_ ,CT
An experimental investIKa_ton of the behavior of an r-f eapacitlnce probe
has shorn2 that the expected decrease in capacitanee upon /mersf_n in a plasma
may not algays be found. Due to the fomar_oQ of ion shearJ_s around the electrodes
and the effective eonduetivlty due to eollls£on8 at higher pressures, the effective
separation bet3men the plates rosy decrease in a plasma, with a resulting increase
in espaeltanee. _sequently, in the use of this type of probe, eompensatlen or
aUouance for the ef£e_s of sheath £onnatton is required.
A proKrm for D-reg/on simulation by ultt_aviolet photoiouiutim of n_trlc
mcide was studied both theoretically and experimentally. First a tb_ore_eal
study was carried out, in vhidh the requ/red photon flux vas calculated, rating
into account the mtr/ous loss processes _d_teh are operat_Lve. This shoved that a
photo_ £1ux of 1_ 4 to 1_ s phor_as-_a-2-see -1 tl _££1cient to senerate electro
dsnsities suitable for D-resion simulation, and that the electron _perat_sre
should be that of the _us for premr_ of 10-I Toz-r or sreater. Furthez_ore,
it was shown that a someuhat lower electron temperature should be obtainable vith
a krypton UV-t3_e than vtth 8 hydrolpm tube.
TO demonstrate £easibLtit_r experimentally, several tubes of n8_ design were
b_lt and the effeets o£ tube pomeL_ 7 and Kss £_111nS _mre inves_lL_atedo Krypton
_8s found to yield a higher efficiency and output than hydroK_n or hydrogm_neon
comb/nat/arts for the gas £i11£ng. UV outputs one to two orders of masnit_de
h£_her than the output of a coe_er_lally available UV robe were obtained _ Output
snd efg£e/_ney were _ell above the m/nt_m values detemined from _he theoretical
8t_dyo
Finally, a plasma of approxhnately the desired characteristic8 _s _enerated
by phot_lonization of NO in a _ell Jar, and ionization densities and electron
ii
temperatures of the expected order were obtsined, usln K double probes to measure
the plasma eharacterlstlcs. Electron densltles around I0 _ em"_ and electron
_rat3_e8 around 1800 ° E were obU_uKl.
For the development of 8 lsrge-_olul low-temperatmre plmma, 8 I/V-tubs desisn
was chosen uhleh uuuld 811oe 8 mmber of tubes to be pecked fairly closely in a
bank haunted on the valuta chmn_r. A nmber of these tubes _re constructed and
their eharseterlstlcs meamtrod. This prosrsm resulted in UV-tubes whleh adequately
meet the requ/relants for produc/_S a larp-volume plasma, yleZdlns flux levels up
to 10 xs photons see -x per tube. The tubes uere proved by llfe tests and subsequent
operatiem to have exceptional stability and reliability, and lon8 life. In 8ddition,
Laz_e photon detectors for these tubes gere eonst_ru:ted.
The fhutl part of the proSram In de_oted to the de_lopnent of a 18rpo_olune
p188ma izt the chmnber, uinK the tubes de_1oped under the proKtsm, gnexpectedly,
probe curves obr_Laed uere of unusual shape, being _olly unlike those obl:a/.ned
in the bell Jar duffs the feasibility study proK_m. & repeat of the _t8
in the bell Jar also 9_ve mmmslous probe curves. _hls uu £1nally trued to the
fact that in the later _ts a different sample of NO was used, wh£ch gas
manufactured by • completely dif£erent process from the first saple, althoush
obtained fnm the mine umufacturer. FJss analysis of th8 8ecand ssnple in the
dumber shoved _0 as an /mp_lty, wLr_ a conceutratLon of 0.5_. Aulys£s shous
that N:O acts as 8 very e££ective electron attdud_n8 sprit, producinS nepti_t
ions, u wsll as distort/n_ the electron en_r_ distribution. As 8 rem_lt,
po_itL_ ion and eleetron densities obtahu_ a_e tuo to three orders of masnitude
below those expeeted, and obr2_J_ed in the bell Jar mat/m_-_nts with the f4rst
(uncontmlnated) smsple of _0. Thus this tTpe of /mpurlty uust be kept to a very
low le_1.
_c_endatLons £or further hnprovesm_ts in wcper/mental techniquss are _deo
iLL
Contract R_Sg-835 eoupr_es theoretLe81 and expez4memt_l 8L3xite8 reLsted
to l_aosplnrtc problJ_, b thuret_8! 0tudl_8 m upportd by the Office
of Sloe Sciences of _ Resdqurters, uhL1e the ezp_Smn_l st_liee are
funded by _ _xSdsrd SlOe flight Cente_ (_). _wequentl_o the f_81
repo_ on the eont_t i8 be_ divided _ c_respeedtJ_ seperste pm_. _he
pruent report i_esent_ the zmmlts of the ezper_l _¢_Kram.
Work under the cou_aet eoameuced 1 October 1963. _ results of the
du_n8 r_e first 12 _ of the coutr_t have 81zes_ been reported in detalto.
The axperi:mn_1 proKrm itself comprLsed mo bt'oed taB_. One vN the stud7
of plJsm8 gonera_/_m eemhniques for ionospheric 81mla_ton, especially of _e
D-reSiou by OV phoCotouizs_lon of nitric _tde. 7he other task vu the developm_
of _aehniques for lnoflisht m_sureme_ of en_m_ abosrd a spsmmreft (rocket or
satellite). Work ou the latter task has been _ont_med under Contz_t H_LS-9170,
so Chat It will uo_ be reported here. _amsoquently, the present report is devoted
prln_ipall_ to a prese_ar.iou of the resulr_ of the ionospheric simulation proKrm
8rod rela_ed 8m_ivlcieSo
Q
'_pe_tmen_l luvest_;_£o_ Rel_r_d to Zonoe_t'ic ProbinK, Scie_if£c
Repo_ So. 2, _2C Report No° HAS 835°2, 30 Sep_mbe_ 1964.
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0Ionospheric par_ecers my be mssured vith a var£ety of rocket-borne probes
or sensors. One Cype of probe vhich has been flc_n on several rockets £9 a simple
capac£t_r. Xte philosophy is based on the reduct£on in the effect£ve dielectr£c
constant of the medium bel_ its gree-spaee value by the free electrons £n the
£on_phere. Thus, if a resonm_t l_-c£rcuit, us£ng a capacitor open to Cbe
a_osphere, is carried into the ionosphere on a rocket, the ionosphere _rlll cerise
changes in the resonance frequency of the LC-circu£t. The resonance frequency
in the ionosphere should be h_her than vhen the capacitor is outside the ionosphere.
Labotstory masu_ment8 at _g on such a probe have she_ that this Ideallzed
8£t_mt£on £s not a_ays found, Due to the bu£1dnp of sheaths and the ef£ec_tve
eonduct£vity due to eollis£ons, the effective separation betveen the plates may
in a plmma, with a resulting _ in capacitance, _his may help to
mEplain difficulties u4aich have been mq_tieuced _-_£th such probes in rocket
experiments. This _k £s described £u See. 2 of this report.
Laboratory simulation of the D-_e_ion of the £onoephere _muld al_o_-exper£-
mental studies of the e_r_terist£cs of various £nsteuments used to deter_ne
im_ospherl_ parameters. One of the important processes in D-'_e_ion formation is
considet_l to be_photolouizat£ou of nit_£c o_£de (110), a trace Constituent of the
upper amosphere, by solar Lymm-_ rad£at£on. Beceuee o£ the high absorp_£on
coefficient of _0 in the ultraviolet around the Ly_n-_ line, the use of _h£s
process to produce a lo_ teeq_ature pSas_a in the laboratory has been advaucedo
_his p_o_ess, therefore, has been stud£ed both theore_£cally and experimentally
under this contract, with the _oal of produ¢iu_ a lo_-tee_era_ure plasma £u the
la_ge,-volm_e hlgh,=vacuun chamber installed at EI_ (_#nich _£11 be referred to
hereafter all "the chandmr n, for l_'ev£ty). ]l_is problem, _hich received the _ljor
ps_t of the eff0_ reposed he_e, £s discussed in Se_o 30 _co_din_ly, SeCo 3
con_:tses the bulk of this report°
Before proeeedin8 w£_h the shnulation program on a large scale, 8 feas£btl£t-/
study prosram _as carried out. _h18 /_ reported In See. 3.2° It consisted ££rst
of a _eo=etic81 study, in vhieh the required photon fluz _as calculated, tak£_
into account the various loes processes which are operst£ve. 15_Ls was followed
by an experhsen_l feas£blLtty study to demonstrate that IN s_e0 _rJLth large
enough effic£en_ and photoa fl_ to meet the requirements could be p_ducedo
Several tubes of ne_ deni4_n vere built and the effee_ of tube p_-y and
filLL_ :._re Invest£gated. F_Tp_on was found to _v£eld a higher eff£elency and
output than h_en or _-neon comb£uat£o_s for the See fillip. _ outputs
one to _o o¢_z_ of ms_£tude higher than the output of 8 ¢_ere£el_v ava£1able
_V tube _._.e obta£uedo Output and eff_e£e_ _e_ -_eU abe_e the _ values
determ/ned from the t_-etical s_udy. _e final step was to generate a plasma
of _tely the desired charactezistLcs by p_to£oc_atio_ of _0 on a smell
scale. _h£8 was aecee_lished in a bell Jar, and ionization densities and electron
temperatures of the expe_ed _ were obtaLued, us£nK double probes to measu_
the plasma eharoete_stiee.
Folloutng the suc_s_ul de_o_etrati¢_ tl_t _V-_ubes of the requ£s£_e o_tp_t
and eff£elency could be built, a program to develop 8 lsrse-volume loe-_enq_rat_re
plasma in the ¢hsmbe_ v88 undertaken. _s £s described in Se_. :3.30 From the
vaz'£ous bu£c _ube des_ £nvestl_ated in the £ees£b£L£t_ study pros_em, it
remained to choose a design wh£ch _ould allo_ 8 number of tubes to be pecked f_trly
cloeely in a bank _mmted on the chamber. Tubes of the design _hieh _-_as developed
a_e dee£_mted _ Hod-D, It _as then necessary to £abrtcate a sugfie£ent quantity
of these tubes and to demmstrate that adequate output could be a_hleved end
__ned for 8 reportable llfe span. The Nod-D _ube fabrication and test
proKrm £S descr£bed £n See+ 3.:3.2o This progr_ resulted in highly rel£able UV-
tmbes _hieh adequately met the requ£rMent8 for producin_ a large_volune plasma,
2
y£eldin8 flux levels up to 10zs photons-see -_ . _be tube geom_-y is co:psct.
?____._ ltJel_ to close peckin8 in a bank of tubes to increase the UV beam area°
lira L_bes vere proved by life tests and subsequent operation to have e_cept£onal
s_bi]Llt7 and reliabiliLT, and long Life.
final part of the progrm was devoted to r_e development of a lsr_,e-
volume plasma in the chamber. ,:ins the ltxl-l) tubes developed unde: the program.
is d£ecuHed in See. 3.3.3. Unexpectedly, the probe curves obtained _ero
of ummual shape, being vholly unlike tbese obtained in the bell Jar during the
fees£bil£t7 study program. A repeat of the _asurements in the bell Jar also
gave enc_lous probe curves. _ vas finally _raced to tbe faQt that in the
later measurements a different sample of NO yes used. vh£ch _.ms mm_act_,_ by
a completely different process frem the first sample. Mass anal_s£s of the second
sample in the d_ber shoved NmO as an £q_rlty, _-r£th a e_entration of 0.SZo
M_oret/_sl _work (presented in Appendlces A and B) sh_m that NjO _ts as a vet7
effeetlve electron attachin8 a_nt, prod_i_ ne_atlve io_, as _ell as d_s_ort£_
the electron energy dis_r/bution. From tb_ _t pro_em, electron
te_pera_es in _e un___ed ample of _0 used in the first bell Jar plasma
of around 1800°[ are deduced. 1hue the photo£onization process does result in a
rather cool plasma, as predicted theotetieeU_.
_lu_ions and recee_end_ions for t_provements in teclm£ques are presented
in See. 3.3.&.
A brief statuary of mt_eellaaeous services allied to the plasms slmulatten
activities is presented tn Sec.&. Finally, an overall summary and conclusions
re_ard£n8 the entire expertmentel progran are given in Seco 5, together _.rI_h
re_end_ic_s for future _otI_ of this type.
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As is veU knmm, the free electrons in a pla_ reduce the ef£ecttve
d£electt_ c_stant of the medium below the _ee-sp_e value, (_osequentSy,
££ a pstaUel-plnte capacitor is immersed in the plasma and made part of a tuned
©£r_uit, the resolute frequency of the tuned ©£tcuit _r£11 vary as the capac£tanee
£s affected by the plash. This effect has often been proposed as a p_
• essu_ement technique.
7he complex dielectric constant of 8 Iossy plasma in the absence of a steady
msgnet£c field is
w_16_-e
end
¢'teo _1" x, , -i xz
= - (_)" -(.ptO" o nomaU=ed (p_,ss _)"
%a. z_8i(t,,,,,)
N = 1._-10"S£p: cs "s (3)
z = v_ = _ormal£zed collision £requency (4)
The Imsglnary part of (I) is equivalent to a con_etlvity.
(1), under suitable coaditious of plasma pe_emeter8 and frequency, a
measurable _ in resonance should result, Consequently, this effect is a
poCentiall_ useful diagnostic technique. Sn fact, GSI_ has flo_ several
_t8 of this idea £u attempts at measuring the lamr levels of the ionosphere,
bu_ no successful results _ obtained°
_ther 8u_h flIKht instrument, designed and built by G$I_, _ss delivered to
for evalustiou in the ht_h-v_ chamber. 7his £_ttument contained an
o_eilIator, which _s swept in frequency between approxl_tely 1 and $ _, and fed
a tuned c£z_'Uito The capacitor of this tuned circuit eras constructed of two planar
screens of coarse mesh to allo_ the _srrmmdl_g medium to penetrate be .t_esn the
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places. The resonance frequency of the tuned circuit was about 3 Hc in free spat-Co
This unit was placed in the high-vacuum chamber between two 1-£oot diameter
electrodes which were used co develop 8 d-c discharge plamsa. It was expected
_hac as the plasma Yes developed, the resonance frequency of the tuned circuit
would increase, due Co the loger dielectric constant of the plasma. However,
the opposite effect was noted. The 3-_fc resonsnce frequency (in free space)
shifted Co a lo_er frequency, correspondi_ Co an increase in dlelecCrie constant,
when the plasma was developed. In addition, e large decrease in the height of
the resonance peak was observed, indicating a severe loading of the tuned circuit
by the plasma. These effects vere realized for various values of pressue beween
20 and $ microns and discharge currents up to 10 am. At sciU lower pressures It
was not possible to start the discharge with the voltage (15 kv) 8vatlableo
In order Co expIore s rider range of frequency than chat available tn the
InsCrmnent, the follovlng changes vere made. The tuned circuiC of the Instrument
yes left in its original position in the chamber and fed from a Jerrold model
900A sveep-frequency oscillator mounted outside the chamber. The resonance
Indicator consisted of an oscilloscope connected 8cross a SOoohm resistor tn
series v£ch the tuned circuit. With this arrangement the follovi_ observations
vere made:
(a) Two resonances, one st about 3 Hc and one aC about SHc, vere noted°
(b) In free 8pace, only the 3-He resonance was affected by changing the
condenser plate separeClon or by placing dielectric material between the con-
denser places. Thus the $-Nc resonance appeared to be associated with the feed
system Co the tuned circuit.
(c) When the plasma was developed, both the 3- and §-l_ resonances vere
lowered in frequency. Again thls eondiClon pertained Co all values of pressure
betveen 20 and $ microns and Co discharge currents up Co 10 me.
1_e observations that the plasma produced a heavy loading of the tuned
circuit indicated that the imaginary part of (I) vas large, This, in turn_
su_ested a large value of the normalized collision frequency, z. A calculation
of collision frequency, using values of electron temperature measured with a
Lan_mir probe under similar discharge couditions, gave a value of v of about
60 Nc at a pressure of 10 _. Consequently a value of x = 1 would be obtained st
8 frequency of about l0 N_.
Several other measurements vere made with a simple planar condenser consist-
ing of two metal discs about 6 I' in diameter which _as resonated at various
frequencies with a suitable inductance. At 15 Me, a small increase in resonance
frequency (to 15.2 No) was measured at a pressure of 10 _ and a discharge current
of 5 ma. Using (1), (2), and (3), this indicated an electron density of about
10 B cm"s . Further experimentation shc_ed that about 7 _ was a transition frequency,
belc_ which the resonance frequency decreased and above which it increased when
the plasma was produced°
In an effort to understand fully the preceding observations, some experiments
were conducted with a cylindrical discharge tube (about 20 mn in diameter and 45 cm
long) with disc discharge electrodes at each end° Brass foil electrodes were
taped outside the central portion of this tube to form a condenser whose free ©
space capacitance was measured to be 22 pf. A small toll was connected across
this condenser and fed from the Jerrold weepofrequency generator. An oscilloscope
was comzected to a tap on the coil to observe resonance. Neasurments in the
vicinity o£ 170 F_ showed measurable increases in resonance frequency and decreases
in height of the resonance peak when the plasma was gener_edo
With no discharw_, the resonance frequency v_s measured with a marker gener _
ator, and the height of the resonance peak was nosed° Then, eta given gas
pressure, the discharge was s_ted and the voltage adjusted until the height of
the resonance peak dropped by a fsctor of 2. b discharge current, Z, cheque
in resonance frequency, _£, and the gas pressure, p, were recorded. Measurements
were mule over a rm_e of 8as pressures. The data obtained are _Lveu in the
first three colmms of Table 1.
p (.icr_.). _ 0___..._) z (I")
70 4.0 0.75 280
150 2.0 0.85 3O0
220 1.5 1.00 330
350 1.0 1.30 350
700 0.5 2.22 350
2O0O 0.25 5.10 500
Since each mmasuz_msnt was made with the seine re_etLon £n Q of the resonant
circuit, the /msg:l.nat'y piKrt, 3, of (I) was held constant. Thus we have
XZ
a E _. censt. (5)
Then, from (1), the real p, rt, R, is
z J
If we denote the =esommce frequency vir.h no plssma by fo, and that with
pb by fx, we have
1
and
_[_nce
,,. 118 _ -_IlU m_l / ¢6)
or, from (5),
2_f
- -_- (7)
Xf we asinine rJ28t the electron density in the dischsrse is proportional to
the discharse ©urrent, Z, then we see h_a (3) and (2)
=,x. (8)
l_t_B_, Lf we auume _ co111s£ou frequen_ _ pcoport£onal to l_eUume,
then ve have frmt (7) th81:
p6f - eonst. (9)
The fourth column in Table Z gives vslues of p_f, rand It £8 seen that this
product is rather comr_snt, eseept for the last vslne (the vabae of &f here is
not _ accurste, since it mm read as 1:be difference of two 8ettLuKs in a reKlou
V___re sueus81ve dial usrb corresponded to a dif£erence of I JJ:).
Tak/_s note of (8), ve mot write (5) u
Ip IJ-_m,t_ l+(,p) , _-_-v/m
or
m eOOSt - - •
P
This relation ham the t_o asymptotes
I_ 1
-, (ap) s << 1
P
p , (ap)a _ I ,
Lq).
Thus oa a los-los plot o_ I vs. p, the curve should have
a shspe as illustrated £n FLS. 1 at the rLSbt.
to the WLnimm value of I, we have
(lo)
At the pressure Pain correspoudiw_
8p_nm 1, or P_n " l/a.
8
it l_aln, _ = I, so that:
To det:m_Lne N, we can use (6) and (3) once the value of z has been determined.
A plot of I vs. p is shown In Fig° 2, the measured vslues being indicated by
the circled points. These points _sC a miu£uxm at a pressure of p - 70 _.
Accocdiu81y a curve in accordance _vLch (10) was calculated on Cbe basis of
Pain " 70 _. This is the solid lira In Fig. 2.
Since s = I at 70 _, we have
v_-70_ " _ " 2_-170 _, 1000 N=.
tt.m _a. (6)
4z4
z - _f'. (1 +z a) -------.. o.0_f.o 170
anee _ (3)
- 1._. x lO"eep j - 1,,_ x l_r-a x 0.0_ x (170) s x 10_s
: 3.4 X 10T ca"s.
'l_Ls value of _ correspomls Co a curreuC Z = 0.75 ms. For other values of I,
H v£11 vary proportionately.
A straight line fitted empirically to the hi_r pressure polnts In FiSo 2
(the khed line) vaz'Les as pO_, £nstead of the unity exponent assumed. _ls
d_crepmlcy may be due I:o a var£at:ton o£ collision fray with volt_e acro6s
the discharge tube.
If we convert the value z = 1 st UO MC and 70 t_ to a frequency of 3 Mc,
mssum£us a l£namr relation between Free.re s,_ collis£oa frequency, then we £1_1
chac a pressure of about I _s is required foc z = I ac the l_er frequency, and
0.1 _ Or 10 4 Tort go_ z m 0.1o _hlS iS s sutt:abl_ rsts_e of valu_ that; _hould
be used to check the probe.
00 0
lO
It vu found 18to t_et the thermocouple g used Co meamsre p hzl betas
dafectiVeo Hence 8 second set of data vu taken, and L8 g_Lven in Table ZZ. The
error in Cbe melureaent of p did noC affect the previous remslts 8pprec£ablyo
_e dace of Table II, homnm_, extend over a _eaCer tense of p.
Zddz.IL
= 182.5 _t_
20 4.5 2.3
25 5.5 2.2
30 7.5 3.8
35 7.5 3.5
40 7.5 3.3
45 7.0 3.4
50 6.0 3.2
60 6.0 3.0
70 5.5 2.9
80 5.6 2.7
90 4.5 2.6
100 4.5 2.6
110 4.6 2.5
120 4,0 2.6
130 3.5 2.4
140 3.5 2.4
156 3.5 2.5
175 2.5 2.7
200 2.5 2.9
2.0 3.6
4OO 1.5 4.4
500 1o0 5.7
The LoKarttha_c ploC of I vs. p, sbmm 4n Ftg. 3, illustrates more clearly
the behavto_ predicted by (10). The ploc does not appesr to be enC£rel_ 8:mmeCr£c
about: _ 88 pcedfcted. _ 8ppe_msce of the dfscha_Ke ac the lover pressures
was £1ocCumC]LuS f_td_mt:tnK CbaC the dLscbarSe was lprooe co oscitlstions, whLch
vss not oaken into account tLu the LdesLtzed theory used hare° ZC was £ound,
however, that the data _ere entirely reproducLble, 8o Chac the devLac_Lon from
s_metry appsars to be a _ departure £Tom ChaC predlcted by the £deaLt_ed
theory.
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l_m (7) we have
or
(I1)
v = _r_l_. _r_ 8 I_. (12)
The coU£siou fz_luency In 1to simplese _ Is S4_ven by
v - _cff (13)
t_ste Pc Is the ooll/sloa pcobabillCy for eZecccmss and _" Is the meres electroa
velociCyo _ (l_) mzt (U)
p - (_t_cv-')(fo:/_0. (_)
Yaus, if N £s ptoport£anal to p, r.beu Pc _' should be s coast.rest, and s£nce ,9
1o held comcant in the ezper£mBut, the term _/lec_ should be a coml_ut.
A plot of p vs. fo= l&f i.o shorn f.n Ir_. 4. The stratght line appears to be a
pod f£c co the pof_.s. _as£s lszpLtes chae clW sssum_lou that v_p £s val_d _or
the can_e of psrsaeters use4 in the aper/am_.
• :In anslVzI_ tha 4a_a in Tables Imd II le was /_pLteltly asmws4 tha_ the
plasma fills the ms, ire iur.er-el_trode sps_ of Cbe coodensec. Siuce the
electrodes were pl_.ed ouCs£de the Sl_s euvelope of r.be d£seharse cube, the
plasma f£11s only part of the £aCer-elecerode space. Y/w equ£valm_ circu£C of
thls coa4e_er elms conslsts of two capae£_ances In ser£es, as s_:ched belc_ In
rlso 5
0
!
c_ c_
Equ£valeuC C£rcuLc of Plam_ Coadeuser
_p is the capecleance bets_en the £s_£de val_ and Cg the r.apac£Cance r.hras_
K_s eavelopeo An est:_e of _ sho_ed that: Cg _a8 _ ccmp_ed t:o Cp, so
13
)0 _ 0 _ 0 0
r.bnt eal_ s mall __bm to Cp v_sld result.
Foz" a hlSb-T_eesu_ plum (and _e la_e vabm of s), ub_'e _ plasma
ha8 r3:e properties of a _mduc_ be_en the plates of Cp. Cp vlU be effectlvely
shoceed out. Imndb_ only _ as file effectlve eal_:Itance of t_ azz_t.
7bus, 81n_ _ 18 _ _ Cp, the effective e_paei_nee Ir111 J_ILwhen the
plasu8 is fomed under such ¢ond£ctom. _ht_ w88 aetu811y observed 8c louer
frequeneles in the glass d£sehsrp tube.
The ssme type of effect can be ;zodueed if 8n ion shea_ fores mound the
el__ of the eon4e::ser _ the plains is Smm:ated. 7be sheath, being 4m_old
of el_:c_as. _rill behave lI_ a _ of vamsn at the r-f ezcltatbx: f:equm:y.
resulcinS lu an equ£vale_ e_p_ttm_e Cs rJ_t da;m_ on the slx_tb th£ekneu.
7bus the foru_lou of an £ou she_h _tll resul_ in a condl_ou represenVed by the
equlvalene eil_:ult shown sbove. This sugswte sn _Immtlou for the In:tease in
esp_£em_e (deez_u_ in re_ouan_ frequent) that w88 observed in the l_ge vseuum
chamber. Since the l_uest: pressure used vs8 about $ x 10 "s Tort, _ vshm of
at: 3 Me u 5 or mote. _nsequen_ly the plmma ae_ed eueu_islly like a madu_to_,
so that: the e_q_m£_ _p wae effeetlve1_ shorted ou_:, as 41souued _xJse, leavln_
only C8 in _ circuit:. For 8 thin low shear.h, eherefo_-e, tim ef£e_Ive eapacit.8_e
vould l_e_e when _be plasma £s generated.
_ae above diecemsion indieaees _hat careful attention is required in the
destSn o£ a condenser type probe to compensate for the effects of 8hmt_h fomat£ou.
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3.1 Introduction
One of the tasks under the contract was to detemine the feasibility
of producing a low electron temperature plasma thro_h ultraviolet irradiation
o£ an atmosphere containing nitric oxide. The toulsation of nitric oxide by
solar Lyman-_ radiation (_ : 1215.6A) 18 considered to be one of the basic re-
actions Siring rise to the dayt/me D-layer of the ionosphere [1]*.
The 8ermane properties o£ the atmosphere in the region o£ the D-layer are
8m_arized In Table llI, taken £rom [2]. The electgon density ranges from 10 to
104 m "_ , with eleetz_ and ton temperatures beltew_d to be fairly close to those
of the ps.
Fropert-ILek of the AtmDsphere in the Re_u)n of the D-Layer
Holsht Temp. mmber Density p
50 283 2.25 X 10t ° .659 26.97
60 254 • 7.26 x lO t" .192 28.97
70, 210 2.08 × lot s .0452 28.97
80 166 4.48 x 10t 4 .00756 28,97
90 166 5.90 × lot s .00102 28.97
A pod siemlatiem of the D-felt[on would be produced by a plaml havlnK the
folloeh_ properties: (a) elect_ densities b the r_ of 10 to 10_ m-s,
(b) elect_)n md ion tomperem=ms in the order of _X) ° g, szd (c) coral Sam
preosures ran_b_ frm abemt 0.6 to 0.001 Tote.
_i_ IIII • I | i. I i' l II _ m | | I , , , ,
Mn in brv_ refer go the e_rresl_ndlnaly numbered references in the
Bibliography on p. 226. "
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D_e wok au _ p_oblem _8s divided l_o _be £olloelu$ tasks, or KoaLs:
1) To demonst_ld:e fessib£1it7 _oret£eally.
To dennust_-8_a experimental _easib£11t'y by shoelq thst
8ources _rL_1 _ e_ effi¢£e_y and pbot_ flmc ¢em
be pro_med.
dq_-ee to which these 8o818 have been _t _ ducrlbed in &Itsil in
_ollo_b_ seeelo_. Seetloo 3.1.1 is 8 theomelcsl £e_Ibillt_V 8t_ of the
photolo_zation of nit_-ic azide (_0), in which ie is sho_ that s photon fl_
at _be L3_m_ Ibm of _ of 10_ to 10le photom-_'m-s_ "z 18 required,
8ect/.oo 3.1.2 de_ribeo an e_m_tmeur.al feasibility s_ud7 o£ OV 8om'_u (_hich
viU be cslW UV.._bee he__), _:_'ou_h _hb:h i_ _,as de_c_ra_ad _h_ _8
vil:h the requis£1:e charac_er£sC£_8 can be made. ibcperbneu_8 are d_ribed which
led eo elm Ipmerselou of a ms11 8c81e plamm by phoU_mois_teu of BO vith
el_u:ee denoleie8 of 1_ _o 10e e: -s and elec_:ou teuperst:=u 18s8 _ 6000 ° 1_o
these, i_ Jppes_ feasible to prelude a lars_ s_81e plsmm in _he chaaber-o
3._ Feaslbil/t_ Study Prom:am
The pbotoloni_io_ of HO may be accomplished by i_rsdi=
atin_ s volume caeCsiniu_ NO _th 8 beam of ultr_violet rsdLatio_ fz'm 8 hydroKen
disch_Se. Zn the calculations eo follow, it is emsuned tha_ aU of the UV
ou_pu£ of the hydrogen disch_p is eon_eQ_ra_ed in ebe _n-_r li_e of hydroSeno
The UV bum pl_d_LouizeS the liD, Eenera_lq_ eleetz_ns _rl_h Ini_181 birth e_rSies
equal I:o r.be d£f£erence beL_een the phoCc_ ener8_ and _ lo_s_£on ene:_ of
NO. 3_8 ele¢_ mui 1on8 so sene_ed are then _r_81i_ed by co111siou_ _ieh
• he _ss al:oms and eveneoally disappem: r.hrm:sh loss processes such as recam-
b_stioa, att_ebmnt, end diffusion to the walls, _ne ptod_ction and Loss
processes _v£11 no_ be d£s_sed in t_rno
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3.2.1.2
L_man-_ radiation ts
_leetroa Souffle
From [3], the photoloni=ation cross section of NO for
_£ = 2;02 x 10 -Is em_
and the total absorption cross 8ect_u is
at -- 2.4 × 10
These cross sections lead to the valm_s of the UV beam e-foldlng distances-slven
In Table IV. The electrou volume source strength, S, is defined by
where N Is the particle density per cms . I_JLg. 6 is a plot of S as a function
of L]mm-_ photon flux, ,_, for various pressures.
Table IV
L]man-_ e-FoldLn8 Distance in NO as a l_:cttou of Proses
p e-Fold:LnE
1.0 1.3xl_
0.1 1.3x1_
0.01 1.3Xl_
0.001 1.3 x 1_
The excess L_msn-_ photon enerKy over the ionization enexlw is 0.95 ev,
which is equivalent to a tomperaCure of 11000 ° P. Therefore, the electron
CemperaCum cannot exceed this _lue, and no doubt should be c_nsiderably less_
The measurements of UV-tube perfot_mee, described later in See. 3.2.2
£nd£cato that the maximum feasible phot_ flux obtainable lies beCveen 101;
and l0 ts photons em"a see -1 . Therefore, the rest of the considerations
I_ere the temperature is defined so that the energy - kTo
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_IL11 perta£n to photon fluxes less than I0_s phot_ns-cm'_-see -_ .
3.2.1.3 Los_l_oces _ses
3.2.1.3.1 , ,l_eFo_tsstion
There are _ree re.robOt/an mebantms. These
are radiat£ve reeomblnatJLon (lq0÷ _ e -. NO + hv), dlssoelat-JLve reoomb/nat/x_
(NOt + e - ); ÷ 0), end threeobedy re_nblnatlon (Nt 4 N) + e - 2 N)). Values
of the eorrespondinK reccublna_u rates _, (_i), _D, as given by various re£erenced
suthors are 8iven in Table V. The total recombination loss rate L_, is _Lven by
= 3_P : (_ + _ ÷ _8 (16)
_dmre u is the electtoa density. The eleettml loss rate for the _arloue re_
ecmbtnarA_n mechanism, as a function of electron demmitT, are plotted in I_Ls. 7
TabZe_V
Reemblnation nal_ Coe££1eiants for Nitric Oxide
l"(efe_e
i I
[2] 3 × 10"la 3 X 10"e
[4] 1.3 x i0
[5] < 2 x 10-6
[6] I × lo
£or several prllrces. T, _J_ _b_q_t _.alclhti_s, a vll_ of _D = 10_ _m_
-_ee -1 IS used.
 tu.:b.m.t
Data on the attaelment cross sectima _md rates
in H0 are almost nau-existent. A roush erder-o_-masnimde Sueu as to their _lues
¢SXt, hoover, be made by eXa_Ltntn8 the data £or oxTgen sad nitrogen_
There 8re three processes _here_ electrons may be lost £rom the plasma by
attachment. These are ¢mliative (NO _P • _ NO- ÷ hv), dissociative (_ + e - _; + 0"),
and thra_-body atta_b_nt (1_ + nO _ e -NO- * NO). l_,__Jlng use o£ data _or the
2O
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analosous processes for n£troEen and oxysen, _ find the following estimates
for tho reaction rate coefficients:
~ lo -_s to I0"_9 eros-see"l
•--lO-XS ma.s_e-x
_s - l O's°_-s _S'see-X
In [4], .e find BB " & x 10-s' mS-see m. Thus BB = lO-a° cms'see-' is
taken as being a reasonable value for the following calculations. The loss rates
for the various recombination processes, as a function of electron density, are
also shown in Fig. 7 for various pressures. For pressures _ 1 TorT, dtsso_ative
recombinatlon is the dcadnant loss process at the higher eleetrma densit£es
( > I0I°) . _hree-body at_a_t is the dominant process for lover densities
( < l0 s) at 1 Tort. _hree-body a_taehment is oomparable to dissociative attach-
ment between 0.1 and 0_01 TorE. At lower pressures, dissociative attachment
becomes the dominant loss process at lower electron densities. In Fig. 8 the
total loss rate is plotted as a function of electr_ density with gas pressure
as parameter. The total loss rate, L, due to _ma-di£f_slve processes Is given
by
species is _iven by
3_2.1.3.5 Diffusion
The free diffusion coef£ielent of a sinsle
where _ : (SkT/nm) _ is the mean velocity, k Is the mean free path, a_d + sn_ o
denote ions and electrons, respectively. Hoover, when both ions and electrons
sre present, and the eleetro_ and ion densities are sufficiently large, the Ions
and electrons do not diffuse independently, and the diffusion eoefficient is the
22
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_S at r _ O,
- = no = (S/4D) a8 . (25)
If a _ b, (22a) and (22"o) ernst be solved simul_meously, subject to the boundary
conditions
I) at r = b, nm = 0
2) at r = a, n I = n= and dnt/dr = dn=/dr
The general solutions of (22) in the two regions are found to be:
Region I: n t = (-S/4D) r z + A_, r _ a o
Region 2: n= = _n(r) _ _, e • r _bo
Then from the above boundary eond£tlons,
nt - no(J2 _n (b/a)+ 1]-(r/a)a_
and
u= = 2noOn(b/r) o
_tlls at r m O,
(26a)
(26b)
(27a)
(27b)
= =no[2_(b/a) + lJ (28)
where no £a the density that wuuld be obtained if b = a.
It is thus seen that the de_mityobeained on axis utth she mlls located
at r = b is equivalent to a bare system trlth radius at, where
at = ,c _x (29a)
w_ere
Ca = [2/n(b/a) + 1] -t , (29b)
& plot of C vs. b/a :Lit giveu in Fig. 9.
(b) For the ease a n a <_ I_ n, (21) may be solved for a = b.
This tit the ease of a plamaa of sufficieatly low density that recombination is
not fJaportant, but attaelment losses are the same order of magnitude as d:L£fusion
losses. TJ_ th:Ls ease (22a) may be written
_n du = (I_/D) _u- (- S/D) r = (30)
d-_4 r dr
24
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Clearly, the Inhomopneous equation has the special solution
n=S/_ .
The homol_aeous equation can be transformed into a modified Bessel equation of
order zero. Thus • solution of OO) which is finite at r = O is
n - a*o(_r)-_(s/_)
_,re _ - _m.
Hence. e% r ,= O•
With the boundary eondltlon n = 0 at r = a, (32) becomes
n-($/_){I- [Io(orr)/Xo_a.,_}
n = ns{l - [I/I o(c_s)j}
T,_lere
n_ = S/_ .
For (_a) _ << I, it is easy to show that n = n_ _aa/4 = no, as it should.
(e) The validity of (22b) is now considered. Clearly (22%) will not
be valid throughout the entire region a • r _ b. It will be valid, however, in
some more restrler_d region • • r _ e < b when
_) ,_,/P >>_ ÷_ .
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
At some value of r = c < b, the t_ sides of (35) will approach equalityo At
this point, the boundary effectively has been reached. This means that there
exists some value of b where increasing b no lonEer decreases the diffusion losses.
The ma_maties beyond this point becomes quite involved, and no 8ood method of
presenting the results is known. However, this will present no major obstacle to
the present pal of obtaining • reasonable estimate of the photon flux required to
obtain a specified electron density at a specified NO pressure.
3o2.1.4 p1e,_a ._,Itie,
3.2.1.4.1 Inflni__te Plasma
Pot an infinite plasma there are no diffusion
losses, so that the electron densities, as a function of photon flux, are limited
26
by recombination and aetar_ueneo The electron density e_ be obtained by setting
C = S . (30
S£nce this is the minimm loss situation, the electron densities so obtained
rupresent upper libra. The result of (36) is plottod in Fig. 10 for various
pressures. Fig. 10 Illustrates the straqe feet that, at sufficiently low photon
fltmes, lo_ertn K the Kas pressure can increase the electron density.
The next quest_ou is how larp does the plasma have Co be in order to be
essentially infinite when slttin8 at the center? When b - a, from (24) the
losses doe to di£f_Jtoa, LD, are _ven by
- 4 D u/as . (37)
Defining the cr£tieal radius ac to be the radius for vhieh Lo = O.1L, then
from (37)
me- [4]Dum/O.1L]/i (38)
uhere _ is the electron dens£ty £or an infinite plasma. The value of a e as a
function of a photon glux obtained from (36) and 08) eembined is plotted in Fig.
11 for various pressures. The curves have been moothsd slightly In the transition
regions.
1£ b _ am then • lower li_tt on r_e e_-Ltieal radius tan be obtained by
mltlplyin$ a e by the factor C'ao£ (29b) and Fig. 9.
eolmm should be roughly I0 aes
3.2.1.4,2
The length o£ the plasma
For a finite plasma, we consider as a typlcal
case one which tan be generated In the chamber. Tn this chamber, 8-inch diameter
ports are available at each end for brin_tng in the UV beam. Thus, a _ 10 cmo
The ehm_er is approximately out metor in diameter and approximately _ _e_ers
long. On the basis of the preceding discussion, in order to estimate the electron
density that can be produced in r_te ehae_r as a ftmetion of photon flux, n has
27
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been calculated a8 a functloa of photon flux for a =lO cm, b/a - I for pressures
ranging from 10 -4 to I Tort. 7he results are plotted in Fig. 12. At p - I Tort,
the eleetz_m density on axts is esmmr_Lally that for an infintte plasma. At
p = 0.1 Tort, and for eleet_ densities below the transition point bet_m
recombination- and 8ttachment-I/mlted loss, the losses ate a mixture of atteelamnt
and diffusion, so that (35) uas used In the caZeulation. For presmxres • 10"a
Tort, the losses are dissociative reeomblnatlon llm£ted for hish fluxes, and
diffusion lira/ted for low fluxes. No attempt was made to calculate the transition
re$ious between the attaehment-llmlted and diffuslon-llmlted reslme8 accurately.
Densities in tlmse portions of the c_,rves are shorn dashed.
Since it ha8 been ass_ed that b/a - X, the electrou densities of FXK. 12
are on the low side. On the other hand, if su£ficient thermaltzatton does not
take plaee, or if the assumed value of Da Is too small, or if at the Immr
electron denslties the diffusion temd8 away from ambipolar to free diffusion
(see [8], p. 91-95), the value8 in Ff_. 12 may be several orders of masnltede
too larse. Ass_Ins for the moment that the values of FiB. 12 are oorreet, it
is seen that 8 fl_ of los" photou-m-s-see -1 is sufficient to produce an
eleetroo density sreater then 104 cm"s at a pressm of I0 -4 Tort, and greater
than 10 s aa "a st 10-@ Tort, Even if elm diffusion is completely free and the
loss is actually _van by D., which is about two orders of me4_tt_de sreater
than Dam • photon flux of 1_ 4 ea "_ _ald sire an eleet_n density Sreater than
l0 sem-: at p - I0 -a Tort. Thus photon £1uzes greater than I0 a" photon-c:'a-sec -x ,
_ould produce sufficient denslt£es for Z_Re_l_n stnmlation in Ms size systmn,
provided eertein conditions to be discussed in the next t_ section8 are met,
These conditions lnwlw ion 8nd electron mean free paths, sheath thicknesses,
and thermalSzation o
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plmm,
(i)
CO)
Cc)
(d)
3.2.1.5 Nmm Free _ltLm and _eth S£se
For pod D-Reglon 8innlation and to have a true
It 18 required that the feller/rig eomdlrAons be met:
_eiouman freepath)_ <<a.
If possible, the eleetr_ Bean free path )'e _ a.
_aeath size x << a.
These condit£o_s must be met by .my shnulatLon system and really serve to eo-
tablish • lmmr 1halt on the size of th8 simulation res£on.
So far, data on mean free pat_s o£ lone and electrons _u NO have not been
found. I_omevsr, those for I_ should be reasonably elose. [7] 8£_es the values
for _ and _e shown in Table VI.
_Table VI
lieu and Electron Hun Free Paths in Na as a lhmetion of Pressure
(a,. ,t (m. at (c,. at
p Croft) ._,.03 ev) , 0.03 ev) .5-1 ev)
1 $ x 10_ 0.62 S X 10-s
0.1 $ x 10"_ 6.2 $ x 10 "x
0.01 5 x 10-x 62 5
0 o001 5 620 .TO
From these valses It £e seen that eondtttau (a) £s mt for all press,tee • I0 "_
Tort and ¢o_£tion Co) ou _ £8 not net for pressures much less than 1 Torr. Z£
thermal£zat£on has taken place and n • 10_ ca -a , _D _ 1.2 era. Since the Debye
length t8 _yvereed by the £ou temperature [9J and the 1sue are chermaL£zed £u a
couple of eoll£s£ons, the coud£tion on _D w£11 be met for all gas pressures • I0 -a
Tort.
To est/msCe the sheath size, it is poss£ble to make use of the feet that
the plasma v111 asinine a por_ntinl such that the walls ere at a potential Vf
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ambipolar diffusion coefficient, which is given by
Da '_ (D._+ 4D+ _.) / (V_.) (19)
where _ is the mobility. Furthermore [7, p. 123], if _. >> _+ and Te >> T i
Da = kTe_+/e = Te_+/ll,6C6_ (2_)
Gemton and I,m [4] find that Da = (80/p) ema-see -1 , _ere p is expressed in Tort
at an estimated temperature of 0.04 ev.
In the following calculation, the fact that electrons of higher energy
diffuse faster will be neglected, and only the loss of thermal (i.e., approxi-
mately 3 0 ° K) Maxwellian-distributed electrons will be considered. A cylindri-
cal photon beam of radius a, passing through a cylindrical colusm of NO of radius
b, b • a, will be considered. Then
DV'n -_* _ t O,a_r_b. (21)
Subject Co the boundary condition that the plasma density goes eo zero at the
walls*, this equation may be solved for the ease of an infinitely long cylinder
under several sets of useful conditions:
(a) For a plasma where losses due to diffusion are dominant, i.e.
L << S, we have for r • a
Fora•r•b
D_en = - S . (22a)
D_n=O. (2_)
For an infinitely long cylindrical plasma column, (22a) reduces to
dan 1 dn
+--r --dr= " S/D . (23)
If a = b, toe., the walls occur at the beam boundary,
. = (-. s/4_,_ (rs...a_') :
This boundary condition is only approximate_ It leads to an overestimate of
the losses and, hence, an underestimate of the electron density.
(24)
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with respect to the plasma, where V£ 18 $1ven by flO]
Vf =- Cre/23,212)£n(_Te/meT+) .
Then, for a planar geometry, the sheath 81ze Is liven in turn by rll]
x_ = 2.336 x zo-.v_rl + (2.66/_):]_-/_/j+
_nere
1_ = eV/kT+ = ll,606V/T+
and J_ te the random ion current density given by
j, = (Sk_/27 _)_ en .
ThQs
(39)
•. s.o4 × IO"._.,/_'+-_za_ rl + (2.6e/,/"_')]In (4c)
where g+ = II,606/T÷. x, for T+ = 300 ° K, is shown in Fig. 13 as a function of
electron density for several electron tenperatnres. It is seen that condition
(d) 18 met, provided that the electron temperature is not much higher than 3C0 ° K.
3.2.1.6 Then_lt_t.iou
Thermalization is the process whereby 8 group of parti-
cles (here electrons or ions) hem at some energy higher than the mean thermal
energy of the surroundin I medium comes into thermal equilibrium with this medium.
This occurs as a result of energy transfer from the particl_ to the medium by
collisions, and thus is dependent on the details of the collision process.
Since an NO ion in NO can lose a large fraction of its energy excess in
one elastic collision, it takes only a few collisions for the ion to reach
equilibrium with the &as, so that the ion temperature will be substant£ally the
same as the gas temperature if the beam 8ize is Kreater than the ion mean free
path. i.e., a > _, (see Table VI). On the other hand, for an electron, because
of the small ratio of electron to molecule or ion mass, it takes many elastic
collisions (approximately 106 to l0 s ) to come into equilibrium with the gas.
Rence the slowinl down o£ electrons is very dependent on the deta£1s of the
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energy loss during a colllsloa, wh£ch, in turn, a_£eecs the energy dependence of
the colliston frequency. For the energy ranp of interest, 0.025 ev to I ev,
these details are not: knotm for NO. Consequently, this will lead to some
uneertainit-y in the results of the calculations below.
While slowing down, the electron will travel some _ean "crow £1isht"
distance, R, from its point og birth. If rJae system dimensions are sreater
R, then rile eleetrons rill come to equilibrium with the ps, resultin K in
a relatively cold plasma. If the dimensions are less than R, ho_ver, then
thermalizat£on rill not occur. In this case, a result og the nature of the
dependence o£ R on initial _wd final electrcea energy, the plasma will be warm
(several 1000 ° K). Since the distance R obviously will decrease _rLth increasing
pressure, there will be some pressure around which the transition from a warm
to a cold pla_a takes place.
In the £ollo_r£ng, some ealeulatinns are made to derJrmtne this approx/mate
transition pressure for a larL_ _olume plasma in the large h£Kh-vaeuum chamber,
An estimate o£ R may be obtained by means o£ Fermi age theory. R is related
to the a_e • by • _ _/6. In turn, the a_e for slowin K down from ener_ Eo to
energy E is _iven by [12_
T(E) _ J_Da/_ I_8(E)v)]dE/E (41)
where _s (E) is the electron e_atterin K cross section at energy E, v is the
electron velocity, and where _ is the average logarithmic energy decrement° For
the case at hand, _ is _ven by
. 3or x lo .
Making use Of (20), (4i) becomes
'F(T) JT [_+k/(e_Vc(T)) ]dT (43)
_6
%_lere
is the electron eollisloa frequency at energy E = kT, v = (2kT/m) _ is the
thermal veloelty, Pe is the eo111sinn probabillty at pressure p = I Tort, TO = Eo/k,
m_d T _ E/k. Since _ and _ ere independent of electron enerKy, (43) reduces to
T (T) = f_+ k/(e_) ]fT dT/vc (T) . (45)
Clearly, to proceed further one --,st know somethins about the energy dependence
of v e. TWo erases are considered: In the first, v e is assumed constant. In the
second, v c is assumed to vat7 linearly with energy.
(a) ve cOustant
If Ve is constant, (45) becomes
T(_) = [_+kl(e_ve)]_o-T) • (46)
To evaluaCe this, _ need to find _+ and ve. For D÷ we make use of the result
from [7] that for T_ ._ T..
Da = 2To_+k/e •
uses Va = 80/p m_-see -x , this elves, for _. = 300° K,
Va = (801p)c_-sec -x, 1_÷ = (1.55 × lOS/p) ema-sec=X-volt "1 o
Since collision frequency data for NO are not available, we use the vslues
for 1_ as a first approximation. 1"n_u from [7] we obtain Pem 1.6 at 300 ° X; from
[8] _ obtain Pe _ 20 at 0.95 ev (11,000° K). Insertion of these values into (46)
lesds to
v© = 1.525 X lOTp see -x at 300 ° K
ve = 1.155 X 10°p sec-x at 0.95 ev (11,000° K) o
These two values are two orders of magnitude 8part, and belie the ssm_npt£on
that _c is eonstsnt. Nevertheless, taking the arithmetic average of these two
values for the value of ue to be used In (46), we find that for slowing down
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from 0..95 ev to 300 ° K
and thus, that
_)
88
5"- 6.73 x lO'S/p s cm_
R = (0.6351p) an . (47)
v c a Linear lqmction of Energy
Assumtn K that the eleet_ron collision frequency varies with energy
vc = a 4 bT; (48)
(45) becomes
(_) - [_.k/(e_;) ]b-s _=rye (Zo) Iv© (T) ] .
Fitting (48) to the two end points glves
a --1.71 x 10_ see "l-and b = 1.066 x 10s °K-x me-x .
Hence, frem (49) ve have for thermalizatiou from .95 ev to 300 ° K :
= (0.ZS/p =) =P
R = (0.95/p) ¢m.
so that
(49)
(50)
The t_ eet/mates (47) and (50) differ by a factor of only l.S, in spite
of the different assumptions regarding v e.
If thermalization ie to occur, then we should have a > R. Taking the larger
Of the estimates (47) and (SO), _ ftnd R = 0.95 cm for p = 1 Tort. Thus,
ehermlizatinn definitely should occur for p > 0.1 Torr in the chamber.
We now have to examine closely the assuaptions that the collisions are
elastic and that v¢ varies linearly with energy, which lead to (48). No data,
of course, are available on the detailed energy dependence of Pc for energies
much below 1 ev. However, the NO molecule has many vibrational and rotational
energy levels lying in this energy ranKeo Thus, one would expect that the
collision cross section _ld remain large un_l the electron energy has dropped
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below the lo_st level. Further, these e011181oa8 should be inelastic, vt_h
tomb Kreater e_rKy degradarJLon (perhaps by a £sctor of 10 or more) than taplted
by (42). Such behavior is exhibited by mat d/atomlc molecule8 (see [7], p. 107)
sad accounts for the linear dependenee of the electron drlft veloelty oa E/p In
dla_amle Sues. Thus (50) should repreNmt an upper 11mlt oa R, and the actual
v81ue of R could be as uneh as s factor of 10 or nore less than the value given
by (50). An estimst_ of these effects may be obt_:md by I_kins ?e to be constant
at its value for I ev (Pc _ 20) and assumes [ to he 10or/ross 8zeater than the value
in (_); r_eu frou (_4) and (45) _ _/nd
R = 0.191p ca .
Thus, for 0.1 Tort _ p _ u.Ou_ Tort we have a transition reKion _mere the question
of ehermalizae/on in the elumbe: 18 still open. Below approzimataly 0.005 Tort,
r_ersai£zaticm clearly _uld not take piece.
One my of redueln8 the electron tmperatxure 18 to use lover ener87 photons,
and elms Impsrt 8 lower excess enerKy to the elect:one at bLrth. Krypton has a
resouanee llua at 12_6A, vhleh gould result in an electron blrth enerKy of 0.75 ev.
Thus s krypton dlscharM, Instead of hydroseu, should yleld 8omsuhat lotmr eleetron
r_mperstore8. Zn add:Ltloa, the use of 8 buffer 8ss mLth htKh 8catter/n s cross
sect£ou could _Lve an addielmml Improvemsnt.
3.2.1.7 ConclusLo_
The renles of the theoretical 8tody lead to _he follovin8
conclusions end rece_endst/ons:
1) A photon flmc of 1016 to 101 s phoeonsom'a-see -_ is suf£/c/ent
to _enera_e adequate eleet=0_ densities for D-reKtou 8imulatto_ _or Co_al Kas
pressures dram to 10 -4 _orr in the chamber.
2) The electro_ temperst_,_re In the chs_ber will he chat of the gas
for pressures equal to or _reater than 10-1 Tort. For 0ol Tort > p _ 0o005 Tort a
trans£tlon region occurs _here the deKree of ehennal_zation Is still an open
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quest/_a. For p < 0.005 Tort thermal£_a_ _II not occur to 8ny _raat extent
and the electron tempera_are rill be in the order of several _und degrees.
3) A oee_dhat lo_r electron temperature should be obtalnable
with a krypton dtseharp.
4) The use of 8 bu££er p8 with largo electron scattering cross
section should further enhance ehermalisaelon and elms result in lo_r electron
temperatures.
3.2.2 l_per/mental Peutbtltty :j;L_dy
3.2.2.1 UV Sources
3.2.2.1.1 ,Zntr_uetion
The preceding theoret£eal study indicated that UV-
tubes having hydroKen L_msn-_ photon £1uxes of 10 _4 to 10 Is phot_ns-em-a-see -z in a
photon bean o£ lOom radius, _uld provide adequate D-ReKioa shmlat£ea in the large
hlKh-vaemm chamber. If it is absurd, frem pract£e_al eonsiderstions, that the
upper llm£t oa u_Lndow size for a Kiven tube is approximately 5-era dlameCer, and
that tl_e upper llmlt on power dls8ipat_on for any one tube is approxlmately 100
watts 0 uatts-em "8) then, s/nee one hydroKen Lymsn-_ photcm has an enersy of
1.6 × 10-_ er$, the values of mmclmmn photon £1uz as a funct]Lon o_ eff_clency may
be ealeulaeed. These caleulatioas are siren in Table VII, allo_n K for • liehium
fluoride (L/F) tr_uto_ tran_tsolo_ of about 3_.
Table VII
_sx_ Photon Flux as a _%mct_r_u o£ Source Efficiency
(maximum dissipatio_ 5 _atts-cm "_ o£ _3_dor_)
F_xtnn_ equivalent Rydrosen Lymap-_
 luz "zg££ielency (_rcont)
1.0
0.1
0o01
10
10
Table VII indicates that _V e_rces havtn K ef£ictenees og 0.01 to 0o1% are
requ£redo A pare o£ the present pro_rs_ was to dem_stra_s that a UV source
having the required efficiency could be n_adao In addition, some o_ the problems
of LarKe cube £abricae£ou _sre investigated,
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3o2o2olo2 Tube Desi_ Cons£d_rat/_s
The only knmm conzmrcfaUy available sealed DC
diseharge UV source tube is manufactured by CBL Associates according to an _tL
destgno This tube type is not su&table for the present application° The discharge
beam is produced in a capillary Cube only 2®3 mm in diameter, and the tube has a
1o_ efficiency (in the order of 10 "a percent)° Consequently, design improv_nen_s
vere necessary to raise the tube efficiency and beam cross section in order to
obtain a much hiF_er photon f_ output°
From s consideration of the GBL tube geometry, it was sunn£zed that the low
efficiency may be due to _ factors: First, only those photons in the area of
the beam impinging upon the IAF wtndo_ escape and are effective° From geanetrlcal
considerations, this area is only about 005 percent of the total surface aroa of the
eapillazy _beo /_e second posslOle source o_ l_e_iic_ency may be Eosorp_ion in
the discharse tube, vith consequent line reversal°
These were the primary reasons which lead to consideration of several
approaches to improve the source tube efficiency in order to obtain the requisite
size bean° These approaches rare:
(a) Use of thin planar d-c discharge tube, one side of _lch is the LiF
windc_o Under proper conditions this should place a large percentage of the total
surface area of the discharge (approachins 50 percent) against the LiF _.r£ndo_.,
minimizing absorption and geometrical losses°
(b) Addition of a hot tungsten filament to the GBL Cube° It was thought
that the hot tu_sten f£1em_nt _s_ld dissociate the hydrosen and decrease the total
peter consumption for a given UV output°
(c) A "sealed-up" CBL Cube with or without dissociation file_entSo
(d) Develop a lo_-voltage (20 to &O volts), high=currentodensity sheet
electron be_n directly behind and parallel to the Lt_ _indo_ In this tube the
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preHure _ould be adjusted so rJ3nt the di.tJs:e b_t3_en the acceletst£ug 8_Ld and
the seeds vouZd be about see mean free Imth for exc£tatiou. _h£s vould be e 1o_
velr_ae device in cou_rast to a DC discharp system, sad should operate vith
hl8h photon to iX: power efficiency.
(e) Develop a IX: d£scharKe within a _ylinder of UJr. =hie dealKn pLebes
the mmimm poraible are8 o_ the source against the L/.Ir.
(f) Use other Sues, such u neon, he_£um, or kry_oa mixed _£th the
hyArosen to decreue seU_l_s and to £m_ove dl_harge efflc£encyo TbLs
approach uttllzes the Peun:LuK effect to decrease the sneaky for lou£zatlou and
theoret£calty should lead to a eousiderable £mproveamnC In efficiency. This
approach also conte_letes the possible use of krypton alone, since it produces
output in the usable vavele_th range and can lead to very lo_-l£ved Cubes [15]o
3.2o2.1.3 g,t,
_e problem of sealing the LLF vindcv to the glass
body of the hyd:oseu dischacSa tube has been cous£dered £n some detallo The
somewhat standard approach is to seal the L_ _£ndo_ to the tube v£th sliver
ehlor£de (_)o Both the edKe of the v£ndow and the Kl_s 8re slivered aud then
the _ 18 melted Lute place. The full technique ts described £u [1_] and [14]o
This appro_h ls reliable for w£ndmm havius d£ameters less than about 7/16 inch
(alt_wuah _Lndow8 up to 3/4 lne.h d£emeter have been successfuIl_ sealed, [13])o
With larser vindo_, the foll_aing probhl8 arise- A_ter iustalletlon of the
vtado_, the tubes _eed to be boked_ st about _50o500°C to out,as the glass e_elope
and dlschar_e electtodeS o _ le=_e dif£e:ence in coef_£clente of ezpanston o£ the
L_ and the glass body c_es the glees body to crack during or after the bakln_
pz_)ceae.
. _ II t I IL Jil _ • L lit I I II I Illn El I I Ill
Yet nou:baked tubes en e_y resin w£th the trade name Torr-6e_l works quite
_ell, and _lkinson [13] no_ uses black seal£n_ _ (Apiezon W)o
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Lf_ has 8 hiSh coefftcianC of thermal ez-_meton (37_1LO'elOC)o Becsuse of
rJ_Ls, it appears that, if normal techniques are used, and a high teuq_ret_re
(400°C) bake after oeallns is required, _t viii be J=qmssible to seal a 2-inch
Lf_ vtndow _Lreetly to P]_es, but that it might be poss£ble to seal a-2-inch
vim_me dtrectly to alm_Lmm, and, possibly, to silver, copper, or staJ_less steel°
Several methods of avoiding the problem of differential ehermal expansion
be_een the vlndow and the envelope appear to be possible.
(a) The baking can be carried out in va_v_n before the _rlndee Is
sealed. After cooling dram, the vindow £s sealed on, the entire operation beix_
performed under vaetmmo The mechanical arrangements required for this proced_e
appear to be praetJLcableo
(b) A bellows _ of Joint between the wtndo_ and the envelope could
£__e_ to cake up r_e differentia_ mqMms_on.
(e) For application to experiments in the chsag_r, thorot_h ouCeaseing
by a high temperature bake probably could be dispensed vltho Instead, _he UV®
cubes could be filled just prior to an experiment. The useful life then probably
xmuld be one or more days, vhich should be adequate for any one experiment° The
tubes ehen could be rejuvenated by flushing and re£1111n8 rich 8 clean _Ixture,
vhile the chamber _ao being prepared for the next set of experiments°
(d) As 8 further laprovement over (c), e continuous flow system could
be set up to maintain Kern purity.
3o2o2olo_ _xoerimen_al Tabe_.
After consideration of r_e factore discussed above,
a number of ezperhaental tubes _ere fabricated° Of ehe approaches (a)-(f) di_esed
in $eCo 3.2o2o102, (d) and (e) _ere rejected as being outside the scope of the
p:esent pro_amo /_e remaining ideas vere embodied in one ot more experimental
tubes°
_3
FIG. 15 "SCALED'' STANDARD DC DISCHARGE TUBE WITH ONE 
CENTIMETER DIAMETER BEAM, TUBE D-3 
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In order to have available a reference sr_lard, seve:al L_bes were fabricated
after the (;BL designo These vJLll be referred to as "standard" cubes, and _.rlll be
designated as tubes A-I, k-2, or A-3. In addition, three tubes of this design,
but _Lth L_mgsten filaments added, _ere fabricated: This _]Lll be design_ed as
&-4, A-l, or A-6. One of these £s sho_ £u Fig o 14o
_To types of planar dim=harp tubes were des/4;ned and cons_uctedo The f£_t
type had a non-confined geometry where the electrodes were located next to the
_£th a laree voham behtnd the _rlndO_o These tubes rill be referred to
as Bol, B-2, B-3, o: B-4o The second type had a confined geometry, v_here the
discharge _es physically confined betmeen two closely spaced glass plates, one
of vhXch contained the IAF _rtnd_o These tubes =ill be referred to as B:§ and
B'6o In B°I, B'2, and 5o3, the _ vere sealed _£th AgC_, _h£]Le B-/_, Bo$,
and B_6 were sealed v£th Tort Sealo
Three _aled-up versions of the standard design _ere constructed; these _111
be designated as D=I, D-2, or D-3o In D-I, the w£ndo_ _as sealed with A_£, but
cracked ac the seal on cooLtLngo D-2 and Do3 vere sealed _£th To_ Sealo One ef
these cubes is sham in Pig o 15o
3o2_2oIo5 Gas ltandlin_ S_te m
gas headline system _as constructed to f£11 the
e_perimenCal discharee tubes _lth various mixtures of gases at vazT£ng pressures°
• he vartotm gas mixtures _ere formulated at reduced pressure (-_ 200 Tort), £n
500 m_ flasks, vhtch were then sealed off and :emoved from the system° As the
various mixtures were required, the 500 _ flasl=s ._ere attached to the system and
used to fill the Cubes° k blocl: diagram of the system is shown in F£go 16 and a
photograph of the assembled system £s shou_ in Figo 17o The system allo_,ed ftll£n8
of as many as four discharge tubes simultaneously° _h£s ensured that the gas
conditions in these tubes _uld be identical° The system could be evacuated
47
initially to a pressure of less than 8 X 10_'s Tot'ro Filling pressure measurements
were made with 8 NcCleod Gmzge, except above l0 Tot-c, where a mercury U-Tube
manometer _.78s used° The pressure rise, as a function of time, due to outgasstng
of the vails iu that portion of the system to _ieh the tubes are attached, _as
measured. (This porelon of the system is always trapped with liquid nitrogen°)
A typical outgassing curve is sh_m in Fig° 184 For those mixtures where the
minor constituent has a concentration of about Ool percent, and the filling pressure
is about 1 Tort, the cont_ainatiou of this constit_ent x.Till run up to about one
part per thousand° Contamination is greater, of course, for ftllinK pressures
bel_.7 1 TOrSo 11zts contmninatton could be reduced by adding baking facilities to
the system° Because of this level of ©oucamination, a bakeable gas handling system
was used in comlectton _£th the follow-on program described in Seco 3o3o2o_o
3o2o2olo6 Perfornmnce Tests
3o202ol.6.1
Tests were performed on several standard
Cubes (A_I, A-2° A_'3) and on tubes k-$, B°3, B'&, B_'5, D'2, and D-3 for severs]
dif£erent gas mixtures over a _.Tlde range of pressUreso In all cases the performance
of l_zbe A-$ was used as a basis of comparison° Tube current, IL, tube voltage, VL,
and UV output were measured° The circuitry for measurement of tube voltage and
current i8 shown in Fig° 21o
The detectors which _._ere used to measure the UV output _ere nitric oxide
ionization chmbers with lithimn fluoride windows° Three different detectors
havl_ different efgiciencies for Lyman_ were used_ All results hav_ been
normalized to the most efficient detector. 11_e detectors _,mre operated at 45 vo_cs,
a value determined to be optimsn by measuring the I-V characteristics of t_o of
the detectors at varying UV flux levelso Typical curves of detector current, I D,
vso detector voltage, VD, for three flux (discharge tube current) levels for
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detector Noo 2 are shown in Fig o 20° The middle of the plateau occurs at 40 - 45
volts° With the detector operating in the plateau region, the photon flux is given
by the detector current divided by e, the charge of an electron, maltlplled by the
detector efficiency, lID. Thus ID " 1.6 X I0 "s amp - 101_ X lID photons-set'to
From the measured quantities, the discharge tube X"V characteristics, UV output
VSo DC power input, UV output VSo tube current, and efficiency VSo tube current
were obtained°
3o2o2olo6o2 Standard Tube t4easuremeuts
Some of the characteristics of threo standard
tubes A-I, A_2, A°3 were measured° Tubes A-k and A-2 failed after a meusure_ent
of detector current VSo discharge tube current, IL, so that no other measurements
were obtained on these tubes°
A complete set of measurements was made on tube A-3 for lO _a < l L < 200 _ao
The results are shown in F£gS o 21, 22, end 23, From Fig, 21, it is seen that
s_l glow occurs for lO_a< lL< 80_a and normal glow for 80_a < IL< 200 _ao
From Fig° 22, tube UV output varies linearly with tube current° This is to be
expected, since the UV output is from the positive column, which is confined
rsdlslly by the capillary tube° Since the column does not change area, and the
number of exciting eolllslons per unit volume should be proportional to current
density, the UV output should be proportional to the total current. It £ollows that
the efficiency should be constant in the normal 8low region and should decrease in
the subnormal regiono This feature is slw_n In Fig o 23°
The voltege drop across the tube is rather large _ I k_,)o This may be due
tO the constriction of the po_itlve colunm by the capillary tube, resulting in high
charge loss to the wails with a consequent increase in voltage drop° Xn spi_e of
this, it will be seen that the effic£eacy is relatively high°
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The photon flu= distribution across the IAF _;lndu_ was determined by measuring
the fit= transmitted through a 1-_n diameter hole centered on the detector axis, as
a function of its positron, x, relative to the discharge tube -ffi£So The results
are plotted £n Fig. 24. The bemn is seen to have a half-power aperture _ldth o£
3 ,,no The capillary tube is 1o4 _- i.do
3o2o2olo603
The performance o£ six tubes of £ouc d£f£ecent
geometries was _asured with three gas mixtures during six data runs, with gas
pressures ra_£ng from 0003 to U Torro Tube A-5 was used as a standard of
comparison° The measurement conditions ace smmnarized £n Table VIII, In vhieh a
cross indicates that measurements _-_ere made on a particular tube o The data for
Bnu 5 is not reported on here since £t was run _-Tith cube B-5 alone, and almost
identical data were obtained on Run 60
Summary of Coud£tio_9 sad Correction Factoz_9 for _ Tube Perfo._ance FLeast, rements
Windo_ Transo
mission Correco e.n ebm_er
ttou Factors to ..............
-- -. ,, L , L _ •
_iixn_re Ool_Ha+99. _/_e 90T_ +107/_e 90%Us+lOTA_ --_007N. 907/t. ÷lOY_e
Gas Pressure Oo105®1o 15-I1 00031.5 Io 12®2o L5 1_70 lo10=2,,12
(Tort) -0o 196-2o 18 -209.5 _,5o0.5_,7o01
°.50
Mean Uater +37 +32
Vapor Atteno 3_98 _25% 3°79 _26_
uatlon
Cocreetton
Factor
Tube
Ao5 3o17 • 25%
B=3 9o71 • 307.
B_ .5°0.5• 30%
B_5 5°05 • 30%
D=2 4°05 • 3070
D_3 5_05 • 30%
+3.5 +3.5 4 • 10%
3o73_27 % 3o78_26 %
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
g
X
X X
X
To 81low meanlnggul coe_srison between the vartous _bes, it is _cessary Co
correct for the differences £n wtn_x_ transmission and for water vapor absorption
of Lymma-_ radiation beNeen the OV source tw_e and the detector° _he data for
each tube were corrected to 1130 percent vlnd_ trans_ssion, and _ere also
corrected for wster vapor absorption, These _=o correctloa factors are also sho_n
in Table VIII. In late= mrenencs, the psth be_een the W-tube and detector
was evacuated in order to avoid water vapor 8ttemmttOno
The error In the corrections allo_8 the relative error in the data for
UV intensity and efficiency Co rsmge from about • 35_ to about i 60_o _mver,
8 comparison of the data for various runs indicates Chat the errors are probably
less than is indicated° Cempar£sons between cert.e£n tubes which were measured
side-by-side on the sane day should exhibit little relattve error°
The curves of volc_e VSo current (V-l), and of the detector current, ID,
versus DC po_er £npuc, PL, for Run I ere shown in Figso 25 and 26, reepecCivelyo
From these curves it follows _hat the output and efficiency of t_be B-3 £s nearly
the same, or up to a factor of 8 better, than t_e A-5o This fact was also found
in subsequent mmmrem_nts vi_h o_her gas mlxtureSo From Figs° 25 and 26 lC ten
be seen _het the major par_ of the lower effieten_y of t_he A-5 can be accounted
for by the higher voltage drop°
Flg8o 27 and 28 sho_ the V-I characteristics and I D © PL characteristics for
_an 2o It can be seen _at o_tlmt and efficiency of cube B_3 increases _£_h
increasing p_mxre° This effect can be explained by the fset that, as the pregsure
is increased the discharge is more closely confined to the windO_o On the ocher
hand, r/,eefficiency of tube D_2 decreases wleh increasing pressureo It w£11 be
seen that thls is characteristic of all tubes except: B_3 and B_4o
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The effect of gas mix.re is sho_n by a comparison of Run 2 uith Run Is Zn
go£ng from the 0olZ _ + 99.9_ Ne mizttuce to the 90_ _ + 10_ Ne mixture the
efftcieecy and UV output increases by nearly a faato¢ of ten°
_he observed large Jmcrease in efficiency xrLth increasing pressure for tub_
B-3, concurrent with the £©¢reasing confinement of the dLseh_ge to the _indow, led
to the const_ctiou of _he eo_L_ed planar discharge geometry, _be B-5o Run 3 _,ms
made to compare the perfomance of tube B-5 with t_be A-5o The results are sh_,n £n
F_SSo 29, _0, and 31o At Iow currenis, and here low po_r levels, the effttcLency
UV light o_tp_t of tube B-5 ace considerably higher _ those of tube A_5 o
_e efficieeces and UV output of the two tubes are comparable at the h_ghec
_drrentSo Exa_nation of the VoI characteristic (Fig° 29_) for a pressure of 1o 12
Tort shows that tlm deteriorgtion of efficiency of B-5 at the hJ_her poaer levels
occurs because of a movement of the discharge into the abnormal glow regiono
_ever, the V-I char_cterl_Cic for the higher pressure (2o15 Tort) shoes that the
drsch_ge 18 in the subnormal to normal glow region° Zt vould be expected that
the efficiency of B®5 at 2_ 15 Tort _,_c_ld remain high at currants higher than those
_or _ch data tzere t_d_en, ttowever, the _easu_ements on B=5 at 2015 To¢_', _e_e
c-ermin_Ced beeense of deterlora_.ion of th_ cathode and consequent change in the
discharge characteristics.
Having determined that the eonffned geometry of t_be B_5 produced a gre_ter
efficiency and higher output than tuhe A-5, Run 4 _as made _._ith an appr_fJnately
!00 percent hydrogen mixture for tubes A-5, B-3, Bo5, and D_3 at pressures of _o7
and 2o95 To_ The resuIts are given in FigSo 32, 33, and 34°
Conslsten¢ _ith the earlier results, B-3 had about the ssme efficiency and
UV output as A=5o Tube Do3 -_as less effleient than A=5o (This is also borne _t
In Ban 6o) B_5 is _re efficient and has a higher UV output than AoS, by up to a
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factor of about ten° Pressure is seen to h_e practically no affect on the UV
output of A-5 and D-2o Thle is expected, since in the positive column the number
of excitation collisions will be proportional to pressure, while the energy gained
between collisions will be apprczimately inversely proportional to pressure, so
that the UV output _hich, to terms of first order, should be proportional to the
product of these two quantities, is independent of pressure° On the other hand,
an increase in pressure in A_5 and D-3 results in a decrease In efficiency° This
decrease can be directly correlated _._Iththe increase in voltage drop _ith
pressure observed in the V-I characteristics°
The UV output mad efficiency of tube B-5 chanEes rather markedly for a
factor of less than _o In=tease in pressure, while the V-I characterlstlc remains
relatively unchmaSedo As _T£11 be seen, this feature can be correlated _-ztth
changes in discharge charactextstiCo
To InvestiEate further the pressure dependence of OV output for tubes B:5,
A:5, and D-2, the data sh.own in Figs° 35, 36, 37 _ere obtainedo The UV output of
A_5, and to a lesser extent of D-2, £s relatively indel_nden_ o£ l_essure, ,._hi!e
the DV output of B®5 is qui_e dependent on pressure° The UV output of all tubes,
at a glven pressure, varies appr_Imately linearly with lamp curreut, except _ho_-e
the tube Is operatlng in the subnormal or abnormal glow regions° The efflclencles
of these tubes have been plotted against lamp current, IL, in FiSo 37 for various
pressures° 7he efficiency of A-5 is relatlve_y constant wlth ILo The varlatlen
of efficiency o£ D:2 _,7tth I L can be corrslated _yith _he fact that at the ht_he_
pressures it is operating in the subnormal 81oe region_ The efficiency of B_5 is
quite dependent upon pressu_eo
Zhe following discussion x.zillbe concerned only _-_ichtube BOSo From. the
plots of detector current, _D, vso lamp current, _L, it appears that the outpu_
of B=5 at the l_er cur_'ents 4_sroughly prop©rtlonal to pressurSo _t is difficult
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to £_11y Justi£_, this s_ate_nt since the points ere scettered, Visual exandLna_£ou
of the discharge suggested that this feature is s_t correlated with the area
of the luminous zones, particularly chat of the cathode gl_. An exam/nation of
the efficiency, _, VSo l L curves, shews that et 1_ pressures _he efficiency is
high at lower currents, end then galls of£ above some critical current as the
current is increased° This is correlated with the movement o£ the discharge into
the abnormal glo_ region_ Further, as pressure is i_reased_ the efficiency
becomes more nearly constant t,_._ chanses in I L, But at a I_.,,er efgic£er_yo This
is correlated, in turn, _JLCh the drop in UV output "-and increasing vo!taEe drop
across the tube with increasing pressure° The drop of e£flc£ency with increaslng
IL at the lower pressures m/Eht be ellmlnated by increasln E the cathode surzace
area to shift the abnormal Elc_ region to current lm:els above those at _._hich the
lamp is operated.
Tube B-7 was constructed to have an electrode spacing twice that of B=5o
The electrodes were po_iCloned to allow, by revet_sa_ of polarity, elcher the
positive column or the _ative glow region to be in gront 0£ the windOao Prellm _
£nary measurements sho_ed that the negative glow region had an output appr_Imataly
ten times that of the positive colu_mo
3o2o2_1o6o4 Gas Mixture Efgect,t
As already seen, performauce measurements
were made _ith three gas nL_X_reSo These _ere O_ 1Z _ ÷ 99.9_ _e, 907. an + i_ k_,
and 100_ He. A study of Fi_So 26. 28. and 33 sh_s th_t the outputs at a giv_=_
power level, and here _he efflciencies, for the three mixtures are £n the ratio
1:6_3o5 for pressures £n the _ = 2 Tort range° Thi_ result suggests that _.here
e_ists an optimum mix_u_eo
The va_latlon in out_ with mixture is a result of t_o co_petln_ proce,ses_.
_irst, the normal cathode fa_ for neon, _.e _ess than for hydrogen_ This %replies
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that inc_easing neon concentration should give increasing efficie_yo This effect
cam be seen to some extent in FigS o 25, 27, and 32° On the other hand, the _e
neon the less hydre_en present end the smaller the probability of an ele_tron_
hydrogen collision, so that the llght output for fixed _rrent should ultimately
decrease with increasing neon concentration. That this does occur can be
extracted from Figs. 25 to 28, 32, end 33. In practice the detailed behavior is
complicated by the existence of the PenniuE effect for neon-hydrogen mixtures,
and possibly stro_ effects of sas impurities°
To compare krypton vso hydroEen as the active gillinE gas, tests were made
with several tube types° When krypton 18 used, getters may be used to insure
purity of the krypton° Cetters cannot be used in hydrogen-filled tubes, slnce any
kn_m setter absorbs hydrogen as well as the ln_urit£es. Before krypton could be
used, however, it was necessary to determine _ether the ontlmt from a lcrypton_
filled tube _ould be at least as great as that from a hydrosenofilled tube°
_mparism_s were made between the outputs of tubas filled with several
pressures of a 90/I0 mixture of hydroEen and neon, and with several pressures of
l_yptOno The e_eq_riso_s between the tubes were made with an evecueted (< 002 Tort)
adaptor between the UVotube end an NO £on_chamber detector° This adaptor insured
that the memmrements were aU taken w£th the same source-to-detector distance,
and that the mBamaremenCs would not require a correction for _aCer vapor in the
measuring path. The results of these tests are shc_.rn in Figs. 38, 39, and 40
where the detector current, XD, (a measure of the UV output) has been plotted
against source tube current, IL, for three different tube types° These plots _hc_
that -_
1) The typeoA tube had about the same output when filled with
eithez krypton or a 90/10 mixture of hydrogen and neon°
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2) The type_B tube had a slightly greater output when filZed
with krypton then when filled with a 90/I0 mixture of hydrogen and neon, except
fc_ the pressure of 5°05 TOrro The cathode of this tube _las deterloratin_ durin_
the test, so the data are questlmmbleo
3) The type-D tube had greater output when filled with krypton than
when filled _rith a 90/10 mixture of hydrogen and neon°
The data sheen in Figs° 38, 39 and 40 indicate that krypton is at least as
good as hydrogen for fi11in_ the UV-tubeso For the type._D tube. krypton gives
appreciably greater _tpOto
Another tube characteristic of interest is the tube efficiency, here defined
as the ratio of the OV output to the 1_ power input to the tubes The efficiency
(_), has been plotted against tube current (II_ for the three tube types, in
Figs° 41, 42, and 43° There is a definite trend for the Icrypton flll£_ to give
significantly greater efgl©iencies_
end less marked for the type_A tube°
tube are questionableo
following conclusions:
This trend is more marked for the type_D tub_.
As _enticmed earlier, the data for the type=B
3.2o2oIo6o5
The resuXts reported a_:_ve Iead to
1) The scaled-up ste_lard geometry can give useful outputs o
2) Tube output varies linearly _-_ith current in the normal glow regloe_
3) A planar discharge tube can be made which is at least ten tt_
as efficient, and _h!ch gives coneiderably more UV output, then the_ standard tube_
This type of tube should h_ve efficiencies of I0 _ to 10_t percent and photon £1u_es
of I0_ to I0_s photons=cm-S=seC_lo In the de._£gn of this tube, _rticular atte_ior.
must be paid to cathode material snd cathode surface areao This ,_u_ sh_Jld be
operated with the negative gl_ over the wind_._o
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4) The eeali_ o£ large (2-inch diameter) wlndows =o the discharge
tube body is a problem which needs consideration, but _-_nich should not hold up the
development of a large vactmm plasma, state suggested techniques appear to be
£eastble o
5) The effect o£ gas mixture on efficiency i8 ¢oasiderabla. The
experimental efficiency retic_ £o_ OolZ I_ + 99o9Z Ne, 90Z I_ + IOZ tie, and
IOOZ I_ are 1:6:3o5.
6) Krypton is at lea_t as good, and probably better, than a 90/10
mixture of hydrogen and neon for filling the UV _ubeso In particular, l_--ypton
appears to £acreese elm output of the type-D tube more than the ocher types° This
:Ls imps'tent (even £f unexplained), since this tube type we8 selected tO aeveiop
the le_ge-voleme plasma _ elm eham_ro
3.2°2.2 _mall Vo_ pIR.,.. Generae_4e--
302o2o2.1
The objectives of this l_t o£ _ experimental
investigation were to generate a plesms of appr_imately the desired character£stics
by photo£onization of nitric mtide, to measure the properties og th_s plasma, and
to correlate the experimental results with the theory° If this could be achieved,
then the feasibility o£ the method would be demonstrated.
3°2°2°2°2 E_erimental Setunq end _esul_
The experimental approach was to n_mt a UV_tube
(_ube D-2 or D-3 described £n See° 3_2.,2olo4) in a bell Jar filled with NO and to
measure the eharaeteristfcs of the resultin8 plasma with a flont£ng double-probe
system°
T_o different double-probe arrangenmnts were used_ 7he experimental setu_
within the bell Jar for these t_,o probe arrengenmnts are she_n in Figs° 4_ and 25
The UVotube w_ mmmted vertically with its bern directed downward° Aluminum
7O
FIG. 44 PLASMA EXPERIMENTAL SETUP ONE 
7'1 
f 
.. 
FIG. 45 PLASIt4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP TWO 
7 2  
£o£1 shielding was installed to reduce stray sisnal pickup by the probes. The
probes _-ere mounted directly below the UV-tube and centered in the UV beam.
The bell Jar _es Immped to 10 _ Tort and then baekfilled to the measurin 8 pressure
_rLth NO. The NO pressure _ measured with a tilting type MeLeod guage, trapped
by a dry-ice _e_mol a/xt_re. A diagr_ o£ the symtem used to measure the probe
currents is shouu in Fig. 66.
The first set of measurements used the floating double probe arransement shown
in Fis. 46. The probes were spaced 0.5 em apart. Each probe had a radius o3 0,065
an and was I0 era. Ions. The Faraday shield around the probes was 5 cm in dlm_..ter
and _ installed to further reduce stray slsnal pickup by the probes. With the
system pumped to a high vaemJm with the UV-tube off, or with the UV beam blocked
by a sheet of metal, the probe current was less than $ x 10 -x° amp, the limiting
sens£tivit_y Of the measuring system. This check was performed not only to cheek
the level of stray sisnal pickup, but to rule out the possibility that appreciable
probe currents could be caused by photoelectric or photoeondttetiou processes.
Data ob_Lined with this probe arrlmpmeut for p = 1 Tort are shown in Fig. 41o
these data are processed by a straightfo_aard appl£eatinn of the orb£Ual li_ted,
theory of double probes given iu Appendix A, the pl_i_a characteristics shotm in
Table IX were obtained.
Tab ..IX
Probe Results for Plasma Experimental Setup No. I
Ion density, n,
Electron Temperature, T_
Sheath Radius
3 x lo6 ,,...s
27000 ° K
9.3 c_
The data in Table IX cannot be a true measure of the plasma characteristics
for the follmaing reasons. From basic energetics of photolonization in IqU, the
electron temperature cannot exceed 0.95 ev, toe. 11000 ° K. From measurements
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FIG. 4? DOUBLE PROBE l-V CHARACIERISTIC FOR EXPERIMENTAL SEIUP NO. 1
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of the trq output of the tube and basic physics, the ion density should be bet_en
I0v and 5 × I0s am "_ if the plasma is at room temperature. Finally, the theory
of the double probe given in Appendix A assumes no overlapping of the sheaths,
while the data indicate a sheath radius of 9.3 cm for a probe separation of
0.5 cm.
It was surmised that these difficulties were caused by the probe system
collecting too large a percentage of the available electrons and ions. Rough
estimates, based upon a measured UV flux at the tube window of about lOIs
photons-cm_a-sec "z, indicated that the probes were collecting about 20% of the
available electrons and 20% of the available ions. Johnson and Melter [16] suggest
that 1_ is about the maximum that should be collected.
These considerations led to the construction of the double_-probe arrangement
shown In Fig. 45. Thls arrangement has five probes, so that measurements can be
made at different probe 8paclnss without opening the bell Jar. Each probe was
0.0127 c_m in radius. Initial measurements were made with an active length of
1 cm. Later measurements were made with an active length of 0.5 an. Because
each probe is at a different distance from the UV-tube, the UV level will be
different at each probe, in general. Additionally, the absolute flux level at
each probe wlll be a function of pressure. The flux level at a given distance
from the I/Y-tube should increase with decreasing pressure, due to decreased
absorption at the lower pressures. Assuming an 1averse square law for intensity
with distance, and an exponential dependence upon pressure, the relative flux
levels at the two probe pairs used in the experiment is given in Table X for
three different pressures_
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_ able -X-
Relative UV Intensities at the Probes for Plasma Experimental Setup No. 2
P
Tort
ammmmm
Probe 4 relative to Probe 1
4,29m _)acLnR .....
Probe 3 relative to Probe 2
0.6 cm spacing
"_ _ m,| in
1.0 .206 .788
0.4 .254 .813
0.1 .284 .826
Usin 8 the second probe arranm_saent, the plasma characteristics were measured
at four pressures (1.0, 0.98, 0.4, and 0.1Torr), with _ probe separations
(4.2 and 0.6 ca), and for two aetlve lengths of probes (I.0 and 0.5 cm). The
I-V curves obtained under four of these conditions are shown in Fig. 40
By an application of the theory for double probe meaaurements given in
Appendix A, the plasma characteristics given in Table Xl were obtained.
Table Xl
Same Probe Results for Plama Experimental Setup No. 2
Probe ?robe Pressure Ion Electron Sheath
Run Separation Length Density at Temp. Radius
upper probe
1 4.2 1.0 0.98 908 x 10"r 5790 0.72
2 0.6 1.0 0.98 2.7 x 10v 2520 1.89
3 4.2 0.5 0.40 9.6 x 10s 6160 6.07
4 0.6 0.5 0.40 1.2 x 10_' 5420 5.38
Using the same reasoning as was used to estimate the percentage of ions and
electrons collected by the first probe arrangement, it is estimated that the
second probe arrangment collected approximately 1_ of the ions and electrons.
The data of Table XI indicate a spread of about 2.5:1 in the measured values
of electron temperature and about a 10:1 spread in the measured values of ion
density. I_owever, aside from Run 2, the spread in electron temperatures reduces
to about Io15:1_, Reasons for the deviation of the Run I density result from the
results for the other three r_s is not elearo
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At least part of the reason for the spread of values of electron temperatures
and ion densities is a result of Judpent in the selection of slopes on the
various curves. Overall, however, it is felt that the values in Table Xl are all
reasonable and fall rather close to expected valoes. These data indicate that
a low-_rature pla_a has indeed been created by photolenlzation of NO°
Work on this problem has emphasized the need for refined techniques for the
measurement of the characteristics of low-volume plums. These refined techniques
include refined theory for the Interpre_tlon of probe measurem_utso The theory
of double probes for various conditions is discussed in Appendix A.
3.2.3 Summary and Co@clusions of Feesibllity Study Progr.am.
Photolonizatlon of NO by LW r_dlation from a hydrogen or krypton
diseharse tube has been shown to be feasible. The plasma density and temperature
lie within tim range expected from theoretical considerations. Consequently,
the development of a large°volmm, low-temperature plasma to simulate the D-region
of the ionosphere, using the photolonigation of nitric oxide, appears to be
feasible o
The theoretical study shows that D-region simulation by _his approach re=
quires UV-tubes with photun fluxes of I0 _4 to 10 Is photons-cm_2-sec-lo From
practical considerations, these tubes should have efficiencies (ratio of photon
flux to d-c power input) in the range 0.01 to 0.17.. Since the electron mean free
path should be small compared to the dimensions of the chamber in which the plasma
is to be generated, a large chamber is required if plasmas are to be generated at
pressures corresponding to the D=regiOno Using the present chanber, D-region
sinmlation at altitudes of 80 km (p _ 10 =a Tort) is potentially possible:
The experimental work on UV-tube has shotm that tubes having the requisite
putput and efficiency can be constructed. Consequently, it was decided that this
technlque would be applied to de_lop a large=volant plasma in the chamber.
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Accordingly, a progza_ was drawn up for the deve!opm_nt and fabrication of the
necessary UV-tubes to produce such a plains. This progr-m is described in the
following section.
3.3 ProKram _ De ve!op a .LarRe-Volume L_w-Temperature ' Plasma
3.3.1 Scope and plans
The Seal of this program is to produce a large-volume low-
temperature plasma in the chamber by UV photolouization of NO. To produce a
plaama of larp cross section, an extended source of large area is required.
This is most readily accomplished by arranging a number of tubes packed fairly
closely in a hank. Following the successful demonstration that Lr_tubes of the
requisite output and efficiency could be built, it r_nained to choose a design
which could be arranged in a geometrical configuration so as to produce a plasma
of sufficient density and uniformity to satisfy the requirements. It was then
necessary to fabricate a sufficient quantity of these tubes and to demonstrate
that adequate output could be achieved and maintained for a reasoraable life span°
The UV_tubes _uld then be mounted on the chamber to produce the desired lar_e_
volume low-t_mperature plasma by phototon£zatton of I_ in the chamber° Yollowin E
the successful production of such a plasma, detailed measurements are to be made
of its eharaeterlstles. A schedule for the program vas devised to accomplish
this goal within a time of 3 months. In order to prevent bottlenecks, alter_ntive
approaches were devised as "back, s" should any critical item in the development
fail to be solved in the specified time.
Amem E the various UV°t_be configurations which were developed, the type-D
and type®B were considered Uo be the mos_ promising to use. The type_D tube ie
cylindrical in shape, being a scaled-up version of tl_ commercially available
OBL_tube. The type=B tu_,.,has a parallel-plate geometry° It ga_ne greater output
and efficiency than r/._ type-Do However, considerable addltlonai de_lopment _as
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needed to improve sealing techntqQes and _o increase life before this _be could
be considered reliable enough to produce in the quantity required. F,_rthermore,
_me_ry did not lend itself to close assembly of 8 large bank o£ tubes.
Consequently, a£ter careful consideration, 8 mDdified type-D geometry was chosen
to be the one which could be adapted to the planned progrem with the least amount
of £urrJmr de, lop,st. This geometry is easily adaptable to absently in a bank
to produce a large area source, and th_s allow the L_eration of a large voltene
plj_. Tubes of this design _.11 be designated as Mod°D.
3.3.2 }bd-D _ Design and Fabrication.
3.3.2.1 I ntro4uct_ n
In order to generate a fairly large _lume plasma of
uniform densit7 _th the type-D tribes, it is necessary to arrange a nmnber of
tubes in a bank. _ever, the body of the type-D tube is too large, and the
window too mall, for nee in a beok. With the large body-to-srlndov dimneter
ratio, the "active area" is s_all compared to the o_rall dieter of any group
of tubes. Accordingly, in the _d-D tube the body dimneter was reduced, the
_ov dismeter _as increased, and the lead locations were modified.
On the basis of the ccmpsrieons between krypton and hydrogen discussed to
See. 3.2.2.1.6.4, it was decided to use krypton as the filling gas.
The first part of the pro_rmn was devoted to a series of special _sts _o
ob_a/m information on _hich to base decisions re_srd£ng t_e design and aesem_ly,_
These tests include sealing t_e_nt_8, l_£e tests and be_ angle of the 1__
radiation. On the basis of these tests, _lnal decisions _ere made re_ar_£n g
tube desi_, construction and pro_essinK, and the con£tguraHon o£ _u_>_s _n th_
ccs_st_e tube hank.
8O
3o3o2.2 Window Seal in_ Tests
The seallng of the lithl,m fluorlde window to the body
of the UV®tube is • troublesome proeess° Ideally, to eutgas the source tube
it should be baked at, My, about 450eC. However, due to the difference in
eoefflclents of expansion of the glass body of the tube and the lithium fluoride
_d_dow. this bakln E cannot be done with the window sealed to the body in the
normal manner. Normally this seal is made with an epoxy cement or silver
chloride (AsC_). When tubes use t_hls sealing _chnlque and have _Klndows larger
then about O.375-ineh diameter, the seal or the tube body will crack when they
are baked at elevated temperatures° The best that has been done is to seal a
0.375®inch diameter wlndow to the body _th AEC_ when the bake is carried to
about 4.,_°C o
Indimn appeared to be a possible maline agent, £n view of its coefficient
of expansion and low melting point, If a seal could be made wLth indium, then
it should he possible to bake the tubes at elevated teml_ratures_ Accordingly,
tests of the indium sealing technique were performed.
The edges of a lithium fluoride window were silvered (since indium would not
adhere directly to the lithium fl_oride), the face of a copper tube was silvered,
end an attempt was made to seal the two together using indium. The test setup
used is shown in Fig. 49. The indium was flo_d onto the sealing surfaces by
heating the test setup in an oven flooded "_ch dry nitrogen. Two difficulties
were encountered. The indium (99.999Z pure) did not ,._etthe sealing surfaces
weU, and £t tended to flow under the _,ndo_ even when a vacuum (< 3 Tort) was
pulled on the test setup in an attempt_ to sea_ the _Ludow tightly against the
copper tube° Silver plating the copper seat did not improve the _ttingo Grinding
the edge surface of the wlndow and the edge of the tube body did not help thi_
situation, although it did allow a better vacuum (0_+2Tort) to be pulled on the
test setup o
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Since the indium sealing technlque did not work successfully within the
t/me limit set for this work. it was dropped° AccordlnKly. it we8 decided that
seals for the large bank of U_be8 would be made using black wax (Aplezon _)_
This decision was made In order to maintain L_he performance sehedUle o
3 o3 o2 o3 _ Ausl.e SeUur ,moues
When it u88 decided that a larks bank of UV-eubes _uld
be used to generate the large®volume plasma in the chamber, one of the first
queseions chat seeded ¢o be resolved was the ntmber of _jbes T_d_t.ch w_uld be
required.
In thQ first layout o£ the UV-_bes, they were plowed as closely together
as _ physically possible to completely fill one of the 8-inch disaster pore.s
in the chamber_ Thls arrangement required 31 source tubes. For this number,
e_lonlatioas iadiuted the the IN flux would be more than needed for ionospheric
simula_Lono This indicated chat an arrmnsmnent using fewer eubes weald be satls_
factory from a total flux cousiderat_ono lk_eve_, if a uniform pla_ ts _ be
developed, the disegnee beCuee_ tubes that can be tolerated depends upon the
beam angle of _he UV light Merging from the cube.
Consequently, mmmrenenus were made to determine the beam angle of the _n/
radiation emrKinK from one of the mime, This wag aceoaplished by moving e UV
detector wi_h • l-urn diameter window laeerally across the face of tube D-2o The
doVe,or _ms at a distance of 5 em fr_ Clue face, and the intervening path _ts
evacuated to a pressure of 9_o T_e bean pactez_ obtained is shown in Fig° 50o
This indicates • half-po_er beamu_dth of 38oo
Using this bemawidth, defining a "mifom" plasma as one in which the deusl.cy
variations do not exceed 2_,_o_ at a distance of $ ¢_ from the UV source, and
allc_inS for some dispersion of fb.e be_, a modified arr_ge_n_ o£ she UV_be
was devised° This is shown in Fig° 51o This mrrengement uses o_ly 13 _bes,
_3
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instead of the 31 cubes in the first l_to Since the l_t_tt_ deustty _e
cAl_lat_d Co be _leqwtte, this arrangement _s adopted.
3.3.2.4 .La.tie De _te¢_t.or,e
A eommereJA1 NO toa chamber detector (de_eloped at
/
and maufaetnred by G_L) has an effective window diameter of 0.375 inch. The
Mod-D Cube, sebsctsd to develop the lsrSe-veXume plains, has an effective window
dismete_ of 0.625 inch. Detectors lmv£ng an effective window d/Jmeter at least
as larp wre required Co test these tubes.
Accordingly, three detectors having effective window diameters o£ 0.875
/ach were eenstrueted o A cress-sectional sketch and a photograph o£ one o£
these detectors are shmm in ¥i8. 52. The body is larger than that of r&e CBL
detle_r (11.86-em effective length, 1.5-inch inside diameter) co prevent the
sa_rstXea utLteh ws noted in previous tests cu the standard detector. One of
the htrSe detectors (designated as I_I) had an unplated copper body, while the
other two (desisnated as L-2 and L_3) were _Id plated in an attempt _ reduce
the photoelectric current. The NO ps used for filling the tubes was purified
by a dtstillatlma process deserlbed by S_ber [17].
Tee I-V eharaetJsristic of detector L-2 was measured _en tt was evacuated
(p = 4.5 X 10"6 Tort) and when it was filled with NO pressures of 0.9, 2.0, and
9.8 Tort. Thee measurements were made when the detector was irradiated with
_m different UV levels obtained by operating a type°A UV-tube at currents of
100 tm and 200 Pat. The results of these teats are shown In F18. _. Fig. 5_
shows that the plmtems for tl_ts detector occurs hetwem lO and 25 volts and tlutt
the plscean _ltase increases _Io_ly _r_th _ncre_stug pressure.
The I-V characteristic of the unplaced detector (L_I) was measured _hen ic
was evacuated. No significant difference in photoelectric current was noted
beCueen the pla_d and unplaced detectors This _as contrary Co expectation,
and posslbly my have been due to poor g01d plating.
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Plgo 54 £s a plot of the ratio of the detector em-r_t, ID(200), vhsn irradiated
by the type-A tube operating at 200 _a to the de_ector current, IDCI00 ) , with the
type-A tube operatin s at 100 _a, as a function of detector voltage, VD, in the
plateau regions for N0 pr_mres of 0.92, 2.00, and 9.80 To_. W£thin experimental
error, pressure does not effeet this ratio, which, at a 8£ven pressure, appears to
be _w_m_nt mr the plet_. Thsee data mr_ obtained to deter_tn_ the detector
eff£e_. Fr_ th_ry, at _ NO filling pres_ of p = 9.8 TorT, 99.99"/. of the
photc_ that enter _e deteetor az_e ab_bed by _ _0. The ratio of the photo_
ionization to total absorption cress section at Lymsn-_ (0.84), emaltlplied by the
_b_dov t_/_a (about 50_ at Lpe_a-_), then defines the absolute effiele_cy,
I_, of the detector £e_ L_mn_r at p = 9.8 Torr. For the detector _sted,
I_ = -- 0.&2 td_n filled wiCh NO to a pres_ of 9.8 Terr.
If this value of 1_ is multiplied by the ratio of detector etrrents for the
stsndard e_merelal detector used in the _rk described ha [18] and the new large
detector under the same eeadiflons of L_sn-_ irradiatiou, the ef£ieiency of the
etsmdard detector nay be eat/mated. Proeeedin_ in this mann@r, the efficiency o£
the CBL detector Is abe_t I0_*.
As a further cheek upon the efficiency of the large detectors, the ratios of
the a_ra_e d_ts_or plateau e_rr_m for several pressures m_e determined for t_
val_ee ef UV r_dtatinn ¢_ the detector. These ratios were _ eoeq_red _th
_om_teal ratios of the flm absorbed in the detector to the incld_t photon
fl_x, assuming a total absorption cross section at Lye_n-_ of 2.4 x ICr_as cm_ [19_
The theoretical and exper/mental ratios agree v£thin about 1_o
The large detectors _ere actually filled to a pressure of 2°0 TorT. Usin s
the ratios Just discussed, the ef£ielenctes 0£ the three large detectors were
_e 10_ efficiency of the C_L detector /_dicates that the photon flax levels
_t_sn in [18] are low by a factor of ten.
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deter_ned, and are given in Table XII.
Treble X!I
lares Detector Efficisneles At Lymen-_
Director Efflclancy C_)
L-I 23
L-2 29
I_3 24
Taking into accmant the relative absorption cress sections of h_ at 1215.6_
and 1235o_, the effieleney of the detector at the krypton line s?_uld be about
0.9 of the efficiency at Lyman_
3°3.2°5 _l_od-D .,Des.J._n
3,3.2.5_I Cau_truet_
The final Hod-D design is shmm £n Fig. 5S. The window has an effective
diameter of 0.625 in°, and a v_tal nosepiece anode; r_m cathode is brousht out
r_t rear of the tube fJa order to al_ assembly in a bank° In addition, a 8_t_er
has been added to keep impurities to a minimt_.
Three Nod-D tulms _re £abricated for test purposes. The £irst of these,
l_doD-l, did not have a getter, the spacing bet_eem the end of the capillary tube
and the _rln_ow was 1°7 era, and the cathode area was 2.92 cm_o The next _ tubes,
EbdoD_2 and Mod-D_3, _re provided with getters, aud ¢at/xode areas of 14_ 6 em_
The spas/rig betlmen the end o£ the capillary tube and the _tndov __n Hod_D=2 was
1 (_n, end lo7 em in Hod-D*3. The different spacings for these tubes allowed an
investigation of the effeet of this spacing on tube output.
3'3.2.5,2 L!F _Indow Tranma£ssJ.?n
The tranmnlseione of the LIF _rludows used on the
prototype ,_d_D UV-tubes (and aIso on the detectors discussed in See° 3.3o2_4)
were dete_mined by n_.asurtn8 the intensity of a atandsrd _L tubo with _d _rltho_t
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each of the _ in a _a©mm transmission path. The ueuured values of
tranm£ss/ou nmsed from about 39 to _8_.
For m of these w/ndows, the transmisslou uas a18o measured us£ns the
ms expmr/mutal aeCup bat _Leh a GBL-eype Cube filled _Lch krypton as the UV
seuzee. 11m rmoults o£ timse t_ot_s shorn that, _r£chin the exper/mental error,
the ef£eceive ermsmn£ssinus are the _me for the hydrosea and krypton lmnpa.
3.3.2.5.3 Gas F£11/na l_rfomanc..e. Te8_.
The outputs of robe8 }t>d-D-1, Modol)-2, and
Hod-l)-3 were msamsred as a function of dlseharp current for krTptou pressures
of 0.51, 0.81, 1.05, 2.10, and 5.05 Tort. The resul_ of these tests are shouu
in ¥ip. 56, 57, and 58. These fisures show thst a presnre of 2 Tort sire8
the best output over the mnse of dtsehars_ c_ts, md usa thus 8eleeted for
the fillin 8 preomsre. The eroseo_r8 of the 1.15, 2.18, end 5.05 Torr cu_s
in F£Ks. 57 and 58 are attrlbuted to self abeerptinu effects, uh£eh increase
_d.th inerw4,inS pressure.
The V-I[ character/_ULes of the mime three cube8 were 81so meamsred for the
same krypton pressures, and the resul_8 for Mod-D-I are 8houu in Fig, 59= The
quant£Cy J/p= = C_ = constant for the normal slow reS_iou, where J £8 the cathode
current deusi_y 8rid p is the pressure. Thus, IL/p a = Co = ooQstane at the
trmit£cu point between uoz_al and atmonml 81ov. The transition points and
• alue8 of C8 in Table Xll were obtained from Fi$. 59. The valuu of Ci are seen
to f_ll q_tLte close eolpther.
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Transition
Pressure Current Cm
0.5 0.1 0.386
0.81 0.3 0.459
1.05 O. 5 0.454
2.10 2 0.454
4.9s to o.42_._ 6
Avsrap = 0.436
The UV-tube should operate at ir_ maxtmm .m_ce__rd£seipaULoQ at the trans-lt_-_
po;b_t for several remind: Slmtteriog increases rapidly in the abnormal slow region
end a_orr_ tube life; efficiency is less in the abnormal glow region| the widest
ranp of tube operation is obtained; and, at the trausition point, the V-I
characteristic has a positiw slope and _hue the _ is a positive resistance eo
that the operating point trill be stable. A reasonable _ power dissipation
for the modified robe is 10 watts (at this point the _t_e envelope becomes varm
to-hot to the _), Pig. 59 shows that the t_ voltage is approximately 500
volts at the t_nmition point for p = 2 Tot-r. Tl_s, a tube current o£ 20 ma is
requJLred for the lO-watt mmdaem power dissipation. Fig. $9 also shows that
tube l_d-l)-I operates at about I ma at the uormal_abnormal transitio_ point°
The cathode area should therefore be increased by about ten to provide the
necessary tube current.
On the basis o£ the above tests, the cathode area for the HodoD tubes to _
developed got use on the chamber was chosen to be cma; this should result £u
operation at deslen power in_t o£ 10 vattS o
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3.3.2.5.4 Per_ormsne ! of _od,.-D _ D-.Tube ,Geometries
"
Tests run with Cubes F_d-D-I and tube D-3 £udlcated
that they were emq_rable in out_ut/mlt vlndo_ area. Mnrm extensive rests were
run wlth tubes _od-D-2, Mod-D-3, and D-3 to compare _elr perfo_wsnes at a number
of prsu_res bet_mn 0.5 and 5.05 Tort. The results of these _s_ are sho._n in
FiBs. 60 through 63 _ (The curves mrked vLth S-2 had a s_p /ntrodueed in front
of the _,ndow _o reduce the e££ective -.HJndo_ arena to thac of tribe D-3 to allo_ a
direct Ccnnparison of ef£ect£m UV ou_mt/unit _lndov area.) It is sun frcQ
these fipras Chat l_od-D-2 ham _reater outline than F_d-D_3. ZC _ appears Chat
the shorter capillary t_be-_-_ndo_ spaein_ _n l_od-D-2 increases t_be output.
_ £_ also sun t_a_ the c_cput/_nic win_ow area of cube _d-D-2 is _he _ as
_be D_3 _rl_n exper/mental error. Thus scaling has uot decreased the output/
mit w/ndow ares.
3.3°2.5.5
beam angle tests on cube D..2 have been dts_
e_sssd in See. 3.3.3. In additl_, s/_lar beam angle seasu_r_s mre _ade
on _b_ F_d-D-1. These measurements were _arried out in a vacuum for t_
different _V_k_ d/schar_e eurr_nts (1 ms and 5 ma), and _re repeated
several t_mes. _her_ were no appreciable dif£erenees be_en the data obtained
on _ I ma end th_ $ me runs, nor _em there appreciable di£gsrenees on the
r_pe_t rtms.
The resul_ for F_d-D_I are shown iu Fi S. _. The halfopo_r bes_dth,
about 57 de_8, is lar_er than for tu_e D_. The apparent increase in _a_idtb
se4ms consistent with t_e lar_er _ dimmer o£ F_d-D_lo
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As a result of the utisfactory performance eharaeCer£st_tee
obtained from the prototype Hod-D tubes, the fabrication of 25 additional tubes
was _derv_d_m. 25 F_d-D t_be envelopes were assembled by the glassblo_r. These
were then processed in accordance with stringent spe¢ifieatlons and quality control
procedures to _sure unlfonnlty and long llfe. The processing was done on a
bakeable sas-handling system specially designed and eoustruete_ for the purpose.
Tests were then made of UV output, ou:-'_put versus time, and spectral density.
3.3.2.6,1 Lakeable Gas-PJndllng System
The gns-hsndllng system is shown in block diagram
fore £n Fig. 650 It haJ t_ sections separated by a vertical divider part£tion_
A heater power of about 12 kw is required to heat the nmln ove_ _o 450 ° C *-n 3
hours, and aket 4 k_ average power is required to hold this temperature. The
oven for the molecular sieve trap, _h£eh is separate, requires 1.2 kw to heat
to 450 ° C in 3 hours, and 400 _tts to hold this temperature° The o_n walls
are 3-1neh thick Mmrln£te-36o The whole system, including the cont_Is, is
mounted on a 4 × 7 ft. table. The valves, variable leak, eapacitence manometer
head, end traps are mounted on the vertical divider in the middle of the. table°
PhotoEraphs of the assembled system _th and without the bakeout ovens in place
are shown In l_igo 66. With this system, the tubes can be baked at 225° C and the
rest of the system at 450 ° C. A vaemsn of less than 5 x 10 -s Tozr can be mainta _iued
on the system prior to gas filling. The special sieve trap indicated in FiE° 6_
uses _nstntered Vyeor [20] as the active material.
3.3.2.6.2 T_e Proeessln_
The 25 lexi-D t_bes were processed in three hatches_
There werel3 tubes £n the first hattie, I0 t_bes in the second batch, and two t_beB
in the third bateho _atches nOSo I and 2 _ere filled _r£th krypton and _te.h nO o 3
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i (wlttmut getters) _th hydrogen. The hydrogen filling for batch no. 3 was
J chosen to obtain a comparison of the performance and llfe of hydrogen versus
krypton-fllind cubes. A photograph of one of the Y_d-D tubes is shown in
Fig. 67.
I 3.3.2.6.3 Perfom_Uee Tesr_
Tat performance of each tube was measured tn_ediately
after fabrication and again after each tube had been operated for 2 hours. The
mean UV output of the 13 tubes in batch I and its standard deviation are p!oe_ed
aplnmt the tube currents, before and afar the 2-hour run, in Figs. 68 and 69.
For currents above 1 me, the standard deviation is less than 157. _hese data
have not been adjusted for the varlatious in u_ndc_ transmlss£on loss, which
could explain the observed spread in Imrformmce. A comparison of Figs 68 and
69 shows that the Man tube OUtlet decreased by about 5Y. during the 2ohour run.
The XoV eharaeterlsties of the 13 tubes in batch I _re measured /mmedi3tely
_... '*-- --_ =fter 2 hours of operation. The mean etmraeterlstie and its
standard deviation are sho_ in Figs. 70 and 71. The rest noticeable feature
of the I_V characteristic £s tlm decrease in the spread of the data after the
2 hours of operation. There _s also a slisht decrease (less than 107_) in cube
voltage and some change in the loV characteristics at IKgh currents after 2 hours
of operation. The thirteen mhes from ktteh no. 1 were installed on the chamber
and have operated successfully for over 110 hours.
Similar data _re obtained for batches no. 2 and _ 3, Qualitatively, the
results _re the u_e. Quantitatively, batchno. 2 shoed a wider spread in UV
output before the 2 hours of operation than batch nO o 1o The output of the
hydrogen-filled tubes in batch no. 3 dropped more (by a factor of about 2) after-
the 2 hoers of operation than the+kryptonofilled tubes°
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I] 3.3.2.6.4 ufe Yes
After the various performance tests, Cubes
Meal-D-l, 140d°D-2, and Hod-D-3 uere sealed off at a pressure of 2 Tort and life
r_stO were started. The life tests conaisted of operatAn s tim robes eon_ly
for 2 hours uwh day except on those days where other demands on the available
power supplies and pers_nel made this In_ossible. The perfomaneo, /n terms
of UV output and tube voltage drop versus discharge current, was mea_red
i immediately before and after the 2 hours of operation. Tube Nod I)-2 failed
immediately after seal-off due to 8 faulty spot weld of the cathode to the
I. cathode lead. Tube _ D_! was fabricated about a month before tubes Nod-I_2
end Ned-D-3 and therefore had about one :ore month of life test data.
The remslte for tube _ D-1 for the first 48 days are 8houn in Figs. 72
sad 73. The erratic results in February, and parti_larly tim lares drop In
i output dar_ the period bet_men days 12 to 24 was tra_d to an otl film that
i built up on the IAY _Indowe due to inadequate trapping of the meehsnleal pump
used to ereaeuato the space bet_e0n the tube and the detester. _fhls _rLll be
J diseuslmd in Seeo 3.3.3.6.1) After 24, both lamp and detector _rlndoweday vere
cleaned with methanol Just before the c_pu_ _essurements _ere made° _ _ota]
j aecttmlaeed time on t_be M_d-D-1 vas 68 hours of operation £n 48 elapsed days°
j The output _ this time drol_ed by about 40_. The reason for erra_e
behavior of _ tube voltage drop during the early part of the east may have
J been dus to 8_s impurities which were absorbed by the getter during the early
period of eq_ratioUo
j The results for tube l_odoD-3 _rs eheu_ in Fi_So 74 and 750 A _o_a_ o£ 3_
hours o£ operation tn 25 elapsed days were accumulated on this tube° D_rin_
this period the ouL_t did not drop st_fieantly. The average tube _l_age
dropped _r_th tL_o This, and Clm erratJ_ behavior 0£ _ube voltage, may be
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caused by cleanup of UL_nute levels of conCandnation.
On the basis o£ these results, it was decided Co use sealed o£f cubes in
the bank, thus avoiding the comple_iCy of leaving them connected to a commn
man_ £old.
3.3.2.6.$ Spectrums
Spectrums of the OBtl_tS of a krypton tt_e and of
a hydrogen tube were obcained_ using a McPherson Hodel 220-£10 1-meter vacuum UV
diffraction grating n_nochromaCor. The _?proxiv.ate _avelengch range o£ 5500 _ t_
below 1050 _ was covered. A 600-lines/ram, HgF-coated grating bland at 1500
was used. The intensity o£ the second-order spectrum of the 1050 A to 1700
region uas less than 2_ o£ the intensity of the first-order spectrum. The
detector was a eodiun_Sal£eyLate-coated EHX bZ:_ photomu£tlpller.
The vaemm UV speetrm (1050 _ to 1375 _) of e krypcon-£illed tube operating
at 10 ma current is shown in Fig. 76. Speetrmno taken at 25 ma Cube current show
the same general feacureo, tmC with some changes in relative line intensities.
The eorresponding Bpectrmn o£ _ hydrosen-filled Cube is shotm in Fig. 77.
This speetrm has many 1ines besides the dominant Lymm-a line. These are part
o£ the molecular speetrem of hydrogen. However, the relative intensitiee of
these lines are eonsidarably different from other UV Bources, and mmy molecular
lines are either missing or too veak Co be detected.
The noteworthy feature of the speetnm of the krypton-gilled Cube is the
lack o£ lines other than the krypcuu resonance lines et 1235 _ 4rod 1165 _. This
i8 in ceQtrast to the spectrum of the hydrogen-filled tube.
These spectrums were obtained ehroush the senerous coo_ration e_ A. SCober and
Do V. Wright, 3to, of the Astrophysics Branch, Space Sciences Division of
NASA-CSFC.
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3.3.2.7 Cooc 1us.,:ip.nP
The _0d-D tube design and fabrication program has re-
_lted In hiBhly reliable UV-eubes _aleh adequately meet the requiremeute for
producin8 • l•rSe-volwRe plasma by pbotolonlzatlou of NO. The Nod-D is a eealed
Cube which produces • UV flux level of up to I0 z6 phocons-aec -x . The tube
geometry lends Itself to close packing in a bank of cubes Co increase the area
of the UV beam. From bemm_dCh measurements, It was deCerltnad that a bank of
13 tubes would produce e beam of a_equate uniformity across an 8-1nch diameter
port of the chamber. The cubes have been proved to be o£ exceptional stability
and reliability, and have been operated nccessfuUy for over 110 hours vith
no sl&nlfie_mt drop in UV out, put. Furthermore, the UV spectrum o£ the tube is
exceptlonally clean, only the 1235 _ and 1i65 _ resonance I/nee being presenL,
the former belu| predomlmmt In the rail0 6:1.
3.3.3 Larse-Volume Plasma Prpduetinn
3.3.3.1 Ob 1_eetv_a
The Nod-D Cube fabrication program described £n See°
3.3.2°6 led Co the production of U_-tubes which produced sufficient output over
• large euoeqmh area so that a bank of Chase Cubes could be utillzed for plasma
production in the chamber. The last phase of the program, therefore, was to
mmmt • bank of these tubes on the ch_ber, to produce • plasma therein by
phoColoulzatlon of NO, and to probe its characcerlstlcs.
In order to do chls, several ancillary items of equipment and /_sCrumentat:;_on
were required. These Included s Cube bank m0unc co alloy the composlCe UV-sou_c_
to be mtcmelmd as a unit to the cb.smber, a power supply for energizing and con,-
trolllug each of the UV-tubes in the hank_ and a gas-hsudllng sysCom for admitting
purified NO /Jsto the chamber at the desired operat£u 8 pressure and dlscharging the
toxic NO harmlessly to the atmosphere ouCslde the building° In addlcion, in ,Jrder
III
Co provide for miss analysis of the pe s_thln the c_hmuber during the _easure-
merits, s differential pumping system was developed toward the end of the program
for tim mass spectrometer attached to the chamber. These ancillary items wi!l
be described first, after which tim various probe mamarements that were made
on the plmmm will be diseaesed. The analysis and interpretation of the measure-
rants will then be presented. This will be followed by a discussion of the mass
analyses that were made during the last stages of the probe measurement program,
3.3.3.2 .Tube Bank _Smn. t
The chamher has an 8Qinch diameter port on each end. The
bema angle tests described in See. 3.3.2.3 led Co an arrangement of 13 UV-tubes
am sho_ in Fig. 51. Tc limit down time in ease of uabe failure, and to provide
a mcmum of adjustment of _ beam intensity, the tubes were mounted with an
evaeoated Slmee between them and the ohmaber. To do this, an 8-inch port cover
wmm drilled for thirteen 1-inch diameter LiF whadowe. Then a 0.25OQineh thick
Spacer ring was sealed Co the port cover _r£th O-tines and tn _hA nlmr_ _ ._4_h
the UV-tubes _mre mounted. The UV tubes mare sealed to their plate with Oor£ngs.
A photograph of the tube bank in place on the chamber is shown in Fig_ 78°
The space batsmen the tube trtndowe and the 1-inch windows on the port cover
ema be l_m_d, or beck*filled with an _bsorbing gas to control UV £ntensity_
Filling this space with NO at a pressure o£ 100 Tort would attemmte the UV by
IOOO:1. This r_n6e of variation, combined with the $0*tool vaz_lation in UV
output available by varying the source tube current, gives a capability for large
wtrtatiomB of UV intensity. The design allo_ UVoUabes co be replaced _f_hout
br_ing the chamber to atmospheric presmareo Them, a time consuming and
expensive opsration £s a_£dedo
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FIG. 78 TUBE BANK 
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3 o3.3 o3 _be _Bapk PoMer ._u.pply
A power supply for the bank of _-unbes was des£aned and lbu£1t to supply
eaeh of the 13 cubes in the bank through separate serl•8 resistor chains. _
chain has a set of vari_le resistors to •1low the current to each tube to be
varied by • 129. £rca tts average value. The power supply volt•st may be varied
from 0 to 3 kv vith • Varlae, and the mudnm current available is 400 ms. The
UV-t_be eu_ent may be varied from 0.5 to 25 nm for a t3zbe voltage drop of 500
volts, The current and voltage for any stagle tube can be mouitored £ndivld_:] i _
by mTitching of metering circuit. The output voltage of the pourer supply an_
the total current to the tube bank are monitored e_nt/mmusly. The power sup_-_
ripple ts less titan 2._. The supply, controls, and meters occupy most of a
7-foot relay rack. The clrcult d£asrsm for the power supply Is shouu in Fig_ ?g
and photographs of the e_lpleted supply are shogn in Fig. 80.
3.3.3.4 HO_C.ts-_lndlinx Sya,,tem
A. _taohm_ltln_ n_ne_m _m aaatm___A _m_A_O.m_.__e_ - t-_ _._ i_
the chamber with _I) to the des£red pressure. A block diagram of th£s system X_
8houu in Fig o 81.
It_u8 such 88 thermoeouple g_uKes, air release valves and valves _hich alLo_
p_mptn_ of specific areas in the sys_m have been emi.teed for the sske of clar_ _,'_:
The system provides for the following funct£oue:
1) Admission of I_ to the chamber •ftor • partial dlst£11at£o_ _
the IK) to improve its purity,
2) Pumping the spaee betueen the UV-_bes and port _lndo_so
3) Flllin K the space between the UV-tubes and port vindovs _
goo
4) Measurement of NO pressure in the chsmber, and in the spa_e
betmn UV=_bes an_ port _tndovso

r il 
a.FRONT VIEW 
FIG. 80 
b .  REAR VIEW 
TUBE BANK POWEX SUPPLY 
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5) l_nplng the various filllng and presets masur!ng lines.
6) S_I_ ha_dlln$ and fi11/_g of the ¢_ber _Ith a second
or '"buffer" 8as.
These various functions are carried out by opening and closing appropriate
valves. The part/JI distiUaL-lon process is carried out by passing the NO
through a dry-ice methanol trap before sd_ssion to the system. A molecular
sieve trap ie provided in the n_[n ptmplng I/_e to pre_eut back streamlng of oll
vapors frcn the meeb_n!csl pump, and to provide a better vacumn than that
aehf_evable with the mechanical pump alone.
3.3.3.5 D__ffereu_t£a_l I_mp..ins Syst_em fo.r the.Mass Spectr_te.r
After a number of probe measurements had been made of the
Flames prodm_d in the chamber, questions arose regarding the purity of the 1_
in the dmmber. In order to throw _ light en this important problem, £t was
desirable to nmke ross spectrometer measurements of the _0 in the chamber while
measuremeats of the Dla_ eharae_r/sties _ra _n o_oT_s._ .q4ne. _
pressure during the plasma tests ranged from 10 -s I_ 5 x 10 -$ Tort, while the
maximma operating presmsra of the nmas spectrometer (a Veeeo E_del CA-3 UHV
Residual Cae Analyzer) ts 10-* Tort, it was necessary to construct a differential
psmping system for the mass spectrometer. To maximize the sensitivity of the
mass spectrometer to impurities in the chamber, it was necessary to min_nize the
impurities and background eontrilm_ed by the differential pumping sysC_no This
meant that the differential lmmping system had to be capable of aeb.ieving an
ultrahigh vaemm (10 _ Torr or less) when sealed from the chamber. To accomplish
this, it was designed to be bakeable, _nd ultra-high vac_mn techniques were
utilized throughe_t. In wing the differential pmnplng system, certain modifi=
eatiou_ to the mass spectrometer were found to be desirable,. In the follou_n_
sub-sections, the differential pumping system and the modifications to the mas_
speetremeter will be discussed.
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3_3o3o5°I D_lfferent.ipl Pmnpt_.E System
A block dlagram of the system, ba_eable to 400 ° C_
Is 8hem2 in Flgo 824 A photograph of the syBtem is shown In Fig. 830 A h_.gh_-
vacuum pumpin 8 system in connected to a _mifold. The manifold is conneeted to
the mass spectromete:, to a nude ionization 8auge, and, throesh a differential
pmnp£ng aperture and a bakeable valve, to the chamber. The pumping system t_
composed of a mechanical pump, a 2:£neh air:cooled d_ffus$on pump ustn E DCo_705
pump fluid, and a 2-1nch Granvllle-Phlll_po Cryosort_ L_ cc!d trap. A bnk_able
valve bypasslng the differential pumping aperture facilitates l_mpln E the reglou
be_eeen the aperture and the valve _ the ch_nSer durlng initial pa_pdo_ and
bakeout.
Calculatimas show that when the chamber is filled to 0°5 Tort of NO and t:he
dlfferen_ially pumped regiou is at 10=4 TorT, an 0.008-1nch aperture £n a 1/32=
_u_h aperture plate would be required. In pr_tice, hoover, the bakeable valve
variable aperture is more su£table than a fixed aperture.
After a I_ hour bake at _00 ° C, pressures of 6 X I0_1° Tour _mre achieved
without _he mass spectrometer filauen_ on. A spectrum of the re_dual Sesee ID
the d_fferential Pumping system was ob_ained after baklng and pump_ngo _i8
spectrum, shown in Fig. 84, indicates that the _o_1 system is qu£te clean°
With the mass spectrometer filament on, pressures of le88 than 2 × 10 -9 Tort
_re ach_evedo From a cold start _/th mass spectrometer £_lament on, about 20
hours of pumping are required to r_aeh 2 g I0 _e Torr.
303.3.5.2 ,!.._._,l.fi.ea_._o_s to Hasp. Spectrometer
Several modiftca_ious _re made _.o _be um_
spee_x'ome_er _o ob_aln better and more reproduc._ble da_ao ._h__8_ m_d_fic_t!on_
_m_e as follovs- _
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32 to 8 volts.
1) The range of the repeller voltage ad_ustmmnt was cl_uged from
2) The voltage ac_wss the repeller vol_ge potentlometer _-_s
re_lated with a zener diode.
3) The 2-inch emission current meter _as replae_-d with a 4-inch
1Z mirror-scale meter°
4) The repeller voltage and the high voltage _r_ brou_t _ _
test points so that; they cc_Id _ _n_red with a digital _!_ter, _.als a_.'_'_._c_._:.....J
cerreetlens to be mad_ for the In_deq_t_ llnearit_y of the s_p poten_tom___er
(_f_). The high _ltage o_tpmt was measured as a /unction of potenti_t__r dial
-_H, Z $_,w- m,a, ?_ _n m_,_ 100 nsln_ these test _o2ats, Theme data _r_ then
wed Co determine the mass number of peaks above mass 28. Th_ result_ut circuit
of the spectrometer _ouree power suFply is slw_rn in F£E. 85.
3.3.306 Film Bu_.Id_l_ on Windm_s of UV-T_bes
L_rLng ...............
oe the chamber (to be discussed In See, 3.3.307), it _,Tas _ot:iced _hat tl_ LW
_tl_t appe_re_ to decrease falrly rapidly with tlm. It _as dlseover_d_ n_v_.r,
that the o_tp_t _ restored after the o_lde m:rfaees of the windows were ___z_d
with methanol.
A test _s eondtmt_d to Luveati_te this phenomenon _rther. A _od_D _a_
was operated for two hours° _s output was measured _£ore and after th_l l_r_d
with a detector mounted about 1 _n a_y, the :intervening -pace being eva_tmt_
by a meeh_£eal pump. The e_s of both the ls_p and detector _ere then ele_d
with methanol and the tube output was measured again. Next, the lamp w_S op__,._'_"._,_
for another L_o hours, after _£ch the system w_ _a_mped Conti_o,_sly for _.th_r
B hours with the tube cu,rrent..o.£fo The results of tD._se tests _re sl_u i'_ _-'_ _.6:
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Clearly the output decreased with tube operating time in a reproducible fa_hiou_
and the agent causing the decrease in output could be removed by either cleaning
the window with methanol or by pumping. Similar tests with an air path bet_.,_n
source tube and detector showed no similar decrease in output with time. It is
thus concluded that the loss of output is a result of the build-up of a UV=
absorbing hydrocarbon film o_ the windows. This ftlm presumably is developed by
photolysis of the residual oll vapors from the meehanlcal pump.
3.3.3.7 Probe l_..a_urements
3.3.3.7. I Int._ductlon
After completion of the instrumentation Of the
chamber as described above, except for the differentlal p_pin S system for the
mass spectrometer, a series of probe measurements was carried out in the ehmnber,
using probes of several different types. These measurements gave probe curves
which were completely anomalous, and in no way resembled the results obtained in
the bell Jar which were disctmsed in See. 3.2.2.2. After thorough checking to
insure that no spurious instrumentation problems were responsible, it was decided
to repeat the measurements in the bell Jar. The rep_,at nm_surements, hoover.
gave anomalous probe curves similar to those obtained in the chamber, and thus
did not reproduce the earlier bell Jar results.
running down the cause of _his non-reproducibility, attention was drawn _o
the source of NO used in the measurements. The NO b_ttle used in the first serle8
of bell Jar measurements had developed a leaky valve, so that it was exchanged
for another bottle from the same supplier. Persistent inquiries to the supplier
finally elicited the information that the second bottle of _D was ma.nufac_ure_ by
a completely different process from the first°
The probe curves suggested that a highly active electra attachfn_ a_nt_
present as an impurity in the NO_ might be t/Is cause _f the anomalous resin-it,
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In order to identify such an impurity, arrangements were made for mass analysis
of the ps during a final set of probe measurements in the chamber. The mass
analysis program, _42ieh will be discussed in detail in See. 3.3.3.8, shoed _r_t
such an impurity, namely 1_0, eas indeed present.
In this sectioa, the instrumentation for making the probe measurements will
be described first. This rill be followed by a presentation and discussion of
typical probe curves obtained with various probe arran_nents. The interpretation
of these remalts, aided by the hindsight gained through the later identtfica:ion
o£ an electron attaching _Furlty, will be presented along with the results.
3.3.3.7.2 prof.s .for HeasU_.remen, t of Plasma Characteristtc_s
To measure the characteristics of the plasma de-
veloped in the clumber with the bank of 13 F_d-D tubes, measurements were made
_rlth t_ao different sets of double probes (denoted as "small" and "large",
respectively), a Lunar probe, and a Gerdian condenser probe. Photographs of
the double probes and the Cerdian condenser probe are sho_ in Fig. 87. The
dimensions of these probes are given in Table XIV. In the case of the C_rdZau
condenser, the first number refers Co the inner conductor, and the second to the
o¢_ter conductor.
Probe Zy ,, Surface Area (eraa)
Double
(small) I O. I0 O. 06
Double
(large) 10 O. 03 1.92
Langmnir I0 O.03 1.92
Cerdian 9.93/17.78 0o317/4_91 19.81/548
Separation (cm) From
Probe No. 1 to P_b_
1
10
2 4.2 .0-+2
]26
SMALL DOUBLE PROBE 
LARGE DOUBLE PROBE 
GERDIAN CONDENSER 
F I G .  87 PROBES 
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Zt 18 seen that the mall double probe act_nlly conslsted o£ 5 probes separated
so that probe pairs had the separations llsted in Table XXV. The Lan_nulr probe
was actually one o£ the probes of the large double probe, and used the ch_r as
the return lead.
The loeat/on of the small double probe, in relation to the port on which the
UV-t_bes were mounted and to an NO detector mounted _rlthin the chamber to monitor
UV output, is 8katehed in FIS. 88. Heasurements were taken vlth the Oerd_m
condenger in two different orientations. These orientations are sketched in
Fig. 89.
The instrumentation to apply probe voltages and to measure the probe currents
ts shoun in the block diasram of FiK. 90. The probe voltaKe may be controlled
from 0 to i &5 volts with po_entiometer R-1 and polJrity reversal switch _-1.
Probe _rrent is determined by maasurin S the voltage drop across preetelen resistor
R_2 with clue Dymee 2401CDiKttel Voltmeter (D_I) after the voltage drop has bee_
amplified (10 x) in the Dymec 2411Asmpli£ier. All probe connections were made
through coaxial eableso With a oneosecond averaging t/me in the DVH and with
R-2 = I0 T ohms, a minimum eurrent o£ 3 X I0 -Is ampere could be measured o
Zo3.Z.7.3  obe.
3 ° 3.3.7.3 ° 1 __ tuber I4eaBremente _Serles II_
In the first series o£ measurements on the
plasma in the chamber, vhich will be referred to as Series IT, all four types of
probes described in Seco 3.3°3°7°2 were used under var_rlug eonditious og pressure
and other operatin K conditions° These conditions are summarized /_ Table XVo
The results obtained with each _ype of probe _7ill no_ be discussed in turn°
3o3.3.7.3o1.1 _Small Double Probe
A typical l_V characteristic for t_e
mall double probe in the chamber £s shown in Fi B. 91_ The striking £eature of
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FIG. 91 TYPICAL SMALL DOUBLE I-V CURVE (SERIES II)
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el_ts curve is that Lt La no gsy resembles the curves obtained earlter £n the bell
Jar (vhteh w111 be referred to hereafter as Series X). In part£cular, there is
no saturation reSton over the ranse 0045 volts; the shape is concave _th an
exteuded p_atsau straddlLug the otis;in, _h£1e a double probe carve _or a _axveZltsn
plasma 8hmtld be convex. This 18 811 the more 8urprts/ng becmu_ the earl£er bell
Jar _ts, us/rig the urn8 probe, 81re typical double probe curves uhLch were
/n reasonable agrement wJLeh the theory.
In view of the absence of a sst_ration reg£on in the curves obtained with
the gmall double probe, no £n£ormati¢_ resard/ng plesma propert£es can be obtained
:_c_ these elrves.
3.3.3.7.3.1.2
_;ext, a _rdlan condenser _21, 22]
tried to m if mmething a_ht be teamed fr_ £ta X-V characteristic, as
well as to m how en actual flight probe respm_ed in thim pLsmm. These
mmsuremen_ were mule at a pressure of 0.2 Tort.
The I_V eharacterist£e for the condenser loea_d coaxial w£fh _ besm 18
8_ in Fig. 92, and • Io8-Io8 plot of the same data is shown /n F£g. 93. The
loV characterlstLc for the C_rdLsn condenser with i_s sx_8 a_ 90 ° _o the _ b_m
and its aperamm Zocar_d a_ the edge o_ the b@sm £s sho_a in Fig. 94; a Iog-Io8
pbt o_ the sasm data 48 shoun in Fig. 95. It can be seen that the side L_ype of
'_l_k" (i.e., c_a_ region) o_curs nut the or_ in both a_vu, as fir8_
ob_rved /n tim data t_ken _Lth r.he sm_ll do_ble probe. However, £t is not as
pronounced, and, £u fact, is almost nonexistent in F£S. 9_.
In the first quadrant, elm curve for the axtal orteneat£ou (Fig. 92) looks
sunpXc/_ualy l£ke that for an ton ch_bero (See, for mmmple, the NO deeector
curves of Figs. 20 and 53.) _ouever, _he current at the plat_eau represent8 a
drain of o_ly 9.& × 10 _ elee£rous-sec -_, while the val_e calculaUed £rc_ the.
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measured photon nux Is over three orders of masalCude 8_eeter. Thl8 fact
eli_tuat_d the posslblllty Chat the Cmrdisn condenser is acting like an Ion
chamber.
Under the eondltlons of the exper/ment, the Cerdlsn condenser should behave
as thm_h elm e_mt4r electrode were • thick Lsnp_dr probe, _Lth the outer eyllnder
and _r walls ace/he as a ground re_ra. In ocher vords, under these condltlons
the _rd/Jn cocK1emmr is _ehln 8 but a highly as_trle double pro_ (Appendix
A2.4). Asm_/n K this Co be the case, and that there are emly electrons and
positive Ions present, the fo1_ upper limits for the electron and ion densities
are obCalned:
ue _2XlO 4 em-a
_z4 xlo 4 ore-8.
These estimates ere obtained usln s the theory of Appendix A2.1.1.1, assuming
eleetrQu and positive ion temperatures of 300 e K. If the electron temperature
were hisher than 300 ° K, the upper limit on the electron density would be decreased°
On the other hm_, if the nesative particle set.rat/on reKiou (the flat portion in
the first quadrant of Fig. 92) 18 asmm_d Co be doe entirely to negatlve ions,
rather than electrons, o_e obtains an upper limit on the nesatlve Ion eoucentratlou
of nn • 4 X lO s cm"4 . Since the upper limit on the positive ion density is one°
tenth of this _aloe. and by charge eouervation there :8n be no more negative than
positive particles, it gollovs from Appendix A2.2 that most of the omrrent variation
in the transition region of the probe omrve Is due to eleetroQs, 8o that there can
be no more than t_ee as many negative ions as electrons.
On the other hand, the theory o£ See. 3.2ol.4 predicts an electron density
of 81_omut1_ m'8o Thus, ehe upper limit on the aeteal positive ion density
obtained above is about 3 orders of ma_t_de lower than that predleted by the
theory. This is em_s_stent with the presence of an eleetr_ attacher in an amount
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msf_£c/ant to prov/de an attaclmmut rate between 600 and 4000 tlmss tlmt of NO.
¥£ually, the slope of tlw los-log plot of the positive ion saturat£o_ resiou
8ires 0.59 for tlw expmsent oa the voltage, compared to 0.57 pradieted by probe
theoz7 (Append/x A2.1.2.2) for amuy coUisL0ns in the sheath. But from Sec.
3.2.1.3, _p _ 2.5 X 10"8 m, uhlle a sheath size of apprex/autely 1 em is
obta/ned _ the eharp densities dedueed above. Thus it follmm that many
eolllsioas occur /n the sheath, in fairly sood asreeaent v£th the experimental
slope.
As already pointed out, the negative partiele saturatiou portiou of the
euz_n ts quita flat. From Table VX in Sec. 3.2.1,5, the eleetrou mean free path
should lia betueen 0.25 and 3.2 m, depndin8 on elect=on enersy. These values
braekst the sheath radius of 1 m, so that thare should be at most a few electron
eo111sloaa in tlm sheath. Thus, fz_m the probe theory of Append/= &, one voold
/:dead expect the elLectzon saturation port/am of the probe oum to be falrly
flat 1ruder thase eondltlons. This is in asTement vlth the observattems.
One cannot obtain an electron tea_ratura because of the "kink". l_ever,
the hish breakpoint voltase for the ion saturation reSloa indicates s
umber of epl_bsrmal elee_cons of considerable (few volts) ener_.
A stmllaz anal_ia appLiad to the data for the 90° orientation y_elds
densities about one-fourth of those for the axial ge_etry. Zt would be expected
that tlm dem_t£e8 would be Immr for this case. Uo_ver, the nesative particle
saturst£ms port/ms is uo lonpr a £1at plateau, but has a slope of 0.6. This
indleates the existence of • few electrou eolllsloo= in the sheath. This is
consistent _Lth the decreased electron density, and hence lars_r sheath size°
3.3.3.7.3.1.3 Larp Do_b. le Probe l_sUlts
Next, a larse double probe uss tried°
A typical IoV ourve is sho_m in FISo 96, and a lo_-1og plot of the same carve Is
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FIG. 96 TYPICAL LARGE DOUBLE PROBE I-V CURVE(SERIES II)
1.,1o
glven in 1_18o 97. Applyl- s analysis similar to that for the GerdLan coudenser
yields an upper limit o£ up _ 1.9 × l0 s m "s for the positive iou density° This
is a factor of about 30 below the calculated value of 6 x 107 _-3 from Se¢.
3o2ol.4. Asaha the _ tqcink" or ¢o_eaws portion appears in the curve near
the orion.
The slope of 0.83 in the "saturation" region does not ££t any o£ the probe
theory devl_Dped in Appendix A. Hence thi8 isolated diserep@ney ie unexplained.
Finally, the fact that all of tim l_rge probes, _hieh are 10 times longer than
the small double probes, show saturation, _aile the small double probe is possibly
attributable to end e££eete existin s for the mall double probe. The measured
deneitie8 imply sheath sizes from about 0.25 em up co about 2 _. which are
laree eempared to the length o£ the mall probes.
3.3.3.7.3.1.4 _Lan2_mir Pro_be Results
Finally, a _r prohe _as tried
to see 1£ it produced any different results. A typical Lan_uir probe curve ts
shown in Fig. 98, and a loL_-lo8 plot o£ the same data is given in Fig. 99° Again
it is noted that the same '_ink" is present near tim origin as before° Assuming
that the tmperat_res are 300 e K, a siailar analysis to that for the Cerdian
condenser yields the following upper estimates o£ the densities:
Up _ 2.4-x 10 s an -3
n n _ 10e eB-_
n e _ 4.4 x 10" ca -s.
On the other hand, the predicted ton density is 6 x 10 v cm-s , or about 200 times
the upper e_perimmr2al estimate. Finally, both o£ the measured slopes in the
eat_ration region are a little higher than that predicted by the probe theory
for a few collisions in the sheath, _hich is the applicable ease here.
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3.3o3.7.3.1.$ Summary of Series II .8_..pu,re_t8
All of the _r_,es o£ the Series II
mesmlremeuts, te_less of the probe _,led, e]x_ the _ '_ink" or couc_rve shape
near the orig. 8eeoud, they al1 show positi_m iou de_tties 1TInK between 1/40
and 1/2500 of the predicted densities for pare NO. F/nsUy, the electron densities,
vhere they ean be deduced, lle beCeeen I/2 and 1/10 of the positive ion densities.
These results are quite different from those obeained In Series I. At _e time,
they seemed quite unexplainable, s/nee it was thouSht that there should be no
sl_f-£_mt di££erenea between the gas samples used in the two series.
3.3.3.7.3.2 Repeat of Bell Jar _surements (Series l If)
On the basis of the above results, it was
deelded to return to the bell Jar to see if the results of Series I could be
reproduced. In this series of tests, te be referred to as Series III, ms
d££gerent 8as supplies were used: the Natheeou Co. NO used in Series II and a
sample o£ NO supplied by Air Froducts and Che_eal Co. In addition, an at_npt
urns made to further pwrif7 the Air Products NO by p_ssing it throuKh silica gel
at dry-ice temperature m2d then sublimatin8 it at L_ temperatures° Also, both
a krypton and a hydrogen filled Imp were used to see if, posoibly, UV spectrum
had anytt3_8 to do _rlth the kink. The various condition8 under which _hese
m,_asureme_ts were made are summrized in Table XVI. A mall double probe
used for all o£ these ,_asuremenr_s,
A t_pieal probe I-V characteristic for Series III is shmm in Figs 100o
It is seen to be essentially the seine as that obtained in the ehsmbero Since
8!1 the other curves for this series are 8i_Llar in shape, one is forced to the
conclusion that the '_ink '_ Is a result of differences in the Kas used between
Series I end Series II and IlI. It _s at this point _hat a cheek _as _8de with
the Kas manngeeturers to see _at impurities might be present in _J_eir _as s_npleso
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FIG. I00 TYPICAL PROBE l-V CURVE FOR BELL JAR (SERIES III)
This check revealed that there had been s thanK• in manuf•ctur/n K processes
between the two bottles of Hath•son NO, and that the second Math•son bottle and
the Air ]Products 8as had 1_O •s s common tnpurtL-y which was not present in the
first l_acheson bottle (see Sec. 3.3.3.7 for full det•ils). Powever, the l_ssi-
bllity of 1_O bein K the •ttachtn8 /apurtty was not given much welKht •t the
time, since the work of R,app _ BrIgli• r23] on the attaelment cross section
of _O had not yet been publlshed.
3.3.3.7.3.3 Final Chaaber Measurements (Seri_es IV)
At this Juncture it was suggested that
perhaps • flha buildup on the probes, together with changes in this £1Za with
applled voltage, might be responsible for the behavior observed above (e.g.,
ms• Ref8. [24J, and [25]). Zt has been known since the early days of Lansmutr
probes that they are subject to such surface effects, and that chanses in work
function due to prohe cont_tnation could produce erroneous results. However,
double probes •re supposed to be relatively free fron such effects r16_. Such
a flhm buildup and changes therein might also account for the long time constants
observed.
All of the data of Series I to Ill were taken under so-called ".steady-sta_."
conditions. That is, the volt•Ks vas applied to the probe and then the technician
waited apprmdmmtely two minutes, for the current to stabillze, before reading and
recordlnS the probe current. To check the film buildup and change hypothesis and
effects, • different method (called the "sonl-m_ept" method) of tskln S the data
was devised. In thls method, the voltage to be •pplled to the probe gas set;
then the battery on-off switch of FiK. 90 was turned off, so that the probe
voltage was zero. Next, two minutes were allowed to elapse, the voltage was
• pplled to the probe, and the current at 3 see after the appllcatlon of the
voltage to the probe wns read and recorded. By folloving this procedure It was
hoped to keep any film on the probe at its value at zero voltages
148
Same13 probe curves or portions of probe curves were taken using both the
steady-state and seml-s_ept methods. Every attempt Ms made co keep the plasma
conditions the same while taking the I-V characteristics, so that the cur_es
resultin g from the t_o methods could be compared directly. The conditions for
the various _easurements are m_arised in Table XVZZ. These experiments were
performed in the ehmnber, using both the Lan_ir and the large double probe.
Mass analysis of the contents of the chanber was carried out simultaneously _rith
the taking of the probe data.
3.3.3.7.3o3.1 l_npmL r Probe
In Fig. I01 are shorn two of the semi=
mpt Lanlpauir probe curves taken in close succession. One is immediately struck
by the total lack of reproducibility. Similar results were obtained for the other
Lansmair probe curves. Thus, the data obtained from any Lanswuir probe curve
measured in the program are felt to be totally unreliable. The other feature of
note is that all of the semi-swept Lanseulr probe curves still possessed the
"kink" o
3.3.3.7.3.3.2 Double Probe
Large double probe curves were taken
in both a straight ND atmosphere and in a N0-He mixture. These results are discussed
separately below.
For the chamber filled with NO at 0.2 Torr, typical results for the lares double
probe, using both data taking methods, are shown in FiEo 102 for the voltage range
o5 Co 45 volts. Points taken by the steady-state method are indicated by dots (o),
and by the semi-swept m_thod by (4)° Also shown in this fiEure are some reproduci_
billty check points ([]) and a curve (0) derived from the s_eady_state curve by a
process to be described.
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The first point worthy of note Is that the data are reasonably reproducible_
The next point i8 illustrated by the curve (_) derived from the s_dy-state
da_a (O)o This curve _as obtained by shifting the 8ready-state curve hor£z_._),
so that it has the same value of i d at Vd _ 0 as the semi-swept curve, and then
mnltiplying the curve by 2.8. The curve so derived is seen to eoncide _rLth r_e
sem£omaept curve (÷) in the reKion 02o5 Co +2.5 volts. Thus it is seen that the
functional form for the steady-state and semi-s'_ept curves is the same, so that
the "kink" is present in both. Next, It follows that the main effect of the £_
is to raise any temperature obtained by the equivalent resisLance method f_om
steady-state measurements, since lC decreases the slope, in this case by a factor
2.8. It thus appea_s that the electron temperatures obtained du.-ing the f_rst
series of ball _ar measurements (Series I) may be too hlsh by a factor o£ abo_t
3.
A full double probe curve r_ken by the semi_swept technique is shown _n _ig_
103, and a log_log plot of the same data i8 shown in Fifo 104. Using the sine
_ype of approach as in the analyBis of tf_ Series ZI data, an uppor limit for the
positive ion density of
np ,c 5 × l0 s cm_
is obtained. On the other hand, the theoretically predicted value is 2 x 10 s ,
which is higher by a factor of 40 or mOrSo One of the slopes in the saturation
rekrlons matches the pro|_ theory _,ell, _a_lle the other seems hl_ho
After the straight NO measurements, a set of data was taken for a m_xt_re
of 0o84Z _0 _ 99.16_. He, This _ss do_e to see if !o_ring the _oncentra_n of
_he s_speeted attaching species with respect to the main scattering species _u_d
have any significant effect on _rve shape or o_her nla_ma propertiSSo A dou_l_
probe semi_swept curve for this situation is _ho_ in Fig_ 10_, and _ log_!og plot
of the stone data Is shown in YiKo 106o The "kink" is s_£11 seen _o be p_e_eut.
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Further, frca the ion current at the break point it can be reasomably surmised
that the positive ion density, and, hence, ion-electron pair production race is
down in direct proportion to the decrease /n NO pressure° This experiment
apparently had no effect on the central problem of the "kink". This is exactly
what one would expect for 8 dissoc£a_Lve at_cl_eut type of electron removal
process.
3.3.3.7.3.4 _ry ajad C_cltmions
The probe results show that a large vol_.
plasma has ken produced in the chamber with positive ion densities, np, raug£n_
bet_efl 4 x 104 and 2 X 10 e _-a and electron densities lying between abo_t Up
and np/lO. The measured densities are two to three orders of ,,man_L'_e below
chose predicted for pure NO. The low densities, and electron densities below
those of positive ions, sut_est the existence of a highly active electron
attaching agent u_ich combines quickly with the electrons produced by photolon£za_
tion. Such a process al_o _ld distort the probe curves st low _ltages so as
to give the observed in_L_:lal conca_ portion, or "kink", in the IoV characteristic,
The distortion of the I-V curve does not allow electron temperatures to be
deduced in the presence of the electron attaching agent. It tins £ound that the
probe c_rreuts at low probe voltages were depressed by a constant £ac_)r o£ about
3 due to surface changes Utking place on the probes _rith varying voltage, presumably
due to a film of pump oi_ vapor. This ef£ect !cads to apparent electron temperatures
which are too high by this £actor when the probe characeertstic is taken slowly
poin_ by point. C_msequently, the electron temperatures deduced from the _as_re_:
merits discussed in Sac. 2.2.2.2.2 (in a "cleon" hi) atmosphere) sh_ld be divided by
a factor of about 3.
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3.3.3.8
The elmmber probe measurements discussed in See. 3.3.3.7
suggest the presence o£ an electron attaching apnt in the NO which va8 not pr_.vewt
in the sample of NO used for the feasibility study tests in the bell Jar (See.
3o2.2.2). The NO for the above two sets o£ measurement8 came £rom different
bottles, manufactured at different times by different processes, but from the
same supplier. To help deCe_nine the origin and quantity of this attaching agent,
the differential pumping system for the Veeco CA=3 gas analyzer described In
See. 3.3.3.$.1 urns constructed, This system permits sampling of the ps in the
chamber. In the £ollotrLng, the various mass analysis experimants are described,
and the results presented and analysed. The results indicate Chat NQO Is probably
Che suspected electron 8tr_aehing a_nto
3.3.3.8.1 Cracking Paetem .Measurements
Prior to installing the mass spectrometer on the
differential l_nping system, It orlsinally was planned to sendy the '*cracking
pattern" of r_e oxides o£ nitrogen and carbon, using the bakeable Kas handling
systems The electron beam energies in the ion source of the mass spectrometer
are high enough to disso_Late or "crack" the molecules of the gas (principally
NO) treed in the plasma experime_ts, 80 that chemical reactions [26] can occur
in the ion source. Thus, a mass analysis o£ the gas used in the plasma experiment
will show mass lines due to the cracking, in addition to the line representing the
parent g_ molecule. If PM is the peak height at mass H,
where PN is the parttJal pressure o£ gas N and the "cracking coef£ic£ents, _°
ham , are a _umetl_ o£ die particular mass spectrometer and its operating conditious.
Ic Is thus necessary Co determine these cracking coefficients for the mass 0pec_
it, meter wnder the conditions to be used in the plains experiment, and for the
gaees of particular in_reot in the progrmno
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The cracking pattern experiments _are carried out oa the bakeable gas_
handlin8 syscmn described in Sec. 3.3.2.6.1. The mats spectrometer head
mounted lnatde the oven and connected to the tube manifold sectiou. A bakeabl_
glass themocouple g_se _as added to the gas-filling flask section to insure
that the pressure was kept below atmospheric _aen usin S htsh®pressure ps bottles.
The crackin S pattern studies were delayed because of the necessity of re-
placing a defective maEnet on the mug spectrometer, and In the limited time
remaining a preliminary examlnatlon of the ND used in the c_ plasma studies
was emde o
3o3.3o8.1.1 Prel/mlna=_-y S tt_'les of
The hIEh pressure NO bottle, regulator,
and needle valve were sealed to the Eae-handling system through a glass to metal
seal and the entire system pumped out. The mass spectrometer and gas-handling
eye.n, with the exception of the NO beetle, regulator and tubing Joining the
resul_t_r to the system, were baked at 42S ° C for 8 hours. The pres6ure after
_keout _as lo3 x 10 _T Tort, which indicated that a c_nsfderable gas load was
still present due to the regulator and connect.tug tubing. It was discovered
after the l_dceont that the pressure regulating dLaphrem on the NO tank vas
defective, so that, upon opening the valve, the entl_e regulator came_ _p to
_ank pressure° For safety reasons, it was decided that, rather than pressurize
the gas flask side of the system and admit NO to the vpeetrome_r through the
_ariable leak, _) _uld be admitted to the system wh_le the system was pumping°
This was done by opening the type "C" valve between _s flask and vaem_n sys_eu_
and allowing the NO to diffuse beck through the 1" valve to tb_ spectrometer,
the pressure in the system being adjusted using the needle valve on the NO
regulator.
Prior to 8daitt/n8 NO to the sys_, a bsekKround mass scan uas taken on
rue sensitivity renges of the mass spectrometer. The £1rst range included the
entlre mass spectrums, and the second scan, at a factor of 30 greater in
sensitivity, Is taken to obtain the detail of the smaller mass peaks, during
whieh the larger mass peaks were alloued to So of£-seale. The NO was then
admitted to the system and the pressure allowed to stabit£ze to 2.6 X 10"4 _orr,
after uhieh two additional mass se_ms were taken.
The results of the background mass smm8 and those with ND in the system ere
given in Table XVIII. The peak heights indicated are the mean values of the t_o
scans, the malta being taken for those peaks _ieh could be accurately determ£ned
on both scans. Those peaks which were o££ scale or quite small are single values
ealy. The agreement between scans was found to be qulte 8_od, and the values
are within • 4% in almost every ease.
The third eol_n in Table XV_I represents the difference when the peak
heights due to the b_4_und scan are subtracted fron those with NO in the
system. Thus the difference In peaks should represent the co_tributi_m of NO
and its impuritles to the system. It _rlll be noted that emong the dif£erent
peaks there are those _eh are nesative. This indicates that there has _2en
a thence in the residual sas in _ system during the time required for pressure
stabilization of the system. These changes, in general, are rather small and do
not hamper the analysis°
From Table XVIII the most pro_nent peak is seen to be mass 28, _r_th a
seemad sign£fieant peak at mass 14. This is contrary to what one would expect,
slnee the system has been pressur£zed with NO (mase 30)o The mass 28 peak _s
pr/marily due to _, with possibly sc_e small contribution by CO. It is bel£eved
that the preminenee of the 1_ peak over the NO peak £s caused by the faet that
the _as was injected into the syste_ at a poin_ close to the pumping system and
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TABI_ XVIII
NO Mass Analys£s and Peak He£ght Data
(Gas Mandlln_ System Tes_
12
13
14
14o5
15
MEAN MEAN
BACKGROURD PEAK HEXGRT
310o I 298.5
15o9 709
48200 2439 o0
- 9-7
16800 140o0
DII_IENCE
PEAK ItZI_
11o6
8.0
1957o0
907
o 2800
16 381o0 37_o8 -
17 741o0 79300
17o5 3406 - -
18 263800 251000 -
19 30_3 10o9 -
6o2
52°0
3406
128o0
19o4
20
22
28
29
30
14o5 13.3
10 o2 16 o4
951100 2465000
10704 225,3
19o4 109200
1o2
602
1513900
11709
107206
32 52.7 9207
34 205 _ -
3503 2,6 _ -
36 11o0 -
3704 12ol ®
4000
2°5
20,6
llo0
12_1
38 909 -
40 3202 3304
44 162 o I 283 ,,7
55 o5 12 o7 6.1
7605 1,:,7 -_ _,
9°9
lo2
121o6
6°6
lo7
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allowed to diffuse back to the spectrometer. The relative pumping speed for
Ns is restricted to thai provided by the diffusion pump, while the NO pumping
speed is greater because of the liquid nitroseu cold trap, which freezes out
the NO and has little or no effect on the N_. The result of this difference in
pumping speed is r_at, in a system be/n 8 eonCtmmlly fed a mixtnre of Ns and NO,
the Ns will buildup in the system until the N_ pempin 8 speed is equal to that of
NO. Thus a deceptively high Ns concentration will resul¢.
A second interestln E feature of _s mass scan is the pressenee of mass 4._.
The oriKin of this peak most: probably is due to _0o The absence of any NOz
(M = 46) may appear unusual, sinc_ NOs is knmm to be a ccmnon contaminant found
in }D frem the manufac_rer of this sample. Ho_ever, _D8 has m lower vapor pressure
NO st LI_ _mperature, so that its plmping speed is even hisber than chat of
NO.
1¢ m f_und durin S data analysis that the resolu¢len of the mass analyzer
was rarJmr poor. Stel_ were _hen taken ¢o In)rove the resolutlon by carefully
mdjusttnK the various grid polent£als in the ion source. Considerable cronble
us encmmtered in accurately determinin K the m_ss of each of the peeks, This
led to Che ._dtficaclons of the spectrometer discussed in See. 3.3.3,5. A
derJ_led explanation of the _ss determination problem is ¢tven in Sec. 3o3o3.7ol.2
belov.
From the above, i¢ is concluded chat eraekin K pattern measurements should be
done on the differenCial Pwnp£nE system concurrent with pumpln K speed _esCs for
each _. It is important that these measurQments be performed with carefully
purified gas°
3.3.3o8.!.2 Ilnproved .Accuracy of _ss Determinstion
v ....
Preliminary studies vlth the mass spectrometer
discussed above in Se¢o 3o3.3o8.1ol indicated Chat there were cerCJain problems in
the eval_atiou of the mass number for each peak, The solution of the equations of
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motion of a charEed particle of mass M accelerated by a voltage V and deflected
by a fixed maEnetic field Eive the solution
MV - K _5!)
where K is a constant. In order to evaluate the constant K, the first and most
straiEhtfozward method is to assume that the a_elerati_ voltep varies linearly
with e/mart distance, as stated by the manufacturer. Using this assumption and two
easily identifiable peaks on the mass scan (for example mass 14 and 28), K can be
computed by solving two shnulr_eous equations MV = K which give
V(14)- V(28)= K( -!114""!I)28 (52)
The difference voltage V(14) - V(28) could be obtained by measuring the distance
from mass 14 to mass 28 end using the manufacturer's calibration of 40 volts per
inch. Havin s determined the value of K, it is then possible to compute the value
of V(28). The value of V(28) provides a reference point from which the voltage
of the other 'peaks. and thus the mass, can be determined.
Efforts to use this method for evaluating the value of K indicated r/mr there
were lares errors present when determd_In E the value of M for M > 60°
The voltage linearity Of the mass spectrometer was then measured uslnE a
diEltal voltmeter (accuracy ± .001_). Using the dial indicator on the high
voltage sweep potentlometer, the voltage was measured fr_n II0 to 600 volts in I
dial=dlvlsion (approximately o8-Volt) steps and from 600 volts to 1800 volts in
50-dial-division (approximately 40 volt) seeps. Evaluation of these data shows
the averaEe voltage variation rate to be 60o81 • .254 _olts per inch.
Usin E the results of this voltage linearity check, a detailed error analysiu
was undertaken° The results of this analysis show that at mass 50 the error in
M is • 069 and for mass I00 the error is ± 2.86.
still remains unacceptably largeo
This error, as can be seen above,
In order Co avoid the relatively large errors involved in decex_nin£ng M by
either of the above methods, an alternate approach was adopted. The spectrometer
was modified to allow direct _eaeure_mt of the accelerating voltage by me_s _f
an accurately constructed voltage divider and the digital volmetar. The value
of the accelerating voltage for mass 28 and mass 14 were measured end the constant
K determined using (52). The dial setting of the high voltage potentiometer was
also determined for each of these tuo mass peaks°
The voltage of peeks other than mass 28 were determined by maauring the
distance from the unknmm peak to the mass 28 peaks this distance was then con-
verted to the number of dial traits from the mass 28 peeks and the voltage
determined from the data taken during the linearity test. This method allows
determination of mass to _rIthtn 1/2% for M - 100, and more accurately for Iu_er mas_
numbers, In most eases it was found that the mass actually determined during data
analysis _ms far mere accurate than this. For this reason the values of M quoted
below w£11 be given in integral values only, e_:ept _here large discrepancies
_CUro
3,3.3.8_2 C_mber FaSs speetrum,a
Bring the final 8erles of probe curves (series IV),
the gas in the chamber was sub,acted to mass analysis. Mass analysis _s performed
at both the start and and of each probe eurv_. Spectrometer and chamber background
scans were also taken. In all cases, NO was admitted to the chamber through a
dry ice/metllnol cold traps which helped reduce the c_Utm£uat£_ level £n the hYJ
Each mass analysis consisted of Cue se_me, taken concurrently with the pr_
curveo The first scan s taken on the -lowest sensitivity ranse of the spectrometer,
shows the major mass peaks. The second scan, taken _£ch a factor of 10O gain over
the first scan, shows the fine _etell of the mass spectrum, the larger peaks
belug off=sealeo The results of o_e pair of these scans have been c_iled into
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a single table, Table XIX, giving the mass and peak heights° Adjustments t:o the
data given in Table X_ haw been made for pressure drlft during the mass seen,
and for some consistent discrepancy in peak height helen the two scans. I_
order to facilitate examination of _he data, the major eonst:it:uents of the gas
(greater than .1%) have been placed in a separate column and listed in percent
of the total concentration. The minor eonstituent:s of t/_e gas have been placed
in a second cohmm and are quoted in parte_per-milllon (PPM).
An examination of Table XIX shows that, as would be expected, the ma!or
constlt_ent of the gas _has a mass of 30 (NO)o Extensive analysis of the dace,
however, iS not possible since detailed "cracking pattern" da_ for _rlfied
NO, etc., are not available at this time. From an empirical point: of view, one
_ld expect that for pure NO (Hffi30) the expectremeter _x)uld yield the major peak
at mass 30, with additional peaks at _=16 (0) and at Mffil4 (N) caused by cracking
of the NO molecule. The presence of free N and 0 atoms and ions would also give
rise to reactions with NO which prodmce _ (M=46) and N_O (M-_)o These chem_ca_l
or ion-induced reactions should, however, be second order effects. There also
exists the possibility of finding the peaks of doubly ionized NO, NDz , and _O_
which would appear at apparent: mass numbers of 15, 23, and 22_ respectively,
An examination of _he data in Table _ shows a relatively larg_ concent:r_n
of mass 14 (6.38%)° This probably is due prlnclpally to nitrogen arising from
"cracked" NO, wlth some ad_Itlonal N arising from Nz present as a contaminant
in the NO, and £rom doubly ionized Ns or doubly Ioulzed CO (a cosm_n residual Eas
of mass 28)o The mass 15 peak (doubly ionized l_) is also seen to be large
(7.i2%). The major con_rlbutlon _o thls peak is probebly due to doubly ionized
NOo
The rather small 0 04=16) peak (°?2%) indicates that, if oxyzen _ be_.n_
produced by cracking of NO, then it must be _nvol_ed rather strongly in the
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Chamber Mass Sp__ctruw (SerJ.es I.V Rua 20. _ 21_
PL_K FERCEl_ P. P. M.
mtzC,me CONCEm?,_TZO. _ .coHcmcntA_,o_
12 12007 o122
13 5070
16 632900 6038
15 706300 7o12
15046 25082
57
260
16 71408 o721
17 9500
18 30109 .304.
19 5058
20 11076
22
23
24
25
26
33062
4060
2o12
5°33
_o36
958
56
119
339
40
21
54
246
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
33046
34
35
37
38
39
40
41
3800
%7700
96036
7359000
26607
339°9
2000
lo58
2o12
2o12
lo76
1o70
4055
26036
5o15
9056
7402
o269
.,36.2
383
971
20
16
21
21
18'
17
46
246
52
42
43
44
45
46
52
6°60
2 o91
57802
7003
2°66
2°73
0583
60
29
71
27
-7 ..... -_' __
60
71037
77 °38
78 °42
79025
1oe4
lo52
lo52
3o15
lo64
16
15
15
32
16
!67
reaction NO+ 0 "* _1_. If this were true, then a larp N_ concentration should
be see_. This is not found in the data (_s _ 27PP_. This implies that,
assun4.n8 _b_6 is the primary peak due to NOn , there is very little erae_ln8 o4
NO, or some ocher effect is rmmv/_ the ox78_.
The larp size (9.$$_.) of the mess 28 peak, which indicates the presence of
an appreelable quanti_y of l_ or CO (_o_h H=28), is ra_her more difficult to
undarntand. This msme effect was also nor_d in r_e prel/m£nary examination o_
NO performed on _ _te..handl_8 system, where the _ peak ueS by far the mos_
prmnineut peak in the mass speetrumo Zt is eusp_t4d that a 8igntfic4nt var£at_u
in pumpinE epeed for _ and ]_ could give rise co this e£feet. This _ae discussed
in SeCo 3.3o3.8.1.1.
Hess peak 31 is probably eaused by h_) with an isotope of nitrogen (_le) or
oxypn (0%_), while the mass 32 peak is primarily due to molecular oxygen. The
raise of tJ_e mass 44 peak (.58T_) indicates r_ther Lar_ _mntttie8 of _0, _hlla
the mass 46 _ (27 _ indicates almost no _.
Approximately sixty mass scans _ere taken durln_ probe measurements Y.n the
ehsmber. All of these scans were exsm£ued, end it _8s found Chat: the scans _r_Ch
1_) present 8houod no marked deviation from the typical result given £n T_ble X_
The hee_ level of "era_ked" hydroeerben contaminants due to both meehan_cel
pump o£1 and d£ffueion pump oil remained eca low level ( < 100 ppm) and in
approximately the same proportions to _Oo A mass peak _ue to SO= (14=64) _,_s
looked for, since thls is a possible _on_mnlnanC a_Is_u_g from the pmd_s_.C£on o£
the NO, a8 discussed in $eCo 3,3.3_7o3. A number of the mass scene showed a pe_
at M=64, l_t the height of the peak generalXy was _mry e_ll and of the 8_e _x4e_-
of _a_itude as the noise level. This peak for one scan _a_ deflni_ely a_e the
noise level (S/N _ 3), but had the stone height relative to the _D peak as t:ho_e
where $/_ -- 1.
not more than about 15 ppm.
3.3.3,8.3
From this it is felt that SOs was present in a eoneentration of
,chomiFal Analysis of
The first bottle of NO, which _as used in the bell
Jar fleslbilit7 taets (3.3.2.2), was parehaud gram the Mat_eson Cempan7. It van
produced using NaN_ + _SO_, vlth FeSO 4 ae_ng as a ca_lyst. This process _Lve8
rise to _ tad 1_ as eontsmtn_ts. It is important to note that no N_O or 90 s
are Siren off as eon_ts in this process. ,_he batch analysis for this
specific bottle was not available from the 14atheson company, T_e F_theson eempany
reports that typical batch analysis of this ps shows no _0 or SOs eontamtnatic_.
The semsttivity of their analysis is I000 ppm,
The seeoad bottle of I_) purchased fr_n she Hatheson company va8 produced by
8 different p_s8. This process involves the reaction of HN)s with SOI . At the
end of the expertm_n_l progrmn, this bottle of NO w_us returned to the Natheson
emspany for enalysi8o Table XX si_s _e conte_nat£on £oUndo
Table XX
coQ_ts _ _the_ m
_o osz_%
o62_o
°65%
o_ < IOO p_m
CO < 100 I_
s_ < 6_pp_
1,69
D_8on of these data _th that taken vLth the mass spectrometer on _he
8as in the chamber shov8 thet the I_ 8 and (_ eeucentratiou8 in the chamber are
small calpared to th8 _oneeutrutJ_m in the H_ Kas bottle. _ovever, both _ e_
here a low vapor pressure at the dry lee/moU2mol trap ¢_npera_re, so that
_y met have been frozen out before the ps reached the chsmber. (The temperature
of the dry ice/methanol mixture is at a temperature belov the sublimation point
og C0g alone)o _he NaO concmatration given by the mass spectrometer data (.58X)
is in _ery close a_reemsut with that £ound in the Matheson analysis (._)o The
vapor pressure of NeO is in the order of I00 Torr at the trap t_nperature, and
thus _ry little, if any, of the _0 should be removed by the dry ice/mechanol
trap. The relatively larse concentration (.65%) of Ng given by the Ymcheson
aualyoi8 could give rise to the large _ pe4k (9.$$_) found by the mass analysis
if there were a factor o£ 15 difference in the pumping speed got Nm mad NO due
to the liquid nitrosen trap. This does not seem to be a completely unreasonable
difference in pumpi_ speed, s_e NO vapor is hishly condensible at liquid
niCroaen cmnperacure.
The _as from tlm second bottle o£ Macheson NO _s used in all o£ the probe
measurements in the elmmber, mad also in the bell Jar measurements reported in
See. 3.3.3.7.3°2°
The II0 mmmY.a_mrmd by Atr Frodue_ and Chemicel Company was produced by
remctin8 1_04 _Ch HsO. A typical batch analysis of this Ka8 made by Air
Frodlcts shows the contsmination _ven in Table XXX.
xx______!z
A 60ppm
6oo
trace(<
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l_a was not: present in detectable quantities, and there slmuld be no _ im_rity
in this gaJ °
lto_ver, Hathesou reports that Air Produe_s has been lm_ng large q_mti_e_
of I_ £rcm them. ThXs z_ises some question about whose l_ p8 is really present
in the A_r Products bottle used. Unfortunately. it has not beem possible to
obtain what can be regarded as a fully satisfactory _swer on this point frc_
Air Frod_ts o
3.3.3.8.4
Both the mass analysis and ehemlcal analysis of
the _l) _ have indicated ttmt _0 is the _ost prominent contsm£nant in the _r
vhieh is likely to act as a strong electron attachero
The earliest probe data taken in the bell Jar, using the first bate/_ of NO
supplied by the Matheson emnp_y, did not indicate the presence of a strong
electron attaching agenn. The process used to p_dtme this ND does not give r_se
to NsO or 90_. end within the sensitivity of the Matheson chemical analysis no
thO was even £owad.
The second batch o£ NO mpplled by the Matheson company, and thaC manuga¢ _rared
by Air Products and Chemical Cec_pany. both centained relatively large quantities
of _0 (.56% and 600 ppm respectively). All probe data taken using these _se_
show the effects of a strong electron attaeher, a, described in Sec. 3o3_3_7o
l_rtherp _0 is the only eontsmlnant common to the second Hatheson and Air
Products Eases but not present in the orlglv_al Matheson N0o
The use of _ or I_ in the clmmber cold trap (Sees 3o3.3.7_3o3) did co_
change the nature of the Frolbe data° I_ _r_th _qO_ in the _1_ _ cold _r_
there should be little _ in the chember, and ,_Rth 1_ in the chamber cold
trap both N0_ and C_ should be reduced _o negllg_bl_ levels° Further, _e
_.ss spectrum data indicate that the dry i©e/m_thanol trap in the _O_hand!iug
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aymtemreduces the _ eoncentratlon to the order of 10 ppm. lto_ver, none of
these _ld have had _eh e££eet on the _0 contamination levels. The N=O level
¢1n only be reduced by very eareflally coat_olled n_lttple distillat_bm at about
8_ K. Even then, the 1_0 level wo_ld still be about 10 Pl_.
Finally, SOe is present in _ mall quantities (--_ 15 ppm) that it is
doubtful that it is the eulFrit. It is thus concluded from the mass and chemical
analyses that I_0 _st be the attaching agent responsible for the ananalot_ probe
A pre£ersble Froeedure to l_rlflcatlon of the NO by the distillation proces_
ment/oned above _Id be to obtain h_ e_nufae_red by the process used in producing
the £1rst simple used in the bell Jar experiments discussed in See. 3.2.2.2. E££orts
obtain such a sample £ran the msnu_aeturer have been _wue_ssi_l, _r-
1.72
3.3.3.9 Suunarv and Conchlstons
A large volume plasma has been produced in _ chamber
by phocoionlzacion of nitric oxide. /he probe results shaa chat this ple_s,_L
has positive ion densities, rip, r_i_ beL-,aeen O × lOs end 2 X 10s c_ "6 and
electron densities lying between np and np/lO, T_se measured densities are
t_ to three orders of magnitude less than chose predicted for pure 1_ by the
theory of Sec. 3.2.1. The lm positive ion densities, and electron densities
beloe the positive l_n density, suggest the presence of an electron actaching
impurity _,_ich gives rise Co nesetive ions. Both the mass and chemical analysis
data sh_ the presence of such an impurity in the form of _0 in a conceutretion
of 0°_£o _he theory of Appendix B sho_s that the presence of _0 in t_s concen_
tration can quantitatively accmmt for the observed decreased densities. ]_0 was
not present in the N0 smile used in the first bell Jar e_periments (Series l),
descrihed tn See, 3.2,2°2), which accounts for the difference between the data
for Series I measurements and the rest of the probe data, and the a_reemenC of
the Series I data r_tth the predictions of the theory of Sec: 3.2olo
probe curves taken vtth the Nm0 impority present show an run,heiress
beh_ior in the form of a '_c£nk" near the origin. From Appe_L£x B, the presence
of _0 chauses the electron energy distribution to a t_o_peak non-_uamellian £OCmo
Free the probe theory of 9ec. A2.3 of Appendix A, this accounts qualitatively for
the observed an_sloue behavior of the probe curves. The m_nalous probe curves
due to the ll:O conCmntnant preclude the determiueCion of an electron temperat_reo
The Series I measurements gave apparent electron temperatures in the order o_
5500°Ko The cc¢_arison of the steady-state against the semi_ept mthods of
takiw_ probe curves, as discussed in Sec. 3°3.3.7.3.3°2, indicates that the
former method leeds to apparent temperatures which ere too high by e f_cCoc of
about three. Hence, the Series I temperatures actually _.mre in the order of ISOO°K_
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_us the photolouizatiou method of plasma product£ou does indeed result in a
rather cool plasma, as predicted theoret£cally...
FinaXIy, some serious inadequacies of the e_peri=ental techniques employed
have become apparent. Theso m:e the 1_0 supply, pump o11 vapor contamination, and
the teelmique for takin8 probe curves. 7oremost of these of course, £s the
contmdnated NO suppl£ed by the manu_acb_rero Further pur£flcation of the NO to
reduce the _0 conceutret£o= £s mandatory before a realistic plasma can be
produced and meaningful memmre_ents made therein° Preferably, a man_£scturin_
pcocess should be employed which does not give =£se to N=O or _, such as the
process used in the production of the f£rst sample.
Zn addition to an /:proved NO supply, trapping should be installed in the
_al pump li_. Finally, a fast sweep techntqoe should be employed £n tak£n_
probe curves in order to prevent pe_rbat£ons due to slov ehanses of the probe
surfaces which take place as a gunctiea of the probe voltage.
Under rJ_ts topic, e _mber of miscellaneous services have been parroted,
such as ,.he redesign and refurb£sh£_ o£ va_ system and components, tee_s ._£
£nstr_ents and conq_o_nts in _he high vacu_n chamber, and design and cow.crOon
of specLal types of discharge tubes° These ere described and discussed belo_
4.1 Portable 4-Inch V_ System
A portable high vacuum system _as constructed and delivered to Cello
This vacuum system consists of the follmrlng: A 4" oil difguelou pump, containing
a water-cooled cold trap to decrease back-streeminS, mmmts to a 4" rectum gate
valve° The output side o£ the gate valve is bolted to au adaptor plate to _2hich
the bell Jar and i_s adaptor ._Till be mounted° The bell Jar adaptor which _,_as
supplied by GSl_ consists o£ a circular assembly 18" iu diameter and 8" high° _e
l_aer port.ton of this adaptor mounts on the adaptor plate, while the bell jar airs
on the upper edge o The vertical section co_tains 4 ports to _h£ch vsr£ou_ £eed_
throughs may be atteehedo
The £ore pm_ Is a Welnh mechanical pump° A the_mocouple gauge end sn
i_aization gauge and their contro_.s are an integral part of the system° The
there_coople gauge is _ounted directly bele_ the bell jar adapto_ and the £o_/_ _
t!on gauge mounts £n one 0£ the ports _n the bell Jar adaptor° A _atec_£_
control shuts down the system in the event there is loss o£ _ater pressure° _s
system has pmnlued d_an to 3 × i_ Tort _._ithout the bell Jar or its adaptor in
place
_o2 VacoI_n System
The portable pumping system d_scribed ebo_e had orig£nally been built _i_ _
use in the loe_tenperature plasm_ studies° In order to allc_ these studies to
cont_uue, GSI_ delivered _o g_ a bell _ar psmpi_ system_ The following _ork __
necessary to recondition _is sy-_n:
(a) The system was _ly dirty, _tth pools of dlffuslen pus_ o11
eo11_ted in the _ pu=tlons of the _te:. _mse of this, the total sTst_
coe_letely disass_bled and tboro_hly cleaned,
(b) Sine the syste: eontelned no trap to p:event _cl_-_trem_ of
diffusion pu_p oil _az_x_=mat the system, and since cleenin8 of the entire system
Is a lar_ chore due to the coe_llcated :anifoldt_, _ recom_n4ed to CSFC that
the system be reassembled _rl_h a Vat-Ion pump instead of the otl dlfgusima pup.
CSFC was asreeable to this proeeduze,
(e) The o:tgtual system contained an Lou generator, two ionization
ga_es, three the_le geuses and a 2n air:cooled oll d£f_lon pump (for the
fen generator). 2he systs: yes reassembled w£th only one £emtzatton gauge and
one t_mocenple p_e.
(d) _he motor go: the bell Jar lift 8yste_a :_a8 £nopemtlve and requ£red
(e) the _uGhiuG-pump otl was extremely ditty. _he pu_ yes thoroughly
cleaned and getmllt by CSI_.
(£) the power supply got the Vec-lon pm_ gave considerable dlff£cultyo
Upon several occasXons while the eyste= yes pmnpX_8, £o_" apparently m reason
one leg of the brldse rectifier (sol_d state diodes) _._o_ld fallo _ls ecourred
even after a current overload etrcu£t was instelled in the output line o£ the
power supply° It appeared that the p_er transformer m_uld intetwtttently short
to its _:ame, putt_ double voltage on one leg o£ the bttd_e recti£iero No
di££1eul_y has been exper£enced since the trans£ozmet _:anm was insulated from
ground. A Variac to control the voltage to the po_r supply _.ms installed in
system° 2his allo_8 control of pu:pi_ current and is helpful _hen the pip is
fixer eta:ted and Fumpl_ eu_rene_ are high.
_en the syete: was ce_letely _eassem_led _tth the hell Jar on e bell jar
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adaptor as described in the previous section, the system pumped dam to a
pressure of 5 x 10 _ Tort. The roughing _ was connected into the system as
£n the original arrazgemento This places its goreline valve at the end o£ about
4 £eet of 2-inch Sylpbon tub£_, eith this arrangement, the Sylphon t_bt_ re_ms
in the hlah-vaetmm portion ef the systemo The system was later altered 8o es to
have the foreUne valve mounted as close to the high vacmnn portion of the system
as possible. At this time a molecular sieve trap _.Tas added between the foreltne
valve and the mechanical pump. _his trap prevents back dif_ton of oil and
water vapor i_om the mechanical pep and thus eliminates a troublesome source of
eontaed_ation go= both the ion gsuae and the Vacolon pup° Vacuums of 2 × 10_
Tort and better have since been produced.
After prolm_ed use of the _ system, the Vet-Ion lw_ b_an to develo_
short circuits in several of its punpl_ elements° _hese sho_s are typ£eal of
tom pumps and ara due to the formation of _hlskers" of sputtered titanium, er are
due to the formation of scales of oxidized t£tantumo The pump was rem_ed from
the system end both the pup body and the elements were chemically cleaned in a
hot potassima hydroids solution followed by a hydrofluoric acid dip° After
reassembly of the pumping system, there has been no reoccurrence of the short_
problem°
4.3 Por_le 2-, _nd _t-_-_ Vac_m Svs_,m=
The vaemm system delivered to _ by GSt_C contained both a 2_/.nch and
a 4:inch diffusion pU_o These pumps were intended to become the nucleus o£ _o
potable pumpi_ systems. _be 2-inch pumpi_ system, _£th its associated manifold
valve: manifold, eon_ectors, o_e_, _.s b_n c_l_d _n_ t_C_do _C _
discovered duri_ test that the manifold valve was defective and had to be re_r_ed
to the manufacturer for replacement. The pumping system, without valve, finally
was incorporate_ in the differential l_npinE system for the mass spectrometer
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described Xo See. 3.3.3.$. Work on the 4-in_ p_in 8 system _s deferred in
favor of the plasma prog_-am, so that the components _,ere returned to CSFC.
4.4 O._assin_ Rate o£ a Flber_l_ Rocket Body
the ouCgassing race of a se_t o£ a rocket body to be used in an
experiment by _ yes measured in the chamber at the _psest of the _cal
Director. The smile was n_mted in the chamber, and the system allo_ed to
dmra Co an equtlibri_ pcessu_ of 1.4 x 10 _ Tort. :he c_l_ratnre of _e
chmnber yes then =aised Co 232°G, Ik_Ang the heating period thews was a
tr_nendm_ pressure rise, _hich required that the bake and dtfgusion pumps be
turned og_ end the chmuber cooled. The bake m_s again started and ccmtroUed at
17..5°¢o _ temperature then vae slowly increased to _32°C, The equilibrium
preems_e at 232°C w_m I X ID''4 To_. 3_te bake ,cTaa then turued off, and the
chamber cooled.
The sample was removed _ the chamber, and a second run yes started rich
only the bm:a ch_mbero The pumping and bak_ schedule of the chamber _as
maintaiued the atom as that used during the sample tun.
A second sample run _,Tas made in order to see if the initial burst of g89 Lu
the first z_a was due to some initial surface condition of the smile8 and
whether it is possible to permanently outga9 th_ sample. The results of this run
_eate that there _ no ]ar_e gas krst upon initiation of the bake, and it was
possible to i_tease the tm_erature steadily to 232°¢, tn contrast to the step°
vise t_crease _acessary in the first run, There _s also an obvious decrease in
the outeassiu_ rate of the sample at 232°C.
Usin_ the results of both the bsre chamber run and the sample run it is
possible to compute the outgassing rate of the sample°
The di£feren_al equation _d_Lch govex_s pressure es a gtmetion of time is
given by
-V(dpldt) - Sp - tTAtql
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where V is the volume of the chamber in liters, p - p(t,T) is the pressure in
Tort, S is the pumping speed at the chamber in liters-set _1 , _ is the area in
c_ of the i th surface _hieh outsasses ac a raCe Qi = qi(t.T) in Torr-Ltters-
sec-X -cm-s o
This equation can he integrated and has the form
t
P - Poe'St/V + V.le-St/ViF_.qi _oeStJVQidt.
If it is assuaned Chat t._e bare chamber pressure, PB' is knom; as a function of
time and temperature, then. substiCutJ_ this into the previous equation, the
equation for the pressure 1_ for the chamber plus the sample, as a fw_ction of
(t,T), becomes
t
PS : PB + V'le'St/f [oeSt/VO_(c,T) dto
Thus s If some reasonable time dependenc e for _ is assumed s this equation can be
integrated. Assuming that QS = QS(t'T) = O_(T_e'l_t, where _ is some co, scant and
_(T) contains the temperat_sre dependence of Q_. this yields upon integration
P = PB ÷ [_(T){ e'_t " e'St_r)/(S " WV)]o
• he pumping speed. S. at the chamber is given by
(l/S) - (l/C) + (1/Sp)
where Sp is the pumping speed at the pump (10.500 £1sec) and C is the conductance
o£ the water and the liquid nitrosen baffles (5700 i/set each)
1/@ _ (1/Gaater) + (1/Gikla)o
This gives S - 2435 _/SeCo The volume of the chmd_c is 1000 liters so that the
te_m S/V = 2°435 sac_t , _¢hich is quite large. Thus the terms involving e'3t/_
approach zero vary rapidly and may be dropped° Time PS is given by
P " PB + [+4_q'(T)e_t/( S ° I_V)]o
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In _ case M_ere Ist << 1, this reduces to
ps = +
end eolv_ for Q'(T),
Q'(T) = sees- pa)/As
using the above eq_t£ons, the peak ou_sass£_ rate of the sample as a fonc_ou of
tempe=elmre vas comi_ted from the data, The reeull_ are given £n Table XZ_I.
Peak Ou_aso£_ _a_e of Fiberglas Rocket Section as a Function of Temperature
T
TOrr-lit:e_e:':'.,,:m -a ._
4.86 × 10" 25
8.7 x I0"e 125
1.73 × l(r s 150
3.41 × 1_ s 175
3.84 × 10"s 200
5.41 × I0 _" 232
3,52 × 10-9 upon return to 25
the _t_s_ rates for _e roclmt section given f_ Table _ e_n be compaCed
vlth 1_mse £o= typical totals in Table ZXlII, taken from Des [33].
Peak Oul_assJ.ug Ral_s for _ Typical _tels
(:i_r-ltCers_ec'X-cm "s)
1020 mild steel
606 ldf6 aluminum
304 stainless seeel
1,7 x 10-9
2.8 × 10"9
5,3 × t0"l°
7.0 × 10'''e
2,0 X I0 ''e
3.3 × 1Cr"e
4.5 x 10"ax
4.4 x 10_x°
1.7 × 10"z°
_he staple was allo_ed to remain at 232°C £or an extended length o£ cite: _ud
at th£s temperature the ou_oasaing rate has the germ of a very slowly varyt_
exponential
q " qoe'_ t
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where _ vas found to be 2.02 x 10"4 see "1 .
A comparison of the oQtgasstng rate measurensnts for Buns 1 mid 2 is s_n
in _ble XXIV. This shews a redaction in the outgassi_ at 23_, by a factor
of 2.8 dur£_ the second run. l_e second run _Tas made after the rocket section
had been exposed to the atmosphere for 10 days. It was found that the tremendous
pressure rtse in the first L_m during the initial heating (vhere the outgassing
rate vas In excess of 5.41 X I0_4 Torr-llters-sec_1-c_), was not found In the
second run. Theee results indicate the outgasstng rate of the fiberglas can
be permanently reduced by a factor 0£ more than 10 by pa_p£_ and heating. This
Is due to removal of gteQse and water vapor which hen been absorbed by the surface
_r£z_ mamlfeeture and handling. The overall reduction of the outgass£_ rate
after this initial eleanc_ is not considered to be sl_n££ieant, since subsequent
baki_ and pempt_ yield very little additional reduction in 0_.
_soQ of Outgassin8 Rates of ¥£be_:gIas Rocket
Section Between _ 1 end 2 (ten day ,n_osu_e)
(Tort-liters -8ec "1 ..c=_8 )
Run I 4.86 × lO "_ $.41 x I0 "s
Run 2 2.08 "< tO"s 1.95 x 10"s
R_l:nrn to 25° C
3°$2 x 10"v
2.27 × 10"'r
the mass spectrometer _as used before and after each bake on both the bare
chamber and the fiberglas rocI_.et body sample. The mass scans on the bare chamber
were subtracted from the _ss scans on the sample to remove the contribution from
the chamber° Slgnlf£eant _ yore chosen as those vhose heights _ere more
then 0°2 of the total 0£ all the differeneeSo These differences, which ere rot_hly
proport£onal to the partial pressure of a given Sas component coutrtbuted by the
sample, have been plotted versu, s mass amber in F_o 107o
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Zt can be seen that the lmrgest Pe_ before bskeout occurs at mess 18_ the
water vapor peek. The Lmrge peak st mass 28 represents the sum of l_ and CO. The
peak at mue 1_ represents 8toEtc nitrogen, vh£Ze those at 12 end 16 lndic_e the
of 8tom£c caz_ and atom_.c cw_en respect£vel_. _he exact amour of
masses U, 14, a_l 16 deliria upon the crackt_ pattern of _ and CO. _e_e may
be a ccntri;_tion at these Peaks due Co fragments of _ge organic molecules which
have been decomposed by the hot tm_sten filenmnts in the mass spectrometer and
the Ion Ksuee. The evidence of crecktLug of lerKe organic molecules can be seen in
the us spectrum _ the _, wbere there are a laz_e m_ber of peaks In the
mass range _ mass 30° This is l_licative of 8 8ec_ition of larKe "_c"
molecules. Be large peak at mass 89 may be the parent molecule of ms_ of those
mass peaks found in the lower mass ra_e, or may be due Co crack_ of a molecule
whose mass ezceeds 100, the upper lia_t of the epecttometor.
_te occurrence of the l_rge mass peaks _ bakeout is indicative of a s!i_ht
chemical breakdogn of e_ther the £1be_sles or the epo_ used to seal the f_bargles
to the alum_mm rico Ez_m_tumtiou of the eemple before and after bake 8hom_ that
there yes 8 very s l_ht color chs_e In the fiberglas. _he e_m_ used to seal the
f£ber_las to the 81m_mm r_ cha_ed _ cole_ from vh_te to b_o _e change
tn color may indicate the orl.K:Ln of the la_e mass molecules o_serv_l after balceo
_se percentage concentrat£ou of the residual gas afcer each step ts sho_n in
Fig. 106o Bare, a_n, It is obvious _st large mass _r molecules ere more
_ums_s a_tar _, _e_le rater vapor, which _e_e bake _as the most _m_z_t
of the residual gues, shows a marked decrease in c_¢entrsti_o
At the request of CS_C, vacuum services vere provided for the calibration
of a_ lon..elecCcou source and sensor a_sembly butlt for a rocket e_erfzaento
_pp_rat_ vas attached to the small portable 4oi_cb _a_a_ system by a glass
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tubula_ioa. Au init£al pu_pdmm leveled off at $ × 10 "s Torr. By the use of
acetooe, it was found that the ion _ap had several leaks° Consequently, it was
decided to t=ansfer the experiment to the large vacuum chamber so that the entire
instrument could be £:nersed In a tow-pressure med£um. _e e/maber was evacuated
to 2 x l0 "_ Tort, and eal£b=ation :easure:ents _ere performed° After the ueceseary
measurements st 2 x 10 _ _ _'ere completed, the pressure was ra£sed to I x 10"s
Tort by _k_tting helium to the chm_.r, end the series of me_u_u-.nts was repeated
at this pressure°
4.6 Bell Jar Lift Svst:em
A motor-driven bell Jar lift system was £nstelled on a vacuum system for
_FC° The system consisted of a high-warren punting station in _-_£ch the evacuation
ebaeber was an I8-tach bell Jax. The necessary mechanical design was _ade, the
required modifications to the station were installed, and the completed system was
returued to GS)I_.
407 Tube Fab_atton Se_v£ees
_o epec£81 Mercury dlscha:ge tubes were des£gned for GSFC on a prior£tT
bnelSo Both tubes were completed and del£vered. _he second tube was an L_pr_ed
and _t _re elaborate version of the first°
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Au exper/numtal invest/sat.ton of the behavior of an r-f eapacLrJnce
probe hss shown r_at the expeceed decrease in cspaciesnce upon immersion in a
pXuma may not al_ys be faunal. Due Co the formation of Ion sheaths around the
electrodes and ibm effective conductivity due Co eollisions at hisher pressures,
_e effective separation between the plates may decrease in a plamna, with 8
resulting inewease in capae/tanee. Consequently, in the use of ehfJ type of
probe, eompensarAou or allowance for the effects of sheath formation is required.
A program for D-re,ton slmulation in the larp high-vaemm chm_er Installed
st _ has been carr£ed aot. For this purpose, the process of ultraviolet (UV)
phoCo/Amlzae/on of NO around the Lymm-u line wan 8tudLed both eheoreti_lly and
experlmmCally, wLth ehe Boa1 of pwodue/n s s lo_-Cemperaeure plama in the chamber.
Before proceedin$ with the simulation program on • X&rge scale, a £easCbillty
study progrsm was carried out. Zt consisted first of a theoretical study, An uh£eh
the required pheCon flux ms calculated, e_Ln s £nCo _eount the various loss
procenes whf_h are operattve. This shoved that a phoeou flux ol 10 x6 co 10 _s
phot:o_em"Boxc "z £s su££i¢iene Co j_aewaCe electron densities suitable for
D-reS/4m simlar.toa, and thac the eleetrou eemperaeure should be Chat o£ the gss
for pressures of 10 "x Tort or Sreaeer. Furthermore, £t wan shown that a _8t
lower eXectron eemperature should be obtainable _rLeh a krypton UV-Cube than _rLCh
a hydrosen tube.
The Cheore_Xeal study _as foXlo_ed by 8n experimental feasibility study to
demonstrate that _V sources with XsrKe enouKh efficiency and pho_n flux to meet
the requ£rement8 cmXd be produned. Several t_be8 of new design _era buLlt and
the ef£eets of tube 8eomet_ry 8rid sas £illing were tnveet/Sa_ed. Krypton was found
to yield a hi,her e££LcLeney and output r_an hydrogen or hydrogen-neon combinations
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for the 8as fillln8. UV outputs one to two orders of msKalCude hlsher than the
output of a co_nerei_lly available UV Cube _ere obtained. Output and ef_elency
vere well above the mln/mmn values detennlned from the Cheoretlcal study.
F/naUy, a plasma of approxinately the desired characteristics was seneraCed
by photolonlzatlon of NO in a bell Jar, and ionizat/_n dmssie/es and electron
cemperat_ces of the expected order _re obt_[s_sd, using double probes to meamsre
the plums characterlsties. Elsctroa denaiC/es around 10 e on-a and electron
Cemperatmres 8rotmd 1800 ° K were obt2Jined. Thus the phocolonizmtiou method of
plasma product/on do_ result ha a rather cool plasm, as predicted _oretleally.
I_1_ the soCc_Ss£_1 demonstration that UV-tubes of the requisit8 output
8rid effle/A_cy could be l_ilt, a prosram to develop a larga_volmmn lo_tm_ra_re
plasma /n th8 chambor was mldert_ken. From Cha various basic tube designs lavesti®
ptad in the f_aslbility study procure, a design ms chosen gb_ch would alloy.-8
number of Cubes to be packed fairly cloM1y in a bank mmmt_l on the chsmlmr. A
number of these Cubes us re constructed sad their charmcCerlstles me4umred. This
prosTsm re_It_d in UV-ts_ss which adequately meet th_ _qulrelar_ for producLn S
a Lsr_ovolmm pLss_, y/eldln_ flux levels up to I0 _s photons _c -x per _Ubeo
The Cube _eomoCry is cempact, le_ll_ itself Co close paclcLnK in a bank o£ tubes
to Lucrease the UV bum area. _he t_bes were proved by life _ests and subsequent
operation to have except/mwl s_ability and relisb_li_y, and lon_ life. In
mdditlan, larp photon detectors for C_se Cubes were coustraetsd.
The final part of the pro_nun us devoted Co the development of a large-vol_ne
plama in the eAuenber, using the _ubes developed under the prosram. Unexpectedly,
the probe curves obtained _ere of untumsl shape, being _olly _like those obtained
in the bell Jar durinK the feasibility study progr_. A repeat o£ the measurements
in the bell Jar also save snc_al_s probe curves. This _s finally traced to the
gaet t_at in the later nmasure_ent8 a different sample o£ NO ms used, _hieh was
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e_mfae_red by a eo_letely different process from the first swmple, although
obtained greta the ume n_tmzfaet_rer. Mass enalysis of the second sample in the
chsmber, us/n s a differential Immping system _ich _ assembled as an adjunct
to the ehsmber mass spectrometer, showed N_O as an hzpurity, _rlth a concentration
of 0._. Analy_s shows that I_0 acts as a _ary effective electron attaching
agent, produehag uept_ve £oml, as _ell as distorting the eleet_ron energy distrt-
bubtc_. As a result, positive ion end electrum densities obtained are two to three
orders of magnitude belov r_o_ expe©tld, aud obtained in the bell Jar _rements
_rLth the first (_meon_ted) semple of NO. Also, the distortion of the probe
q_az'vse due to ths distorted electron energy distribution resulting from the _0
eonte_narAon precludes the dete_lnation of an electron r_npera_zrs. Th_s this
of lmpq_lty must be kept to a very low level.
Darin s tim exper/menLal _, some tnadeq_se£e8 of the exper/mental
techniqu_s emploT_d became apparent. It _as found that a film was produced on
the lithim gl_oride wtndo_ as a result of photolysia of residual pump vapors
by the radia_Lon from the UV-_a_es. This film could be removed either by _tptng
with :et_waol, or by overnight pumping with the UV-bea: earned off.
In addition, it was found that ta]L_ 8 p_obe _t_es by the point-b_-potnt
method was subject to error due to slow changes of the probe surfaces (premmably
the _orm_tten o£ surface layers) as a f_netion of probe voltage. This results
in probe I-V carves of reduced slope, and apparent increased electron temperatures
as a re_alt thereof.
•2 P_ _tlons
As a result of the dif£iculties encountered in the progrsm, certain
improvements should be made in the experimental techniques. These are in the
NO supply, pump oil vapor con_tion, and the technique for taking probe
e_z_es. The most _nportant item requiring lmI_o_m_nt _ the contaminated NO
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supplied by tln manufacturer. Further perifieatlon of the NO to redeoe the I_0
concentration i8 mandatory before a desired type of plasm8 can be produced and
nmminKful measurements mada therein. Preferably, a manufa©_rinK process should
be employed which does not Slve rise to RaO or SOs, such as the process used in
the produetlen of the first rumple of NO.
In addition to an improved NO supply, trappinK should be installed in the
me_mlcsl pump line. Finally, a fast neep technique should be employed in
taking probe cur_8 in order to prevent perCurbatlons due to slow ehan_m of the
probe surfaces T.d_Lch r_ke place as a ftmction of the probe volt.eKe.
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APPENDIX A
PleBE TI_ORY
AX.
In this Appendix, theoretical relations are presented for the current-voltage
characteristics of the types of probes employed in the measurement program. Thus,
cylindrical probes are considered exclusively. An attempt has been made to extend
the usual probe theory to a wider variety of conditions and situations than normal-
ly considered. This includes the effect of collisions, negative ions, end a uou-
_llia_ distribution of electron velocities.
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A2. _DOUBLE_P_.BE I'_ORY
A generalized theory for the double probe that will cover all of the con-
ditions encountered experimentally is needed. To obtain the basis for such a
theory, consider the basic double-probe circuit shown in Fig. A1. The probe
system is isolated; thus, probes 1 and 2 are at e_me _-otential, -V 1 and -V_,
respectively, with respect to the plasma. Potential Vc accounts for contact
potentials and a possible difference in potential between the plasma immediately
surrounding the two probes; Vd i8 the potential applied between the probes. Probe
1 has a positive ion current, ipx , and an electron current, iex, flowing to it
from the plasma. S_nilarly, a positive ion current, ipl , and an electron current,
ie_, flow to probe 2. Then, with the sign convention indicated in Fig. A1,
id = ipl -iel = ie_ -ip_ (A1)
vd = v_ ÷ vc -Vg. (A2)
It is implicitly assumed here that the probes are sufficiently far apart to
prevent their sheaths from overlappin K.
A relationship between the observed I-V characteristic of the probes and the
plasma properties is needed for the conditions of interest. This requires the
development of relationships for ipl , ipa, iel , and is8 in terms of Vd and the
plasma properties. Substitution of these relationships into (A1) and (A2) then
will allow plasma densities and temperatures to be determined groin the observed
probe I-V characteristics. However, these relationships are dependent on a number
of parmneters and conditions of the pla0ma. Thus it will be necessary to consider
separately the various factors vhieh influence the results.
A2.1 Hax_llian Velocity Distribution and NO. Negative _ons
The theory is considerably simplified if the plasma consists solely of
electrons and positive ions, each of which has a Haxwelliah distribution of
velocities. Usin K the term "ion" to denote a (singly) charged particle of either
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species, the random ion current density in a field-free region then iJ 8iven by
r27]
where, for a particular species, n is the ion density, _ is the average velocity,
• is the charge, m is the mass, and T is the temperature in °K. Langmuir and
Mort-smith (I_) [27], _28] further show that, in a retarding field where the
potential is V, the random current density is
(Note that for elQctrons, for which • is neptive, a negative potential V
required for a reterdtng field; conversely, £or positive charges a positive
potential is required for retardation.) The ion current to a body charged to a
returding potential then is
where A is the surface area of the body, and J is given by (A&).
From (A3), the random electron current density is greater than the random
positive ion current density by the factor
(AS)
ehere the subscripts e and p refer to electrons end positive ions, reepectivelyo
Thus, from CA4) and (A6), an isolated body in a plasma will become sufficiently
ne_ttvely charged to floating potential, Vf, with respect to the plasma to reduce
the random electron current to a value equal to the random ion current, by forming
a positive ion sheath about the body. _ence, if Vd = O, the electrodes are at
potentials -V x end -Vs, respectively, with respect to the plasma.
To find the magnitode of floating potential Vf, it is noted that the floating
potential represents an attractive field for the positive ions. Its presence will
increase the random ion mjrrent by some factor, f, over the value, AJop, £or the
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rsndom ion eurrlmt to the body _ithout the field. The factor, f, in Seamral, will
be a _netic_ of the potentlal V£, Its relatlve range a/r (where a is the sheath
radlus and r tha probe radius), mad tlm ion temperature, Tp. Thus, r_e random
ion current in an attractive field to a body at potentlal V _th respect to its
surround/rip £s
EquattnS electron and ion ©urrents al _ltven by (A3). (A4). (AS). 1rod (AT) SI_,
$1nce £, in 8eneral, 18 a £unct£on o£ Vf, (A8), in seneral, £s a trsnseendental
squat/on for Vg. Boeever, i£ the body is a plane strc£aee, or if a/r is suff£elently
close to umlty, £ - I and (AS) reduces to the usual shnple expression for V£o
(A3), (A4), (AS), end (AT) Slve the deslred expressioQe for £PI' IPm' lee'
and iel , if neither VI or Vii becomes negatlve. In thls case, cclablnlng (A1), (A3),
(_4). (As). amt (AT) si_s
lad
(A_0)
_. =_ V (All)
1£ f is au £nereasing _uneeion of V, and if VI (or Vi) is su££ielently large,
the electron c_rrene _o that el@strode becomes small enough that It may be
neglected telat£ve to the ton current and
(A12)
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Then mrs the desired pneral equations for the behavior of the Z-V characteristic
in the sa_ratinu resions.
The behavior of V8 for saturation current _o probe I and the behavior of
VI for Ucuration e_-rent to probe 2 will no_ be Inveseisaeed. For saturation
current Co probe 1, (AI3) and (AI0) are combined _rlth the result:
5i_tlarly, for saturation current to probe 2, (A14) and (A9) are ee_blned:
(Ai5)
(A.)
From (AI$) and (A2), if £xP and _p ere slowly varying functions of Vz and Vg,
them for saturation current to probe 1, Vn is a constant to terms of first order
for a small rsnp of variation of Vl, and Vl is a linear function of Vd. For
large enoush Vd, Vx £s essentlaUy equal co Yd. Similarly, for sa_rstlon eurr_ut
Co probe 2, Vt is a consr_nt eo terms of first order for a small tense of variation
of V_, Vt is a linear funet__on of Vd, and for large e_ush Vd, Vn £e essentially
equal to Vd. Further, ezaminatLon of (AI$) shows ehat, if the properties of the
plaum in the regions of the two probes are similar, and if f_p and f_p are nearly
unity,* then A_/_ met be greater than _0 (235 for NO) for Vs to become negative
(probe 2 positiw with respect to the plasma). If At - _, the ratio of the
p_a_ma densities at the two probes e_st be &0 or more for Vs co become negative
(probe I positive w_h respect to the plasma). Since, in a double probe, At is
of the _me order of m_ni_nde as A_, and the densities at the probes senerally
are about the game, neither of the probes should go positive _l_h respect to ehe
plasma.
To proceed far_her, it is necessary to investi&ste the nature of _he function
fo
An Inves_t_stlon of the de_a£1ed nature of f
between 1 and 10 for most eases of Interest.
shows tlmt tt _aill .indeed lie
1.94
The theory of double probes developed by Johnsonand Hnlter (.DOt[16], the
inventors of this type of probe, assumes that the probe current in the sst_ra_ton
re_on8 of the I-V eharaeterlstie is space charse fruited, and that all ions
erossLnK the sheath are eaptured. Thus, the saturation current 18 independent
of probe volt88e and equal to the random ion current density in the plasma
mltiplied by the sheath area. This is equ£valent to asmmln 8 that a/r -- I, where
a i8 the sheath redins sad r is the probe radius.
the plasma i8 w_akly ionized (the case of interest in the present pro=
srsm), it is not necessarily true that a/r _ I. In fact, generally a/r >_ I, and
some Ions croaslnK the sheath in an attractive field are net captured by the probe
[27, 28]. Nany £oas underso hyperbolle orblts if their hnpaet parameter, s,
and/or their eumzl_y is large enouKh. This sLtuation is depicted in FLKo A2.
lhlrtbez, /n this situation three e_dltlons say be dlstlnplshed:
1) )_,>>a
2) _p-,- a
wbsro _p i8 the Imm free path of the positive ions in the sheath.
A2.1.1 No Colllsi_s in the Sheath (_ >_ a)
For no _lliaions in the sheath, U4S integrate over the momentums
that alloy partleles to have orbits that result in capture. They find for a
eyILnder:
[ry('a'-r')]r/=
-Ca?c ]V-
S=r/_,
(A17)
(A18)
(_9)
(Azo)
(_z)
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(A22)
where As is the surface area of the sheath.
and
Then, except for second order sheath
gr_ effects, Ip_ and ipo are sensibly constant and the d(mble probe theory of
JH applies.
When a/r >> 1, the following procedure may be used: The asymptotic expansion
of er£(x) for large x is
where s • I is the number of useful terms in the asymptotic expansion. The
asymptotle expansion of (A23) is 8xmd to IOZ for X = 2 and!_, for X = 2.5.
Substitution of t_e series sxpansion (A22) for er£_ and the as_nptotic
expansion (A23) for 1-er_'_ into (A17) then gives
For air >> I, i.e. a_ = 0(I0_), and c_= Otq_;), _hlch imply that _ << 1,
(_)= : O(_), and _ : 1, (A24) reducesto
(A23)
(A_4)
(A25)
= C'O=' "
Alt/mesh LMS have /nveeeisated the behavior of (A17) under various 1/miring con-
dit_ons, It is necessary to reproduce mtth of their work t_ obtain needed expressions.
There are two limttiog cases of (AI7)o These are. •
I) a/r -- 1,
2) a/r >> 1.
a/r ** 1, _ is larse, and L_S show that for large
u_:teh is the fumiamental relu!t for the limiting ease at hand.
It is now noted that the first three terms in [ } in (A2S) are £dentleal
•r£th the first three term of the expansion of 1_ _r_th x - (1/_) o (r/a_,
Thns, for _ sufficiently larp that term of order _ nay be neglected, and
if (r/a) s is mall enough that I_rma of order [(r/a)811] s may be neglected, then
(.t..25) reduces to
-7-W
This is the s_e as (32) in IJ_S. At this l_fnt I_S as_ tlmt the term involving
(r/a)S_ z may be neglected _4th respect to (1 + 1]) if (a/r) s is sufficiently large o
Bowever, as _r£11 be seen, this leads to an erroneous result in some important
eireumUmees,
Iemtead, it is noted that there exist three possible end fundmaentally
different eases for (A26) as a result of the feet that the sheath dimensions may
be voltage dependent. These are:
1)
valid.
2)
3)
For (r/a) independent of I], the argmmnts of U4S are
If (a/r) is sufflelently lsrIp3, (A26) redoes to
(r/a) independent of _: then sheath dimensions are voltage
independent.
r/a) _ _r z ; then (rla)a_ a = eon_mnt.
(r/a) " I_; ehen (r/a)_Ir 9 = eonseant II.
/,-
(A27_
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Inserting (A27) into (AI3) and (AI4),
Theae both have the fore
_e_p
v
2. &
Over some portion of the saturation regions, plots of the square of the obse_d
current against the potential (V% or V_) relative to the plasma are straight l£ue_,
with Slopes SI and _, respectively, as given by (A30)° The intercept_ e_ these
straight lines with the V axis occur at
..
l@Ikln$ use of (A3) and 8o_ving (A30) for npl ,s glve-_
where _#_ is expressed _J_ _p-_lt "J_.
But, it is Vd, and uot V_ or Va, _hlc_ is _.
(_J,)
P_mver, since._ fro:n {A27),
f is a rather slowly varying function of _, and hence of VI or V_ ._ tl_ e_r)._e._
argtmamt chat Vsts a eonsttmt (_r£_h va!ue Vss)., to first order_ fo._: ,_:_-'t'..r-?,_.o_ o_
probe 1 is valid° Thus,
Vl = (Vss _'Vc) + Vd (|aturati-_n of probe I) (_,_-)
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and
Vs = (Vz s _ re) o Vd (uteratlon to probe 2)
lienie, where the quantitiel in partmtheus may be r_lllsl_lled Is eoomtants, to first
ol_ller in the llturattoo rellionl, £d8 vl. Vd yields straight linen with the lame
slopes as plots of Lds vs. V1 or Vs. The int|rcepts of the td a vs. Vd plots,
however, v111 be shi£r_=d to
Sines V1s and Vgs are not _. the Iml temperature cannot be £ound from the
Intercepts (in contrast to she situation of LHS), However, if the ion denslties
and temperatures are the same in the resins near both of the probes, Vzs = V_3
and the contact potential, Vc, can be fo_d by adding Vdl and Vda in (k35).
It should be noted that each interce[ t occurs on the opposite side of the
Ids axis from the saCuratlon region whone :_lopo is bald S extrapolated o
 rla)
_'o'r (r/a) =c "r[=i,
213 (rla)S1_ = C
so that (A26) becomes
Inserting (A36) into (AI3) and (AI4),
and
.zj ,., ^,
0_35)
(A36)
( 37)
(A3_)
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Over some portion of the saturation regi_s, plots o_ the square of the obse_d
current, id, against the po_ntisls Vl and V_, are s_ralght lines _lth slopes S_
and Sm given by (A30). Similarily, the ion dens£tZes are Siren by (A33). ?.o_ever,
r_e Intercepts of the_e straisht lines vtr.h _ V _xls nov occur at:
(A39_
or, in terms o£ Vd, at
i6.,S
If the eousCsnts CI and _ are positive and sufficiently large, the intercepts
are on _he same side of the ldl s axis as the saturation portion of the curve. This
is _ery dif£erent from the behavior o£ case I treated in A2.1.1.1. This fea_re,
which has been noted In exper/mental data, leads to consideration of the present
ease 2. A typical curve _r_ll be presented end discussed at a later point.
The effect of the ass_ned dependence o£ (r/a) ou II on the approximations
leading to (A26) need t_ be investigated to insure chat the approximations are
not _nvalidated. It is £mmd chat a:_ long as (3/2) C = 0(1), the epprox£matinns
leadtns to (A25) and (A_6)_ and thence to (36) e_e valid and constsr_nto
A2.1.1,3 (r/a) c_ IT_
m , i •
_o_ (_/.) _ _-_,
(_/S) (r/a)"_ _ -
so chat (A_6) became
_sert_s (_t) inra (_13) and (_1_),
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and
Again, as in ease 1, over some portion of the saturation regions plo_ of the
square of the observed current, id, aptnst tha potential, Vz or Ve , vii1 be
straight lines. The slopes S1 and S_, however, are nov given by
and the intercepts _r_th t!e V axis now at
S£nQe the ar_ments leading to (A34) and (A35) are _t111 valid, the intercepts of'
. -- |
If F%,s > I, then the intercepts could also occur on the same side of the ida =
axis as the saturation region (as for case 2). However, from (A44) it is clear
that (A33) no longer 81ves the ion dens£tle;.
A2_10104 _ce of_ Shea_h__ Size ¢.a___Potentlal_
The next problem to be Investlgated is the possible
dependence of sheath size on potent£al. From I_, to some undefined _pproxl_t_on_
the space charge limited c_rrent for a cylindrical diode, IncludiuE the effect o_
initinl velocities, is
w-here
(_,_,_ ii_
= yo o._ ya + o.oq167_ -_- o.oj___-ce 4-0.oc168 _'f_, .. (A49_
(r/a).
_hen _ is _ufficiently larEe (large V or low temperature), v _ 1 and is a
slowly varying function o£ V. For a/r >> 1, lansmutr and Blodptt [29] have
shorn t_at
(AS1) is _ to 1% if a/r = 10) and to 0.01_ if a/r = 80.
brackets in (AS1)
larse V and a/r,
IIo_ver) the current to _he probe is spaee c.har_ limited, _nere a, instead of
heine the cathode radius, im now the sheath radius. Hence, the cur_nt aa
determined by the orbital limited theory must be equal to that given by (A52)o
For all the preced_u_ eases, for _p suff£c_ently large, £ = _p) and _s from
OE
The _erm in square
is a slowly varying function o£ a/r for lerse a/r, so thn_, for
the sat_retlc_ current, to germs of f_rst order in a/r and V, is
(A/r) = _ (ease 2), Th_s £r_n (A24) and (A_2) for _p and a/r sBffielen_ly
:[Lo ,o(Wrl-
"'! -_ I
(_
2O2
where the term on the right-hand side involving a/r is sensibly constant for small
variations in a/r, and henee, limited variations ef _p. Thus_ it has be_n shm_n
that for a limited var!atlcn of _p, Sz _0(lC _z) and s = O(_p=l), a/r _ _p.
On the other hand, ,_ultz and Braen (SB [30] have shown that over a wider
ranse, -hen is e blned (AIT), (AI3) and (AI4)
o. _'S" o.8
A2.1.I.5 _i_.on._ _th Experimental _Data
A plot of id _ vs. Vd for a doable probe measursment made
in the bell Jar (described in Sec. 3.2.2.2.2) is sho:m in Fig. $.3. It is seen
that over a reasonable range of Vd, id _ vs. Vd is a _tratght line, and that the
intercepts occur on the same side of the I d z axis as the _at_ratton region, as
expected if (a/r) = _p. The electron densities obtained by applying (A33) to
the data of See. 3.2.2.2.2 are in reasonable ag_-ee_mt _r_th expected densities,
as pointed out there.
A2.1.2 The of Coll%sio the
A2olo2ol The Sheath Edxe and the Ef£_ct of a N_t Field
In the theoretical treatment E_ven above, it has been
assumed that the pro_e-plasma system is made up of t_ well defined regions, the
plasma and the _heath. It ,_as f_rther implicitly assumed that in the plasma np = ue
and that there _ere no net electric fields, _hile in the _heath it _as assumed that
no eolllslons occurred and that np >> ne, 80 that the LanEmulr_Child space charge.
law could be applied. In practice, there mnst be a _ransttton region 5e_en _he
plamma and the edge of the _hea_h where np> ne but uhere there exists a net field°
This net f_eld _r_ll impart a drift %,_loet_y _o the p_slti_ ions, and this drift
veloelty can be of the order of or greater than _/,erandom ion _eloeltyo If the8
18 the case, this drift velocity and the corresp_ndin E increase in partlcle m_rrent
across the sheath edge _mst he _aken into account_
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This problem has been treated by Sb_u!tz and Brown [30] and in more deta_.l
by Boyd [31] and Allen, Boyd and Reynolds [32], as well as others. These treat=
ments show that the drift velocity results in an increase of the positive lot_
current, and that this current becomes strongly dependent on the electron
tempe ra t_are o
Further, these trea_neuts show that tf there is a sufficient number of
collisions in the transition region, then t_,e drift velocity imparted by the
electric fields in the trar_sition re@ion will be sm_U enough compared _o the
ion thexlnal velocity that it can be neglected. Since the transitiou region may
be several sheath thicknesses in size, it follows that i£ there are m_ny collisions
in the sheath there will be enough collisions in the transition region to severely
limit the drift velocity, so that the sheath edge effect can be neglected. St_i_
lerly, 1£ there is more than one collision in the sheath, one would expect that
_he effect can also be neg_.ected. However, between an ion m_an free path of a
few Bheath thicknesses and one collision in the sheath the sheath edge effect
will become important.
In this section the functional dependence of id on Vd is investigated when
collisions occur in the sheath. First the case of many collisions, and then the
case of a few collisions in the sheath is treated.
A2.1.2.2 F_ny Collisions (_p << a)
The case where _op << a, and hence wl_ere there are many
(nonionizing) collisions in the sheath: corresponds to relative_y high gas pressur_,
so that the _on velocity ks contr¢lled by mobility. Thi_ ease has been treated by
Sehultz ,and Brown (SB) [30] for _.oderate fle_.ds where the mobility is constant, so
that the drift velocity, 'wl: As given by
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wher_ E is the electric field _-d t_p is the positive ton mobility. SB then
obtain for the positive ion saturation region
o.$72
_'d c_ v
For values of E/p larger than a certain limit, the mobility as def/ned by
(A55) no longer remains eoustant. The llmltin E value of E/p beyond which (A55)
no longer holds depends on the particular ion and the neutral gas with which it
collides. To illustrate the effect of an altered mobility at high fields, the
I=V relation in strong fields will be 8iven for the drift velocity relationship
given by yon EnEel [7, p. fOOl, namely,
_j-c/_/__"
The 53 derivation is then modified by replacing (A55) by (A57). The relation
obtained between V and id then is
_'here
_-(,-_)_
(A56>
(_s?)
(._8)
and. as before,
For very small = (i.e., a _hick shea_ (A58) reduces to
v- K,,.-'_,' ['.a.+3-_,.os_'] _,s,>
For very small _, the tens in [ } in (A59) ,_.s sensibly constant for small variations
in _ so that (A59) is of the form
V_ _" l#, (A60)
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But the random ion current is also proportional to the sheath area, so ehat
_d _ _-I •
The combination of (A60) mind (A61) leads to
(A61)
_d _ V°"6 (A62)
This is the hish field equivalent of (AS6). The voltage dependence of _e prob_
ion current, for thick sheaths, thus is virtually the ssme at low and high fields.
A2.1.2.3 A Few Collisions (Ap _- a)
This is the case of one to ten collisions in the sheath°
For this case, SB [30] have shown that for the orbital limited ease
_.j _0.6 _, r V°'67N °'4z4
_re
(A63)
_d oc V °'63 (A65)
For one collision in the sheath, Jp i8 r_e ion current at the sheath edge; for
2 to 10 collisions in the sheath
where Jop i8 the rsnd_ ten current at the sheath edge and
where ve is the collision frequency for positive ions, t the time spent by_n
_eatt_x_ ion in the sheath, and p the _tral gas pressure.
(A66)
(A67)
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A2.1. $ De_zmlnatlon of Electron_. Teml_rature
One approach (the equivalent resistance method) [16] used
detez_lntng the electron temperature dfsCribut_n vhen r/a -- 1 is to equsce
(A9) and (A10), with the result
or, if _z
. £
or
('A68)
z_h.ere
Since mlr -- 1p_ ip is eemtlally a constant, so chat (A68) may be di£ferentlated
with respect to Vd to yield
_t sa examlnaCion of (AI0) show_, that in this case
this £m:t mud 8olv/ns (A71) for Te, we have
[d_/dVd] '= [d/dldVd]. Using
Hence, the steeper the probe I-V characteristic at _he origin, the lo_er the
Ce_per&_r_.
This approach will al_ _rk even _h_n _tp is not _ constant, provided only
that ip% and t_e vary slowIy compared to ie_ or £ex _ _htch, for a Nax_ellian
dtstrt_tio_, le generally the case even ££ a >_ r. However, l_ is neee_eary to
2O7
obtain the quantity TAp evaluated at Vp = O. To do this, it is necessary to make
use of (A7), _A8), (k17), and (A53) along with the experimental data in the
eaturatlon region, in an iterative process, to extrapolate back to Vp _ O.
a2.2 _ezat.i.ve Ion8
The direct effect of the p_esenee of negative ions on the probe theory
Is twofold, l_rst, it ca_ have same effect upon the value of the positive ion
current arriving at the sheath edp by changing the charge distribution in the
transition region. Second, their presence can have a major effect ulxm the f_rm
of the negative charae current contribution to the probe current, and hence upon
any negative particle temperature derived from the probe curves. It is these
latter effects _ch will he exam/ned here.
t/ith neKatlve ions present, lea and iel in (A1) are replaced by lul + iex and
l_ ÷ ies, respectively. FUrther, under conditions of a neutral plasma, up = nn + neo
The in, by the same exguments al given in Sect. A2.1, will have, for a _r_ellian
distrilmtion, the same functimml form as the ie's. Thus,
where ion is given by (A3). Hence
Several important conclusions may be drawn from (A74). First, for V -= O,
the relative importance of ueastive lens compared to electrons is 8ivan by th_
factor
By virtue of the large value of _/snTe/meTn (_- 300o1000 for I_O) for example),
negative ions will have an apprec/_ble effect (at V = O) only if nn/n e is large
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enough to equal or o_rwelgh this factor. Thus, at eV = 0 as well as eV < 0
(i.e,, retarding field), the effect of negative ions is appreciable only if
(A75)
Seoond, even for p > PoJ the effect of negative ions in the maturation region
(IVllarEa) will be negliEible ander the usual conditions where Te >> Tn.
It is clear from the above considerations, therefore, Lhat a relatively large
concentration of negative ions (p _> Po) will affect the probe I-V characteristic
e/_iefly near the origin.
The above qualitative deductions will be made more quantitative by considering
two specific special ca_s.
(a) nn "he " _np. This corresponds to a reasonably lares number of
negative ions, but still the second ter: in the braces of (A74) can be neglected.
Then, If the plasma properties are the same at both probes and tf lp varies slowly
compared to l e at Vd = O, the slope of the I-V characteristic at Vd = 0 is the
same as if no negative ions were present. Thus, the equivalent resistance met/_i
for evaluating electron temperature is not affected under these conditions.
Bowever, the floating potential is decreased. For example, for NO Seas, if
Tp ,_Tn - 300° K, Te = 3000° K, goln s from no negative Ions to nn/n e : I0 drops
Vf by a factor of about 2 from 1.18 volts to 0.655 volt. This latter value of V£
starts _ call Into qusstlma the assuerpticma that up >> I, which makes valid by
(A26) the assumption that lp varies slowly e_npared to te at Vd = O in the orbital
limited ease.
The situation is nmeh _rse for lower temperatures; for example, for np = v_,
nn : O, and Te = 300 ° E, Vf-- .11 volt and np no longer is >> 1. Hence in th/s
ease the equivalent resistance method Is not applicable even with no negative ions
present. Of course, with negative ions present, Vf is even smaller°
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As a result of the depression of the floating potential by negative ions,
borderline si_uations _n__re, in the absence of negative ions, the equivalent
resis_ce method is just applicable may be changed by the presence of negative
ions so that it no longer is possible to use the equivalent resis_uce metb.od.
(b) P _ 0oo In this case the electrons can be neglected, since, by
assmnptlon, their contribution to the negative particle c_rrent to the probe is
small. Now, if the negative and p_siti_e ions have the s_ mass and ten.eraSure,
dud Vf _ O, there is no sheath at Vd = O, and one or tb_ other of the probes will
be positive _rLth respect to the plasma for Vd _ O. I_ follows that all of the
th_ry given above becomes totally useless anywhere near the origin. One £ur_her
is forced to sol_ the Boltm_u equation slmultaneously wi_h Polsson's equet._.on
to detenatne the I-V characteristic in the non-satnration region, sines in this
region the sheath criterion that Up >> nn cannot be satisfied with the negative
lens the dominant ne_tive charge. In the satnratton re_lon_ however, where
_i = ip, Up _> nn in the shea_h_ the solutions _r_ll be the s_ne as for no ne_atl_3e
i_ns.
A2.3 "Non-Ma_e!l!an_ E!e_tron,,_r_7 Dis__ribut_o_.,
The pretence of a non-Max_llian electron energy distribution _111 have
a _siderable ef£ee_ on the _hape o£ the do_ble probe I-V curves between the
sa_aratlon re,ions. In "_at follo_, a number of examples of nen-Fax_lllan
elect ren. dls_rib_tions and their effects on the double probe I-V characteristics
8re considered. _ energy distri_utien of p_it_e and negative ions will stil]_
be assumed to be _elltan, ho_ver. The derlvati_s given a#e only strictly
valid for ple_ar sheaths. Ikr_ev_r, it has been asst_ed (as _as done _npllc__ly
for (A_)) _hat they are directly applicable _-o eylindrlcal _robes by using the
cylindrlcal probe area in place of the planar area.
2_0
•6,2.3.1 Ya_oenerl_etle Isotropt¢ .Dlp.trtbutton
We first consider the ease of a monoener_tie lso_roptc
electron veloe£ty dJLstriburJLon. In this case, only those electrons vJLr.h approach
velocities great enouSh to overcome the potential increase across the sheath ean
penetrate to the probe. Thus, the current drawn by the probe _Lll be
to polar coordlnates, (A76) o_es
Carrying out the remaining intesrations ytelds the result
_ f,_ A Ile _,qJ'o [I-(eV/Eo'_ _ Eo > e:V
Lo
(A76)
(A77)
There are a number of points to be noted about the delta _uueelon ener8_"
dlstr£butJ.on. First, a¢©ordlag eo (A77) th_ elect_ current varies 1/_early
v_th potentlal across the sheath. Second, elect_ current becomes zero for
8heath potential8 greater tJum Eo/e. _e_t, the random electron current (i.eo,
at Vd = O) Xs that o_ a _11_sn distr_butlou with _ = v o. _ double probe
carve for th£s situatl_ is shown in Fig. A4.
(A78)
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t__ ' _V a
Fis. A4 .._eoenergeti_ .!80,tFopi,c Ele¢.trm. _er_y Distribpt£on
_Dcluble Probe I°V Chsrsc_risti¢
The floating potential £s now given by
which, for nplne < 10 and .kTp << Eo becomes (elnce £ = e T_)
v_._/.) O-_-_/lwi-__d;,(,',,/,,o)(Eo/_,r,T"_}
Thus for Up/he _ 10, kTp_ Eo, Vf g Eo/e = Vo _n a few percent.
P_ally, carrying out ar_znents similar to those used in discussing the ease of
neKati_ £e_s with ne _ Oolnn, one esn show that, ££ the Ft_bee are sy_etrical
and the plaum properties are the same at the t_o probes,
(A79)
(ASO)
_c_eTe
d_.<_/<tv<_l,,.,:o---s..0.Cello)'."_. (Altl)
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Thie lea factor o£ exp[eVf/kTe_ greater cb2tu for a H_ellisn dis_ributiom o£
temperaVare Te = _/4 Eo/k, where here Vf £s the floating potential for a _llian
distribution° _ the appliaatton of the equivalent resistance method, eog. (A72)
would yield a lower value of _mperature than that equivalent to the actual mean
energy Zo of the delta funet£on distribution.
A2o3.2 Re¢_mgular leot_rop£e Eurgy D£atrib_, Ciop.
Next ve consider a rectangular isotropic energy distribution;
the electrons hav_ equal probab£1i_y of having an7 energy between Eo
c>_ E < Eo
P_.o_E S.E_
E< J=
Applying the normal£zat£on coadit£on that _o f(E)dE _ 1,
that
it _ollows immed£ately
(A83)
(A_)
y - Eo./E._:s _ •
The correeponding veloc£ty distribution f(_) is
(_5)
where the Vk'S are the velocLties assoc£aced _rAth the co_respo_d£ng energies°
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Calculation of the electron current arriving at a probe at repe11Lns potential V
_Ath respect to the plasma by integrating over aY1 those electrons with directed
energies greater than the potential hall, yields the result
vhere Jre is the tandem electron current for the distribution (A83), and is given
by
Here _ is the averase electron speed for the dlstrlbutLou (A83) and is given by
- Y-).]
From (A87). (A88) and (A89), one notes that: the electron current decreases
linearly with eh_a_ potential until eV = Eo/e = _; then, as will be exhibited
more olearly belov, it variem with a ilope uhich decreases in _agnitude rich
t_rmutinll sheath potential until V "_ Zi/e = 1/#., at _h_¢_ point the electron
current is zero.
The £1oating potential Vf < _o is given by
and. therefore, is equal to Eo/e when y (the distribution v_dch patterer)
satisfies the cubic in
(Ago)
(A91)
(A93)
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ipF
iI Ii I
Vp
• "_--[(E_/e) - Vf]
[(Eole ) - Vf]
(a) _ > Yo
ip
i , , Vp
_-- [(E1/e ) - Vf]
(b) 7 < Yo
FIG. A5 DOUBLE PROBE l-V CURVES FOR RECTANGIUAR ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
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FIC. A6 TWO PEAK ELECTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS
2!5 (b)
_#heTe
The value Yo of elm width Imrameeer y uhich saeisfies (A93) is the dividing
line between t_ different eases with different probe curves.
Differentlatien of (AST), (A88) and (A89) now yields
V <,9,,<'96'
.(A95), (A96) and (A97) illustrate clearly the point, previously made, that the
slope of the le-V curve is constant up to V = Eo/e , and then decreases m_otonicaliy
to zero at V = Ez/e. Further, since ire = _, dte/dV is proportional to (E_) -'_.
Thns, if a/r -- 1, so that the positive _ current may be usum_ constant, _he
double probe I-V curves for • rectangular energy distribution have the shapes sho_
in Fig, ASa, b, depending on whether y _ Y0, respecfiivelyo The ease where a/r >> 1,
8o that the positive ion current may not be sensibly constant compared to the
electron current variation, will result in Kreater slopes, particularly near the
or£gin.
A2.3.3 TWo-_Peak Dlstrib_....tton
An even more interesting sltuatlcm is that depicted in Fig° A6ao
This is a distributioa having t_ energy peaks, which may be a fair representation
of the si_mation actually exlstln E In both the chamber and, perhaps, the £onosphere_
Normally, the manber of electrons in the higher energy htlnp _11 represent a small
fraction of the random electron current o IM_ever, it is this tai.l _;hlch is sam._led
by the double probe, and any change from a Maxwelllan electron distribution could
have a pronounced effect upon the double probe eurv_ in the region beew_n the
sa eurae._on reg_Lons o
To lUustrate this point _ore clearly, eonslder the idealized 81t_ation of
Fig. A6b. Further, Msu_ that at Vd - 0 the electron e_rr_t to the probe due
to the higher energy peak when V1 = V£ ts J_t equal to the positive ion current
m the probe, where eV£ is _reaeer than Es, but less than _ Eo . Then, _utt_lly,
_V1 = -AVs = Vp/2 0o that the Id-V d curve has an initial slope one-half that given
by (A95). Fk_ever, once Vd i8 large en_gh that Vs £8 81Wai£ieantly less than
Es/e, it All take only a _all change in Vs to eompen_ate for amy ehnnee in £el,
so that _V1 beeemes proportional to Vd. Hence the id-V d _rve now hao t_ea the
slope it had initially. The reultant double probe I-V _r_ is ohoun in Fig. A7
for the cue a/r _ 1, So that ip i8 sensibly eonsr_ant. This carve i8 similar in
eharaeCer to thou observed experimentally in the _r with the e_nt_ninated
ND, ae diee_u_d in $ec. 3.3.3.7.3. _ it has been demonstrated that a non-
_ell_n distribution o£ t_ distinct energy _ will _ive rise to the type
of l-V e_rves observe. The actual distrlbat_n clearly is more complicated than
the idealized one u_d here. In parti_lar, the upper energy _ro_p nest have a
_re e_npl_ed s_aape, since the slope ratio is more k 2:1o In gaet, _h_
second se_ent de£in£eely is not a straight line.
A2o_ KtghlyAs_etr_eal ' Double Probes
I£ the double probe i8 made highly asymmetrical _Ae/_ > _0 for H and
235 for NO), then the muller probe (no. I) can be driven poelt£ve with twsp_ct
to the pla_ao _e then have essentlally a Lan_r probe. For the probe (nO o l
_nder our ass_apti_ Aa/A e > _0) _aich is positive _r_th respec_ _o the _ls_a.
the roles o£ electrons and positive Ions are Sn_erehaugedo That is, the positive
ions are no_ in a repelling _leld, end the eIectrons are in an attractive _ieldo
Thus the positive ion current no_ i8 given by (_) and (A_), and the electron
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current by (A7). with the subscript p replaced by e. S/m£1arly, the expressions
for £ are those for the positive ioas with the subscripts p replaced by e o The
various c_ditinnB analosously become:
2)  e<<s
3)
]_nally, it _ollows that titre exist8 an electron ssturation re_ou (prodded
A_/A t >> 40, 235 for NO) _boae los-log plot _rlll have d£fferene slopes aceord_ug
to _teh of 1), 2), or 3) are valid. Clearly, the Cerdian condenser is only an
aeymmtr£e double probe.
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_e SUMMARYAHD CONCI_SIO_S
It has been shoen that the I-V characteristic of a double probe consists of
thre_ regions:
1) ion saturation to probe 1 Vp >> 0
2) a transition region Up -- 0
3) ion saturation to probe 2 Vp << 0
In the ion saturation resions, the electron curcent to the probe that is
saturated is essentially zero, so that the circuit current is equal to the ion
saturation current° In this saturation region, it follows that the circuit
current is a function of the positive ion temperature, the positive ion density,
the ratio a/r, and the applied voltage Vdo The functional form of the dependence
on Vd, in turn, is dependent on whether there are no, a few, or many colltsiomq in
the sheath, and on the value of alto
On the other hand, if electrons comprise 10_ or more of the negative particles
and are Max_llian distributed, the current in the region between the saturation
regions is an exponential function of voltage, _ith a slope (of a log_lineer plot_
at the origin _hich is dependent on the electron temperature° If the probes are
reasonably symmetrical, only those electrous (the tail of the distribution) _-r£th
energies greater than the gloating potential will be seanpledo Finally, the effect
of negative ions for nn < 10n e has been shove to be primarily a slight decrease in
the minimum energy of the electrons sampled, without much effect on the electron
temperature as determlned by the equivalent resistance method° On the other hand,
if n u • lone the presence of the negative ions has a significant effect on the
transition region and the theory becomes extremely complicated°
Next,. it has been shc_u that any deviation from a _eilian distribution i_
the tail of the distributlon can have a str_ effect upon the functional form of
the transition resiono For example, a delta function or rectausular ener_
2t8
distribution changes the dependence from exponent£81 to linear near the origin,
Finally, and most £mportantly, it has been eh ._n that a _,7o_energy-group
d!stril_tion cam 8ive a t_o 8esment transit£cm region. £.eo, s "kink*' £n the
loV characteristic near the or£gln.
Finally, the Lans_ir probe ha8 been shown to be simply a hishly asymetr£c
double probe, and the Gerdien condenser 8n asy_etr£c double probe. As a result,
the IoV characteristic of a Lang_ir probe eons£e_ of
1) a positive £on seturat£on region Vp << 0
2) a transition region Vp _- 0
3) an electron saturation reg£on Vp >_ 0
The shape of the transition region is extremely sensitive to the electron
energy distribution and. for n n > lone, to the presence of neKative ions. The
electron saturation region (8im£1ar to the ion saturation region) is dependent on
the electron temperature, the electron density, the appl£ed voltage, and _eCher
the electrons undergo no, a f_, or many collisions £n the sheath,
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THE EF_q_'T OF ELIC_O_ ATr_CH_amT
In 8ec° 3.2.1 a theory for plasma production by phocolonizaCion is worked
ouC and applied co the production of such a plasma in the chamber. There are
some related effects which _Tere hoe considered in chac treatment _£ch n_7
require _naCiou £u v£e_ of the nature of the ezper_ncal probe curves _hich
were obtained. 7bess are the effects of energy dependence of cross sections for
the various processes _nich remove free electrons, and the effects of attachment
and detaclnenC processes on electron energy distribution and electron denS£_o
These will urn7 be ezsn£ued briefly.
The _Cude and energy dependence of the electron removal cross secCion_
relative Co the collision cross section can have a profound effect on the electrc_
energy distribution in the plasma° For example, us£n8 age theory (see Sac. 3o2olo613,
one finds Chac tt takes about l(_ collisions to slo_ down from a birth energy o_
0075 ev to a room temperature energy of 0002S ev, _Th£1e in an attochi_ ga_ £t can
t_ce less than 10s collisions for the electron co attach+ Thus, in th_s case
there _ould be fe_ free electrons with energy less than about 0°2 eVo
To illustrate this and several other points more forcibly, consider the
follewt_ situation° Electrons are all born initially at sane energy Eo ,_ If
_a >> _e at E_, where _a is the electron removal cross section and _c _he collisi_n
cross section, then only electrons of energy E_ will be present in appreciable
quenCity, as sho_n in Fig° Bl(a)o If the cross sections _re Indepeudeac of _ner_,,
and _a _ Gc, then the energy distribution will have a nar_c_ bel_.osl_ped spread
about energy _, as illustrated in Figo Bl(b)o 1£ _a _ Gc/NC (where NC is the
f(E) and C_a/_c
/ (7a/(Y C
f(E)
Eo
a) _a >> _c and constant
f(E) and _a/_c
f(E) and _a/Cyc
I
I I _ CYa/Crc
I
L E
Eo
b) Cya/_c _ i and constant
lO-S
Eth E o
c) _a/CY c _ 10-5
C_a/Uc
30 Eo
f(E) and _a/C_c
_E
Eth Eo
d) Cya/_ c << i0-s
f(v) and _a/CYc
_a/_c
Eth _ 5 Eth Eo E
e) _a/_c MONATONIC DECREASING
FUNCTION OF ENERGY
f(E)
lJ _-Jk E
Eth Eo
f) FOR Ne 0 IMPURITY
FIG. BI RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN _a/_c AND ELECTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION.
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u_aher of colU_l_ to _l£_.e). _ is t__t of energy, the distrl_tion
wiU eztend doma to ther_l energies, as weU as upwards with a small _ail. There
will be few thermal electwons and the high enerEy tail will have a practical
finite cutoff. These features are indicated in Fig. Bl(c), Only _ _a << _c/Nt
wilt the energy distribution resemble the Maz_lliano Rm.7_er, even in this case
there will be an energy peaI¢ at Eo , as shema in Fig° Bl(d)o
If _a increases monotonically _rlth decreasing energy, and if It reaches a
value of _a " lO:e/Nt for some energy _ above the thermal energy, the distribution
will be highly epithermal (ioeo, above thermal), eztendi_ upward from an e_rgy
s_t less than _, as In Ff_0 Bl(e)o The energy cutoff of the distribution
viii depend on hew rapidly _a l_creaseSo If _a increases :onoto_cally vtth
lncreastnS ene=gy, the high energy tail _rlll be eLtssing from the distribution,
resulting, among other effects, in a decrease in the floating po_enttaIo Fina¢ly,
if the electron removal cross section is beU-shap_d end of finite width, ther_
_tIl be a hole in the distribution, so that the double-peaked character of the
basic distribution _.r£11 he accentuated fur_o In fact, tf the peak value of
_a £s large enough and lies bel_ E_ _ the distr£butl_ _._111 beceme li_0e that sho_n
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B2_ h/_PaememT _m DweAem_
a2.1
Electron attael_nent to neutral psrtleles will give rise to _gati_e ions°
From r£gSo 7 and 8 in Sec° 3.201o3, 8ttsehment should be the dontnant loss _cbanls_
for el_eeon _£t_s bel_ about 10g to 10v _ o 1_e .eSative ion aensity
depends on the l_s rate of negative £o_ due to ton=ton recombination and to
phot_letachment, versus the production rate dbe to attacl_ento Assumin8 a 3=body
att_t process, _
where _B is the 3-body attaelDent coefficient, N is the neutral particle density,
¥ the £on°£on teccmblnatio_ coef£icient, _pd the -_croscopl_ photx_tetachment
cross section, and _ the photOn _lux°
F_ nitric ¢m£de at 0°2 Tort, _B_Ue < 43.5ne (n e < I0 9 ¢_Fe)o For an average
photon fhm in the chaabe: of about 10_s ca''see "a and a detachment cross section
of 10 "Is cm= , _pd _nn " lO'e nn° On the other hand, the electron-ion pair pro=
d_tion rate, for the same eonditio_s, is about 10t° era-So This implies
ne -* 203 X 10e cm'_o _u_ the rate of production of detached electrons cabot
e_ceed about 230 see'4 o This implies that the perturbation in the electron
energy distrlb_tton due to detached electrons genersl_y cannot be very sIKn_f£cant,
and that ynn < 43°5 soc'to
B2o2 Attachment _.rlth NaO Present
l I --
From See° 3°3°3°8, _0 is the only _mo_n _ttach_.ng impurity in the I]0
gas _-Thich_s present in the chamber in sufE1clently significant concentration to
cause a perturbation in the electron energy distr£buClono No_ puxe N_0 has a
threshold energy for dissociative ettachumnt slightly less than 0_3 ev _23,8]_
_Ith e peak microscopic cross section of 8059 X IY _s e_ et 2°2 ev [23]0 Hcx;ever,
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there exlst data [83 shining that when _0 is mixed _Ith other gases (eogo, _ or
A) the threshold energy is decreased conslderablyo Ik_ever, _e have not found
any data indicating the presence of a 3-body attach:ent processo
Using the peak value of the dissociative cross section for 1_0 given above,
a d_esoelative rate constant of 7056 × 10"z° cm_ at an energy of 2o2 ev is
obtained° This is 706 x 106 -times the same rate constant for I_. From
Seeo 3o2olo3o2, d£ssoc_atlve attachment dceduates the 3-body rec_nbinntion in
NO at 002 Torro Thus, at 002 Tort, a concentration of 0o57. of _0 _ould lead
to an attachment rate 3800_times that of pure lqD at 202 evo From [23], the
ratio is about 100o_times at 004 ev. Hence, since _ : 0075 ev, the electron
ce_eentrat£on with 0o5_ _0 present should be Lu the order of one-hundredth that
for pure NO. Tale illustrates the strong effect of I_0 as an attaching impurity
In NO, and tts energy dependenCeo
Froceedlng further, It is found that the ratio _a_c has the values 4 × I_ es
at 0o4 ev, 1o7 x I0 "s at 0°7 ev, and increases still further _th continuing
increase in energy up to 2.2 ev, at xThich point it starts to decrease_ Since
from age theory it takes about 1o7 x 10 t collisions to get to 0°4 ev and 506 × I0 _
collisions to set to 0o 1 ev _tle the above ratios of _a_c imply about 2°5 _ 1_0_
collisions to thermsltze more than 807. of the electrons _rlU make it energies.
less than 0ol eVo Thus, from the discussion o£ SeCo BI, one surmises that t_
electron energy distribution with I_0 present consists of a thermal greup of
decreased strength (but not Mm_ellten in shape), a group centered on Eo = 0°75 ev
a very weak high energy tail, and fe_er electrons in the range between about 0oi ev
and _ than for pure _0o Tht.s £s illustrated In ¥igo Bl(f)o
From Seco A2_3o4 of Appandlx A, a _o_1_esd_ e_rEy distribution of _hls _
wlll give a double probe curve _-r_tha '_i_c" near the ori_lu_ Further, again fra_
Seeo A2o3o4, for this '_¢tnlc" _o e_ist it is additionally required that only e f_w
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(less then 0°5"/.) o£ the electrons have ener_es 8_eater _hsn a f_ times Eth if
ne _ np/lOo Thus, most 0£ the electrons _uet Of necessity be _elaclvely "co),d",
i oeo, have energies less than Ool ev (850°K)o
_26
B3° s_m_y _m co_Lusiom
It has been shorn that the magnitude of the ratio of the electroa remsval
cross section to the collision cross section. _a_c, relative to the inverse
of the nmher of ¢olltst_s to ther_llze, _-z and the energy depen4ence of
_a/_c can have a vary appree£able effect on the electroa energy distribution for
the s£tuation of a st_le electron birth energy. In psz_icular, it has been
shoma that only if _a/_c << lqt"1 will the d£s_ribu_ou resemble a Maz_ll£ano
kt, it has been shown that photodetacknent will have only a mall effect on the
energy distributiono
Finally, tt has been sham1 that the presence of _0 as an impurity in a
coaceutrat£ma of 0.$_ can lead to electron de_itiee in the order 1/I00 o£ those
that _ould otherwise e=tst. In addition, it has been shoma that the energy
del_mdeace of the dissociative attachment cross section of H:O. combtned vl_h
the maKnltn4e of this cross section relative to the collision cross section in
NO, Is such as to give :tee to a two_pe_c elect:on energy distribution: one
peak at thez_al enersies , and the other peak at Fo , with heavily reduced electron
concentration in between and a _eak high energy tatlo In turn, this type of
distribution viii sire a double probe cutwe with a "k_Dk" near the origin If most
of the electrous are neold"o These facts correlate strongly both qualitatively
and quantitatively _th the ezperlzental results of Secs. 3.3_3o7 and 303o3o_ w_d
the results of the probe theory of Seco A2_3o4 for a t_o_ak elect=_ energy
d£str£bution.
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